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CHAP1ER VI 

GORDON'CRAI GAS THEATRE OF NATURAL SYNBOIS 

1. Introduction 

Gordon Craig was one of the most controversial and most in- 

fluential figures in the theatre of his time. About the lasting 

value of his theoretical writings there was and is no agreement; he 

was hailed by some as a genius, and dismissed by others as a charla- 

tan. His faults are obvious; the childishness, the unbalance, the 

pretentiousness and the bathos of some of his writing cannot be ig- 

nored. Perhaps the very obviousness of these weaknesses, however, 

may cause us to consider whether he may not have at least the germ 

of some valuable idea; for when so much of what he says is so easily 

dismissed, how else can we account for the extraordinary extent of 

his influence, an influence that continues today? Of all the men 

discussed in this dissertation, Craig is perhaps the only one whose 

theories are still frequently referred to by theatrical innovators, 

and are still subjects of living controversy. Another hint that 

there is more to Craig than may be immediately apparent lies in the 

remarkable similarity between some of Craig's ideas and those of theor- 

ists in other arts of the period, such as painting, music, and dance, 

as well as of a whole series of important dramatic theorists that fol- 

lowed him in the twentieth century. In fact, if we examine Craig's 

work as a whole I think it becomes obvious that, in spite of appear- 

ances, Craig was not a madman or a mere self-publicist, but that there 

is a genuine, coherent, and original theatrical conception to be dis- 
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cerned beneath the extravagance of his expression. The factor that 

has perhaps most contributed to the failure of many commentators to 

recognize this coherence is their reliance on Craig's most famous 

collection, On the Art of the Theatre. Although this certainly con- 

tains a number of important essays, it gives a misleading picture of 

Craig's thought as a whole; a truer conception emerges when the bulk 

of Craig's work is examined, especially the articles in The Mask, 

the full extent of Craig's authorship of which only rather recently 

has been established. I hope the following discussion will convince 

the reader that Craig was an important dramatic thinker, and that the 

reason for his influence lies in the fact that he was one of the first 

to examine a kind of theatrical coxnunication that has increasingly 

interested the twentieth-centuxy mind. 

Craig's thought, like that of Yeats, was predominantly 'rel- 

igious' rather than 'humanist; ' as defined in the introduction. He 

shared with Yeats, a fundamental mistrust of reason, and a belief that 

its increasing power in modern society, which men like Archer called 

progress, was not a blessing for humanity but a disaster. He says in 

one of his prefaces to On the Art of the Theatre, 

We have pampered our intellect so much of 
late, have searched the archives of knowledge 
at so great expense, that we have bargained 
our senses away to our unimaginative reason. l 

It is not surprising that Craig should publish in his magazine Yeats's 

play, The Hour-Glass, with its demonstration of the inability of the 

intellect to grasp the truth of spiritual reality, or that of the poems 

in The Wild Swans at Coole he should choose to quote in its entirety 

1. Edward Henry Gordon Craig, "God Save the King! " in On the Art of 
the Theatre (London, 1911; 5th impression with additional note by 
Craig, 1957), p. xc. 
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"The Dawn, " with its final lines, "'I-would be-for no knowledge is 

worth a straw--ignorant and wanton as'the dawn. "2 This sense of the 

ultimate inadequacy of reason is again suggested in the following 

passage: 

I think there are many thousands who feel 
about this as I do, but these thousands as a 
rule are for some reason not chosen to be 
either artists or critics; nowadays, it seems 
that it is the man of brains who is chosen to 
be artist or critic, and of course brains are 
nice, useful things, and the world couldn't 
move on without them, but they are rot the things 
which make it move. That which makes it move is 
something which is outside it, and yet that 
extraordinary thing is found everywhere, in 
almost helpless atoms, even in mud-banks., It 
is that which the scientist is telling us we 
can create, and, of course, to argue with a 
scientist would be-impertinent and foolish; he 
knows so much, but he has bad eyes, he cannot 
see. Like the man dreaded by Blake, he sees 
with, not through, his eyes. i 

The scientific approach has become "the only evil": 

Science, ... or Human Demonstration, continu- 
ally calling upon proof, trusting in many words, 
is as a restless Balance which continually rises 
and falls with the uncertainty of the centuries 
... the restless Terror; has become the only evil. 

ý* 

2. William Butler Yeats, "The Dawn, " in Collected Poems (London, 
1950), p. 164. See the review of The Wild Swans at Coole and The 
Cutting of an Agate by W. B. Yeats in The Marionnette: To-Might 
at 12_30.1 (1918), 379. 

3. "Imagination" in The Theatre Advancing (London, 1921), p. 72. 

4. "Geometry, " The Mask, 1 (1908-09), 1. References to Craig's peri- 
odical, The sk (15 vols.; Florence, 1908-29) contain the name of 
the article and, in parentheses, the name under which Craig wrote 
it, where one is given. The pseudonyms are listed in Ifan Kyrle 
Fletcher and Arnold Rood, Edward Gordon Craig: A Bibliography 
(London, 1967), p. 62. Where there is no pseudonym I conjecture 
the extract to be by Craig. Some of the unsigned articles, reviews 
and editorial notes and some of the work signed "John Semar" could 
be by Craig's associate, Dorothy Nevile Lees. By the evidence of 
her signed work she kept very close to Craig's ideas and it is 
highly unlikely that any editorial material appeared in The Mask 
that Craig did not approve. There is no list of pseudonyms for 
Craig's other important periodical, The Marionnette (1 vol.; Flor- 
ence, 1918), but the articles cited here are certainly by Craig. 
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Normally>anvadmirer of Nietzsche, Craig nonetheless uses, him here as 

an'example of the sterility of-the philosopher: 

-And`if Nietzsche has never begotten Beauty it 
is because Beauty is not fond of the men who 
have to think long to find their courage, nor 
fond of the men who have to think fourteen years 
to arrive at a truth which Inspiration whispers 
to the man she loves in one moment. ... L'He i> 
Lost-.,. . through learning ... and through 
belief that Love is learnable, that Laughter is 
learnable, that Dancing is learnable and that 
Beauty is to be achieved and won by fair in- 

'tellectual. means. 5 

As we shall see later, this antipathy to reason is qualified in Craig's 

thought'by the particular demands of his theory; nevertheless, it re- 

mains one of the basic-elements in his approach to life and to'art. 

As we saw in the case of Yeats, this anti-rationalist approach 

leads logically to conservatism and to respect for tradition. It also 

leads to respect for kings and princes, and for strong leaders in gen- 

eral. For if reason is not to guide our actions, then some other auth- 

ority-the past, -the hereditary leader, or simply a leader-is necessary. 

Like Yeats; -Craig rejected the commercial, liberal, democratic climate 

of England and chose to live in a country where life retained some al- 

most feudal-characteristics; in-his case; -thiswas Italy. Like Yeats, 

he loved ceremonies; he says, 

-I was born and bred to the old royal notions-of 
ceremonious things-all of which I could love and 6 
many of which I have tried to preserve to this day. 

4. (cont'd) Craig's style is so distinctive that his work is usually 
easily recognized. The extracts, which contain many eccentricities 
of spelling and punctuation, as well as some misprints, are quoted 
verbatim. 

5.. Review of The Birth of Tragedy by Friedrich Nietzsche (by ALIlen7 
Crarri>), The Mask, 2 (1909-10), 95. 

6. A Production: Being Thirty Two Collotvpe Plates, of Designs Pro- 
iected or Realised for The Pretenders of Henrik Ibsen and Produced 
at the Royal Theatre Copenhagen 1926 Edward Gordon Craig London, 
19307, p. 10. 
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Again,, as we'shall see.. Craig's love of tradition was qualified by the 

nature of his theory, though an attachmentýto, the past, and especially 

to. the theatre. of-the past, is always apparent. His admiration for 

kings and princes-too is frequently evident; All artists-"are worship- 

pers of Royalty, " he says, "And if my King wanted to-chop off my head 

I-think I would submit cheerfully and dance to the block for the sake 

of-preserving n. ideal of Kingship. "7-ýLike Yeats, he was for a time 

an admirer of Mussolini. 

'. -Like'Yeats, too, however, he rejects one possible source of 

authority; the Church, largely, it would appear, on the grounds that 

its modern services are aesthetically-, bad. g But he shared Yeats's - 

admiration for the Church of the past, and for any manifestations of 

human awareness of the spiritual. Like Yeats, he looks to art as the 

religion of the future; the theatre he hopes to create will be "so 

great an art, and one so universally beloved""that he prophesies- 

"that a new religion will be found contained in it. " Art"for him is- 

"nothing more than the purest product of that spirit which has given - 

life to everything, and which daily, creates everything. ""10 

As with Yeats, this spirit-is`invoked-by the use-of-symbols. 

"Symbolism is to the Theatre what life is to the body, "11 he says. The 

nature of-these symbols is, however, different from that-of Yeats's. 

As we have seen, the force of Yeats's symbols derives from the tradition 

7. "God, Save the King! " in On The Art of the Theatre, p. xix. 

8. See "Church and, Stage:. In Rome" in The Theatre Advancing, 
pp. 193-97. 

9. "Plays and Playwrights Pictures and Painters in the Theatre: in 
On the Art of the Theatre, p. 123. 

10. "Art and the Nation" (by "Britannicus"), The Mask, 5 (1912-1% 7. 

11. "Editorial Notes: Symbolism in the Theatre, " ibid., 3 (1910-11), 
100. 
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to which they belong; it is necessary they have "possessed-the imagin- 

ations of large numbers of men" before they are useful to the artist. 

Craig's symbols are not'traditional but natural. They derive their - 

power not from their associations but 'from their correspondence with 

the fundamental laws of nature. They show. us the divinity in nature 

by uncovering its basic, patterns. They-are not arbitrary creations of 

a culture but are universal and eternal. -As a-result, neither the 

artist nor'his audience, need=be'part--of a tradition, or share a common 

background of any kind; they-both require only-minds-open to the per- 

ception of nature. 

This belief-in-the-possibility of: a-natural symbolism is al- 

most'dictated by Craig's peculiar artistic. position. '. His art was the 

theatre, and the' theatre, as all agreed, had-largely abandoned its 

tradition. - Asýwe have seen.. Yeats's solution to this problem was to 

import into the theatre the traditions of-another art, lyric poetry, 

which, according to'Yeats,: was the only art-to keep the'"Asiatic habit" 

of depending'on a traditional symbolic- language for its communication. 

Such a solution was impossible to Craig, because it is dependent as 

we have seen*on a fundamental assumption of the primacy of the play in 

the theatrical performance. In order to create his poetic theatre, 

Yeats first had to campaign for the-acceptance of a "literary theatre, i12 

and, this was the one kind of theatre Craig could not accept. 

The reason that he could not accept it lies perhaps in his 

background. As we have seen, the origins of the modern play-dominated 

theatre in England go back to the'Bancrofts, who introduced in the 

plays of. Robertson, a drama more closely related in style and subject 

12. See above, p. 214. 
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matter to currently popular novels than to the old dramatic forms. It 

was to this theatrical strain, with its basic emphasis on the play, 

that Archer, Shaw the reformer, and Yeats all belonged. But develop- 

ing beside this strain was another, that associated with Henry Irving. 

Here the emphasis was on the new production, not the new play. Irv- 

ing's plays were usually from the traditional repertoire, or based 

on famous stories, and his productions had some of the appeal of the 

illustrations of literary classics by popular Victorian illustrators 

like Dore and John Gilbert, two very strong influences on Irving, ac- 

cording to Craig. 13 Irving's theatre was very definitely not a lit- 

erary one; even when he dealt with a literary classic, such as a play 

by Shakespeare, the richness of his production and the picturesque 

individuality of his own acting tended to strike the audience with 

greater force than did the play. As Ellen Terry's son, and as an 

actor for eight years in the Lyceum company, Craig could not but be 

greatly influenced by Irving. Even thirty years after he stopped act- 

ing with Irving we find him saying, "Irving told me the way I was to 

go, and I follow strictly along his path. 
"` He never forsook Irv- 

ing's primary assumption that it was the production that mattered in 

the theatre, the interpretation of the play by the actors, and that 

what took place on the stage was a new creation, not simply an embodi- 

ment of the playwright's ideas. 

Yeats's solution to the problem of theatrical symbolism was 

thus out of the question; Craig could not accept a theatre so entirely 

dominated by the words of the poet. Nor did Irving'stheatre provide 

13. See Henry Irving, (London, 1930), pp. 127-29. 

14. ibid.., p. 119. 
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an ideal-solution, for although Craig insisted that Irving's acting 

was essentially symbolic, his theatre clearly did not found-a"sym- 

bolic tradition. Irving did not require his audiences to learn-a 

special theatrical language; on the contrary, as has been shown, his 

whole success derived from the fact that he jettisoned the old the- 

atrical tradition and made his productions immediately intelligible 

to any middle-class audience, no matter, how inexperienced. His basic 

method was a kind of romantic realism which made vivid the ordinary 

middle-class impression of how things are, or were, or might be. 

Craig says regarding Irving's productions, especially those influenced 

by his father, E. W. Godwin: 

Such productions served as the natural link to, 
connect the theatre of forty years ago with its 
plush curtains and its early Victorian costumes, 
its ugliness as well as its incorrectness, with 
the theatre of the iimmediate tomorrow, which is 
bound to be that theatre in which, as Godwin says, 
"the accessories and costumes shall be altogether 
wrong", .... that is ideal creations, fair 
with that beauty of the "Poet's Dream" which 
"never was on land or sea". His work was the 
natural realistic link between the unimaginative 
and the imaginative. 15 

Production details in the old theatres were tasteless by middle-class 

standards; they followed theatrical traditions, not current fashion, 

and were, accepted only because the audience was used to them. Irving 

got rid of, the old theatrical habits of production, and decorated his 

. stage with the, taste, and authenticity of a contemporary painting, just 

as the Bancrofts acted plays with the feeling of contemporary novels. 

And now Craig wished to do to the Irving theatre what Yeats did to the 

Bancroft theatre; Yeats sought to maintain the literary orientation 

while changing-the emphasis from the direct "informational" communi- 

., 

15. "A Note on the Work of E. W. Godwin" (by John Semar), The Mask 3, 
(1910-11), 56. 
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cation of realism to the symbolic ccmmunication-'of poetry. Craig 

wished to maintain the orientation towards production in Irving's 

theatre, bitt he wished'to make it communicate "imaginatively, "*or= 

symbolically, rather than realistically. 

-One-possible course might have been to import the"traditions' 

of-another art'into the'theatre; just as'Yeats-had borrowed poetic 

tradition, Craig might have relied on traditions drawn from the visual 

arts. In his own productions Craig seems often to have done so. For 

the most part they were achieved shortly after his acquiring of a 

reputation as a wood-engraver, under the influence of James Pryde and 

William Nicholson, and the element in them that struck most reviewers 

was their painterly quality. The following passage, taken from a 

review of his first major production, Dido and Aeneas (1900), is 

typical: 

The scene. in-which,. against a background 
of the colour of smoke, . the maidens of the 
court are caught in.. a thunder-shower, and 
group into twos and threes under the upheld 
shields of the young warriors, was worthy to 
be recorded on. canvas. The decorative effect, 
the largeness of it, the swift-telling panto- 
mime of it, the black-and-white, all displayed 
that broad, masterly treatment that w associ- 
ate with the great-masters in. paint. l° 

The influence of-the. New English Art Club, the advanced group of 

French-influenced painters with which, Pryde-and Nicholson were associ- 

ated, was also noticed: 

The colouring, particularly in the first act, 
is more fashionable than beautiful; it is ex- 
tremely crude and heavy.,. .. It is not, of. 
course, the milliners' fashion that Mr. Craig 
has followed, but that of the New English Art 

fi 

16, Haldane Macfall, "Some Thoughts on the Art. of Gordon-Craig with 
Particular Reference. to Stage Craft, " The Studio, 23 (1901), 
255-56. 
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Club. Such crude-colour-and deliberate 
discords are to be seen everywhere to-day 17 in the work of a certain school of Artists. 

His productions thus related. to those of Irving and . Tree. rather as the 

paintings. of., the younger school of painters did to those of. the Royal 

Academicians. In their simplification, in their daring use of-colours 

and in their symbolic. overtones, they seemed to be bringing the new 

artistic trends. into the. theatre. 

-Later Craig. tried to minimize the extent of his debt to the 

visual arts; nevertheless, the artistic quality of his stage designs 

caused many. to continue to think of him as a painter in the theatre: 

But as I have not yet this theatre of my own, 
and as my mind leaves me no rest until these 
designs and ideas are put into one form or 
another, I have been forced to make studies 

., of-these ideas with the limited means at my 
disposal. And so I am judged by what is seen 

; on paper and am acclaimed as Maler (painter 
and instantly the thoughtless scream out: 
"Ha, ha: we have unearthed this-terrible 
conspiracy; this man is only arguing from a 
little standpoint. He only wants to oust 
our plays from the stage so that his pictures 
may come there instead. "lg.;. 

Craig insisted that the painter had no place, in the theatre. He 

wished to establish the theatre as. an art in its own right, independent 

of literary, pictorial or sculptural influences; he believed its prim- 

ary quality was movement, with which the poet and the visual artist 

were unequipped to deal. In any case, the painting of his time was 

probably not an adequate source of symbols. For, as Yeats pointed out, 

it too had largely ceased to rely on a tradition. In fact, the painters 

of the time were almost in the same position as was Craig. Having re- 

17. Mabel Cox, "Dress, " The Artist, 27 (1900), 131. 

18. "Plays and Playwrights Pictures and Painters in the Theatre" in 
On the Art of the Theatre, p. 122. 
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jected the realism of'the'early nineteenth century, and the more rig- 

orous realism of the Impressionists, ithey too were-seeking some kind 

of symbolic approach, but lacked a tradition upon which to base it. 

As we shall see, many of them-reached a conclusion very simi- 

lar to Craig's. Craig decided that underlying the effect of great 

works of, art must be certain`natural"laws that accounted for their 

effect. ---The nature of these laws was dictated by the basic materials 

of the art. 'By creating in"accordance with them,, -the-artist ensured 

that the work of art manifested the underlying spiritual reality of 

nature. The aim of the artist was-not to imitate life.. -and so to 

communicate information about'it directly, but to make his art a sym- 

bolic manifestation of life's basic laws. Such art had no need of a 

tradition. Indeed, it would be quite possible to create a new art 

if one could find a medium that had not been used before. 19 The 

theatre had long since ceased to be a medium for artists. Its laws 

were no longer known. But Craig's belief in natural symbolism opened 

up the possibility that the laws might be rediscovered, perhaps in a 

purer form than had ever previously been known, and these might form 

the basis of a new art of the theatre. 

2. Craig's Aesthetic Theory 

Craig's aesthetic' theory, and indeed his whole philosophy, 

begins with a 'sense of man's wrong relationship to nature. The myth 

of the Fall is one to which Craig constantly recurs: "It seems to me 
I 

that, we should not forget that we belong to a period after the Fall and 

not before it; 20 As Yeats would agree, it is knowledge, the intellect, 

19. See The Actor and the Über-Marionette, " ibid., p. 73. 

20. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future, " ibid., p. 49. 
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that 'has brought about- this wrong' relationship: 

It seems. that in the Garden of Paradise, the 
world, there are as many trees of knowledge 
as there are men, so that it will no longer 
do to put our continual yearly "fall" down 
to woman, and we had surely better try to 
support her bitter laughter than that harsher 
scorn of the gods. 21 

With knowledge cam. vanity, desire, fear; man lost-the power to see 

nature as it is, perfectly beautiful. The-intellect has destroyed 

his "vision, " just-as it destroyed that of the Wise Man in The Hour- 

Glass: 

This seeking to know more-this desire of the 
brain-threatens to rob our senses of their 
vitality; our eyes may become dim till we shall 
no longer recognize the God before us, nor the 
King as he passes along our way. " Our ears seem 
to be deaf; we begin not to hear the song of. 
Paradise, we fail to pick up the chorus which 
follows in the wake of Royalty. 22 

Because he lost this sense of nature's perfection, man ceased to be 

obedient to nature; he began to act for himself, to seek things for 

himself, and so became vain, egotistical, greedy, and fearful. Modern 

life, instead of reflecting the harmony of nature, is a jumble of con- 

flicting individual wills, which Craig saw reflected in the paintings 

of the Futurists: 

The Futurists exactly explain modern life, they 
are horrible, their pictures are horrible. And 
exactly so is modern life, broken and agitated, 
each little inch quite-finished in'itself, quite 
independent of the other pieces; no harmony, no 
rhythm, but pandemonium; not the triumph of the 
angle, but the catastrophe of. the angle. 23 

Modern society is a "conspiracy against vitality"; it lacks the "sun 

21. "God Save the King: " ibid., p. xx. 

22. Ibid., 
-p. xxii. 

23. "English Sentimentality" (by John Balance), The Mask, 6 (1913-14), 
53. 
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of life. "24 Instead of moving with nature we'oppose her, and as a 

result we are unhappy. 

Religion for Craig is simply an awareness of the rightness of 

what is, of the perfection of nature. It does not matter what form 

it takes: 

'Belief and the power to worship-that is 
what we lack. 

When it was the worship of Dionysus, all 
went well. When it was another worship, all 
went well--or better. When a third, still all 
went well-or still better. But without anv 
belief-how can anything go well? 25 

And this belief is simply in "vitality. "26 The idea of God is an af- 

firmation of the "fine good quality" of nature: 

But the idea of God ... the longing for the 
stars ... still counts and will ever count, 
until the last tick of the clock of the universe 
tells the End. And God is not quantity but 
quality; if God be everywhere, ... in sun, in 
sea, in air, in earth, it is not because of the 
vastness of the sun, the sea, the earth and the 
air, but because of the fine good quality of 
these vast things. 27 

Man has a faculty which permits him a glimpse of Eden; of nature as 

it would appear to the unfallen man: his imagination. It is the 

imagination which creates religions, ideals, and art, as a response 

to what it perceives; and of these, art is the purest expression of 

this perception: 

Art is the purest product of. Imagination. When 

24. "The Actor and the Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre. 
P. 74. 

25. "Belief and Make-Believe: A Footnote to 'The Actor and the Uber- 
Marionnette"" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 65. 

26. Ibid., p. 66. 

27. "Kingship. Some Thoughts Concerning Hanako the Actress: Japan: 
India: Friendship and the King" (by Gordon Craig), The Mask, 6 
(1913-14)j 243. 
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we-talk of God we'allude to a creation of 
the Imagination; without the Imagination 
God could'not exist. We talk of Love, of 
Life, of Death: ... all these are created 
by the Imagination. We make a hash-of most 
of them and thereby we prove that they are 
not works of art although' works of imagination., 
Works of art, we repeat, are the purest an4 
most orderly product, of the imagination. 2 

The Imagination is man's toe-hold on'Life: 

This which heals, 'by which you see, by which 
you hear, by which you understand and are 
converted=to the truth of life, and by which 
you live, is Imagination; you die the day you 
cease to have it, you live the hour that it 
comes to you. 29 

It is a reflection of the divine spirit in nature: 

What then is this mysterious thing which is 
eternal, which creates itself, which keeps 
the world-spinning, which never grows old or 
gets tired? No one has seen its face-and 
lived. But there are some who have seen the 
reflection of its face. We call the reflection 
of this thing Imagination, and I think itIs 
quite the most precious possession of mankind. 
Far more rapid than the inventions of modern 
science, far more powerful than anything in 

--the-world, it can pierce all that is material, 
no matter how dense; it leaps all divisions, 
no matter how wide. While it is the one thing 
needful today, it is the one thing disregarded; 
it is a thing all men possess in abundance and-. 
few men will develop. 3$ 

The true life perceived by the imagination is sometimes (very confus- 

ingly) called by Craig "Death"; for man's self, man's ego, must die 

before he can reach it. This Death is really a "mysterious, joyous, 

and superbly complete life": 

From this idea of death, which seems a kind of 
spring, a blossoming-from this land and from 
this idea can come so vast an inspiration, that 
with unhesitating exultation I leap forward to 

28. "Art and the Nation" (by. "Britannicus"), ibid., 5 (1912-13), 7. 

29. "Imagination" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 73. 

30. Ibid., pp. 72-73. 
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it; and behold, in an instant; I find my 
arms full of flowers. I advance but a pace 
or two and again plenty is around me. I pass 
at ease on a sea of beauty.. I sail whither the 
winds take me--there, there is no danger. 31 

By giving us a glimpse of this life, the priest and the artist relieve 

us of some of the anxiety resulting from our fallen natures. 

Craig's"clearest statement of this function of art comes in a 

story entitled PUntil, Today the Artist: A Lost Incident in the Book 

Called Genesis. " The artist was created from a tear shed by God after 

sending Adam and Eve from the Garden: 

It resembled a man though its essence was the 
essence of God. And from that time until now, 
this being, welling up from the very heart of 
God yet made in the likeness of man, was through 
its supreme knowledge of bitterness and joy so 
filled with tender compassion for man that he 
partly undid the evil work of the serpent. And 
whenever man and woman trembled with a great 
fear at the horrible visions which appeared to 
them through their desire for knowledge, he 
eased their hearts by, then and there revealing 
to them some lovely vision. 32 

But man turned away from art as he had turned away from God, because 

a Fool complained "that to waste money and time and feeling on what 

they did not understand was a fools'*way .... , 33 As man became 

more under the dominance of the Fool, nature turned hostile to him; 

the climax of the Fool's reign came when he demanded to be worshipped: 

And the other Fools made images of him and 
placed them upon altars. And these images 
were true representations of falsehood, and 
were hideous to behold. 34 

31. "The Actor and the Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre, 
pp. 74-75. 

32. "Until Today. the, Artist:.. A, Lost Incident in the Book Called 
Genesis" (by Ivan Ivanowitch), The Mask, 5 (1912-13), 159. 

33. Ibid., 5, (1912-13), 160. 

34. Ibid., 5 (1912-13), 160.. ` 
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"And then, " says Craig, "the artist moved": 

And he fashioned an image out of his 
remembrance of his Father, leaving out all 
that tasted of bitterness and filling the 
image with all the fire of joy. And he set 
it up one night facing the north from whence 
the cold wind was always blowing, and awaited 
the rising sun. 

And soon the light crept round the earth 
and over the hills, and it touched the image, 
upon which were graven the words, "To the 
unseen God. " 

And instantly God became manifest, and 
everyone who saw the image knew that the un- 
seen God was lovely to have given birth to so 
beautiful an image. And God turned back once 
more towards the earth. And he looked so 
smilingly at the image of himself, ... an 
image so unlike and yet so true, ... that he 
forgave mankind all their weaknesses. 35 

By showing man an image of the divinity of nature, the artist recon- 

ciles man to nature. And immediately nature ceases to be hostile. 

For its hostility consists only in our thinking it so, in our opposing 

ourselves to it. Nature is "obedient to those who obey. "36 What is 

wrong with the world is simply our questioning of it: 

London, Berlin, Paris, Vienna and New York 
are infested by this rabble of weak and 
selfish fools who argue and question from 
morn till night as to what is wrong with the 
world. 

YOU are--you who put the question: nothing 
else is wrong with it. 37 

Everything is beautiful; if it seems ugly it is because our attitude 

to it is wrong. The artist shows us the beauty in all things: 

35. "Until Today the Artist: A Lost Incident in the Book Called 
Genesis" (by Ivan Ivanowitch), ibid., 5, (1912-13), 160-61. 

36. "The Ghosts in the Tragedies of Shakespeare" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 275. 

37. "Public Opinion" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 90. 
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Thus 11 things become beautiful 'in hands 
that imow what beauty of touch is and-all -. 
things are beautiful as they pass through 38 the thoughts of a really human being .... 

Even evil is beautiful: 

-'LBrieu7x7 writes of the triumph of-evil. But 
because they are sad and terrible they are not 

-, -. necessarily. unbeautiful. He makes them ugly 
because he puts them before us with his arms 
crossed on his breast and all s conceit 
blinding him and appalling us. 

He needs to unlock his arms and give "his whole person to the world, "40 

instead of looking at life from mans self-centred point of view. 

What form does this image take, which is "so unlike and yet so 

true"? Clearly it must be alive; it must contain the spirit which is 

to be revealed. But equally clearly it cannot be simply a piece of 

nature, since man in his present state is not capable of responding 

to the spirit as it is manifested in the world: 

Nature will not alone supply all which goes 
to create a work of art, and it is not the 
privilege of trees, mountains and brooks to 
create works of art, or everything which-they 
touch. ýrould be given a definite and beautiful 
form. 4ý I 

Art must be nature given a-beautiful form°by the artist which symbol- 

izes but does not reproduce-the divine spirit in nature, and so makes 

it visible to man's-clouded"eyes. This-beauty, is itself natural; it 

is a simplified manifestation of the basic laws of life, a "Divine 

Demonstration" of these-, laws: --- 

38. ttBrieux and Bernard Shaw: A Note on Two Social Reformers" (by 
Louis Madrid), The Mask, 4, (1911-12), 1/+. 

39. Ibid., 
_4, 

(1911-12), 15. 

40. Ibid., 4, (1911-12), 15. 

l 1. "The-Artists of ' the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatr©. p. 10. 
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Beauty .... or Divine Demonstration, 
knows no confusion. It has perfect balance. 
It remains true once and for ever. ... needs 
no proof ... can reveal itself without words 
or arguments, and when we see it we again see' 
Paradise. 42 

Thus beauty for Craig has an almost mathematical quality; a circle is 

"Beauty's perfection, " and a square "the strength of that perfection. '63 

He refers to "the nice Law of-Balance which is the heart of perfect 

Beauty"; 44 the Beautiful is "something which has the most balance 

about it, the ustest thing, that which rings a complete and perfect 

bell note. "b5 Art for Craig is thus perfectly natural, and yet not 

nature as we know it; it is nature made manifest, nature given a form 

which reflects symbolically its inward perfection. 

This form is imposed by reason; the imagination'determines 

what is to be expressed, and the reason determines how it will be ex- 

pressed so that men may understand it. The artist must have "the im- 

agination to know what to bring forth, and the brain to know how to 

put it before us. "46 Imagination in itself knows no rules; it is 

often used synonymously. by Craig with passion or the creative power. 

The arts, "though born of the passions and conceived in freedom, can 

only be perfected and made durable by the aid of laws": 

The Most High has given us passions by 
which we may create all things; and he has 
given us a, law that we may create them well. 

42. "Geometry, " The Mask, 1 (1908-09), 1. 

43. ibid., 1 (1908-09), 2. 

44. "A Note on Masks" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 125. 

45. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 37. 

46. Ibid., pp. 10-11. 
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It was not with a boundless passion alone 
that the masters created the church of Hagia 
Sophia in Constantinople, the Alhambra in 
Granada, and Rheims Cathedral. It was by that 
passion plus the law of reason, and you may 
search far and wide and find no example of 
great art which has been created without the 
control of reason, no example created without 
the impetus of_passion. 

The passions have by nature no rules, 
rules no passion. Reason is given us by which 
to make rules for passion. 47 

Each art has its, own laws of expression; they are not-simply created 

by men, but are laws of nature which the artist uses in creating 

beautiful form, since beauty, 'as we have seen, is a manifestation of 

natural law: 

The vitality of an art depends upon its 
artists and their willingness to work under 
the laws which have ruled their art from the 
commencement. Not laws put down by committees 
to suit a period, but the commandments un- 
spoken and uninscribed--that nice Law of 
Balance which is the heart of perfect Beauty, 
and from which springs Freedom, that Freedom 
which we hope and believe is the soul of Truth. 4g 

And although the essential value of art for Craig is imaginative 

rather than intellectual, and although the intellect is not necessary 

in the appreciation of art, yet it is necessary in the discovery of 

the laws and in the imposition of them upon the work of art. 

This fact, 'as we shall see, results in some contradictions and 

many seeming' contradictions in Craig's thought. Essentially anti- 

rationalist in his outlook, as we have seen, he nevertheless is forced 

to make reason an essential part of his aesthetic theory, and we find 

him defining art as "the most intelligent statement"49 and even as 

47. "Art or Imitation: A Plea for an Inquiry After the Missing Laws 
of the*Art" in The Theatre Advancing, pp. 155-56. 

48. "A Note on Masks, " ibid., p. 125. 

49. "The Actor and the Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre, 
p. 69. 
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"scientific knowledge, "50, statements. which certainly give a misleading 

impression of his approach. Yeats avoids this problem because for him 

symbols are traditional rather than natural. For him beauty is an 

emotion which is communicated by symbols; these symbols may be forms- 

rhythm or sounds in poetry, for example--but the emotion is communi- 

cated by the associations of these forms, not by anything intrinsically 

contained in the forms themselves. For Craig, beauty is very definitely 

contained intrinsically in the form; the form reflects the natural law, 

which is universal and which can be discovered and applied by reason. 

These laws which govern the arts for Craig perform many of the 

same functions that'tradition does for Yeats. They are the source of 

the symbols whereby the artist's inexpressible perception is made mani- 

fest to his audience, '' They render art impersonal; the artist's egoism 

is prevented from intruding upon the communication of the spirit. The 

great masters of Asia and Africa were, Craig says, 

not individuals obsessed with the idea of 
each asserting his personality as if it were 
a valuable and mighty thing, but content be- 
cause of a kind of holy patience to move their 
brains and their fingers only in that direction 
permitted, by. the_law--in, the service of the 
simple truths. 51 

In a similar waypYeats'a Byzantine craftsmen lose their individuality 

by giving themselves up entirely to the traditions of their civiliz- 

ation. Indeed, Craig insists that these, laws are-the true traditions 

of art, the ancient traditions which more recent ones have buried: 

The Ancient-the Ancient traditions, "The 
Mask" has repeated over and over again; -not the 
newer "traditions" thrust forward-by restless 
revolutionaries these last hundred and fifty 
years or more, "traditions" made to meet the 

50. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future, " ibid., p. 9. 

51. "The Actor and the Uber-Marionette, " ibid., p. 87. 
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'modest requirements-ofýthe flaccid minds of- 
modern adventurers in our Theatrical realms. 

Those new "traditions", "the Mask" cried 
out, are too easy, too lax, and utterly un- 

- worthy of an ancient Theatrical art once built 
up and designed so well by the old masters. 

To the Ancient Traditions, then! ... 
and let us spare ourselves no pains. 52 

Thus Craig reconciles his basic conservatism with his revolutionary 

proposals. Although the laws of art are laws of nature and can be 

discovered scientifically by studying nature, they are also reflected 

in the ancient traditions of-art', traditions from times when artists 

understood the laws and obeyed them. He. is demanding only a return 

to these traditions. 

However, Craig's belief in laws and natural symbols has some 

corollaries which Yeats's traditional theory lacks. The most import- 

ant arises from the fact that the natural symbol is universal. Craig 

avoids the problem that pursued Yeats of finding an audience who can 

understand his symbolism. Because Craig's symbols are reflections of 

natural laws, they are, in theory, equally appreciable by everyone. 

Universality becomes a test for artistic validity in Craig's writings; 

if an image fails to reach everyone, then it cannot be art: 

So whether we are actors, stage managers or 
. even-scene painters, our study must be how to 
reach everyone in the theatre simultaneously 
so that they may respond simultaneously. 
When we know how to do this we shall know how 
to deal-'in essentials and not-in details, and 
the details will be thrown out into the scene 
dock. 53 

Thus the demand'for universality-leads Craig strongly in the direction 

of'simplification: ""Nothing'strikes two or more beholders in the same 

52. "And. Now Another Word to Initiate Volume Nine" (by Gordon Craig), 
The Mask' 9 (1923), 5. 

530 "Psychology and the Drama" (by John Semar), ibid., 2 (1909-10), 
163. 
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manner except those very simple things which are most direct in their 

appeal, let us almost say the commonplace things. "154 Craig does 

recognize that even in his ideal theatre the entire audience may not 

respond in the same way; but its failure to do so will not be the 

result of the differences in the backgrounds of its members, but in the 

wrong attitude of some members. It°is necessary that they be open, 

free of prejudice, and willing to receive, the'artist's communication: 

-And suppose I don't see"what you intend me 
to see? you ask. There will be thirty out 
of eighty who do not see as the other fifty 
see: -that I cannot help ... that has always 
been so. ... . 

But ifs like every real good playgoer, you 
go to the Theatre to see what we want to show 
you, you will see it if we are real good 
Theatre workers. 55 - .,. 

It . is true that at times Craig speaks of ! 'systems, "' or träd- 

itions based on the laws, which would not be universal; he admits, for 

example, that the Nb theatre, which he admires in theory, uses a 

special language only understood by its audience. In referring to 56 

Eastern. or ancient theatres he almost always warns of the danger of 

imitating the "system"-rather than looking beyond it for the universal 

law; he says, with reference to Indian dance, "But we receive only the 

'Systems' ... the Art of Gesture does not reach us. ... and so if 

we have any sense left we dare not pretend we understand. "57 The re- 

lationship of "systems" to "laws" is suggested in the following para- 

graph: 

54. Ibid., 2 (1909-10), 163. 

55. Scene (London, 1923), p. 23. 

56; See the review of The Japanese Dance by Marcelle Azra Hinckes in 
The Mask, 3 (1910-11)o, 90. 

57. Review of The Mirror of Gesture by Dr. Ananda Con araswamy,, ibid., 
8 (1918-19 

, 52. 
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If onesthrow"away traditions (and the Art 
Theatres protest that they do so), we must 
invent new ones. - How can we do without laws? 
New systems are invented, new laws never. 
Fora law is-older than a system, and is 
fixed from the beginning of things. We make 
systems, we discover laws; and all the tech- 
niques in the world cannot lead to the dis- 

ýcovery of one, law. There are countless tech- 
niques in architecture and music, but the 
laws are few, and quite other than these. 58 

A-few pages later he refers to these-systems in the Eastern theatres 

as "a11 the rubbish which now confuses us and covers the valuable 

truths. ""59 These-systems or traditions thus seem to be for Craig 

partial reflections of the laws; they contain other elements which are 

not essential to art; and which curtail its universality. It is clear 

that Craig hopes by discovering the laws to create a perfectly pure 

art with no admixture of, accidental tradition, "an art which has in it 

the seeds of a universal language. ... the language of symbolic 

movement. " 
60 

This law of movement would be the law of the - art of the 

theatre, which has hitherto lacked its law: 

The laws of Architecture have all been 
clearly stated, written down and printed; -- 
they may not make a genius but they certainly 
must be studied for a course of years by any- 
one who proposes becoming an architect., . The'laws of Music are in existence, and after 
years of studying these from books and in 
practice Ia° man can-come to --compose, -sound. 
Whether it be music and great music or fine' 
music is another matter. 

Not so have laws been written down for 
theatricals, and so it seems we are far from 
the point when it can become a serious study 
It'is still essentially an improvised thing. 61 

58. 'Art or Imitation" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 165. 

59. 
_Ibid., p. 167. 

60. "To Mr. Andrew Carnegie" (by John, Semar), The Mask, 1 (1908-09), 
74. 

61. "University Drama"(letter to,, the editor by C. G. Smith), ibid., 
3.1, (1925)., 143. 
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There are two methods by which Craig hopes to discover these laws. One 

lies in the study of ancient and Eastern theatres which-he believes con- 

tain them beneath the layers of their traditions. The other lies in 

the examining of movement as it exists in nature. ' Craig's ideas in 

this regard are most clearly set out in an article by John Cournos 

printed in The Mask, which purports to be-based on "notes jotted down 

in conversation" with Craig regarding the school Craig hoped to set up 

in Florence. The aim of the school was to 

strive by means of experiment and research to 
rediscover and recreate those magic and ele- 
mental-principles of beauty, simplicity, and 
grace in a department of the art-world, from 
which at present they are conspicuously absent. 

62 

He hoped to study "the 
. 
three. natural sources of art-Sound, Light and 

Motion. "63 But of these, motion was by far, the most important to 

Craig. The nature of this study is-clearly described in Cournos' 

article: 

One of the most important studies will 
be that of movement in nature ... the move- 
ments of trees, wind, water, the flight of 
birds, the glide of fish, snakes, the movement 
of the human figure. 

Comparisons will be made, with. the object 
of discovering any vital resemblance between 
the various movements and of establishing a 
universal-principle. It is probable that the 
virtues of the elements are the purer movements- 
of nature working in-harmony; that what we call 
spiritual runs through all nature. 

It-may be ultimately discovered that the 
height of the human movement is a square move- 
ment, or it may be a round movement, or it may 
be a combination of the two., An effort will be 
made to find what is at the root of all move- 
ments, and what are the primary forms of move- 
ment. All these movements from Nature will be 
taken to the table, dissected, tested thoroughly. 

62. "Prelude. January 1913, " ibid., 5 (1912-13), 194. 

63. "The'Art of the Theatre: The Second Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 240. 
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Nature's secrets will be wrested from her. 
Only in this way is it possible to get at the 
structure and internals of art. The externals 
of art are so attractive that it is easy to be 

" deceived as to their actual value. 
An attempt will be made to find a new road. 

The important thing is not to be a pupil of 
Rembrandt or Hokusai, but of the thing which 
gave birth to both men, a pupil of the thing 
they groped for. One must go direct to nature. 
The danger is in departing from nature. Artists 
are fine where they resemble each other. The 
finest of Rembrandt's etched lines, without 
ornamentation, will resemble a line by Hokusai. 
Two straight, °structural lines forming the sail 
of a mill, as drawn by Rembrandt, will in no 
wise differ, when least adorned, from those 
drawn by an Indian or by a Japanese. These two 

--fine, sharp lines are chronicles of fact. They 
give the form. And form is valuable because it 
is an abiding thing, while light and colour are 
fleeting. Form keeps a thing clear and orderly. 
Therefore,. the geometry of nature which creates 
form will be studied. Without form there can be 
no life. All else is artifice. Ballet-dancing 

... the best of it ... is artifice. The 
goosestep of a German soldier is artificial; the 
ordinary walking of troops is natural and mag- 
nificent. The high walking of horses is un- 
natural; a decently bred horse walks naturally. 

The movements of man, horse, and tree have 
something in common, and it is that which should 
be captured. It is that which has the soul. It 
is something. that unites all creation. It is 
something familiar, and if one entered another 
life .. that of worm, bird, or mammal ... it should not depart from him. If man went 
through all animal creation he would find always 
that peculiar rhythm ... suggesting perhaps 

'the victorious; love conquering death; the power., "w- 
to conquer, etc. The artist, in this sense, is 
a philosopher, a metaphysician arriving at his 
end by raps calculation, steering clear of all 
complexity. 

64 

Craig's sense of art as "Divine Demonstration" is clearly shown in this 

passage.,. Art is a kind of simplification of nature; by eliminating 

what is inessential, by demonstrating the most basic laws of life free 

64: John Cournos, "Gordon Craig and the Theatre'of'the Future, " The 
Mask, 6 (1913-14), 318-19. 
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of -all, complexity, the artist makes manifest the divine: spirit, of life 

for all to see. 

In this search for a universal-symbolic language'in Nature 

Craig was not alone. Other artists in other arts were searching for 

similar languages. On the one hand, they rejected a language based 

purely on tradition, because-it was not natural and not universal; on 

the other, they rejected "realism, " the direct imitation of nature, as 

being without artistic significance. In some cases it was precisely 

realism that had weakened or destroyed the older traditions of the art 

and so rendered them unfit for artistic use. 

Two such artists in-the theatre were Stanislavsky and Isadora 

Duncan. Stanislavsky says of himself, Craig, and Duncan, 

I came to know that in different corners of 
the world, due to conditions unknown to us, 
various people in various spheres sought in 
art for the same naturally born creative 
principles. Upon meeting they were amazed 
at the common character of their ideas. 65 

This is true up to a point. All three were searching for ways of bring- 

ing nature, living reality, onto the stage. They rejected both the 

mere imitation of nature and deliberate artificiality. But Duncan and 

Stanislavsky'were satisfied, with nature as it is, nature communicating 

directly, whereas, as we have seen, Craig insisted°on nature communi- 

cating symbolically. 

Stanislavsky wished the actor to create "real passion, and not 

its surrogate, not its ugly theatrical imitation. "66 Such passion can- 

not be willed by the conscious mind; like Craig, Stanislavsky believes 

that it is man's ego' that,, prevents him . from being "natural. " But' un- 

65. Constantin Stanislavsky, 1r Life in Art, trans. J. J. Robbins 
(London, 1924), p. 506. 

66. Ibid., p. 1+75: 
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like-Craig., Stanislavsky"believes that it is, possible to develop 'a-cm- 

scious technique that will make possible a circumventing of the ego, 

and achieve access to a"Isuperconscious. creative impulse": 

Besides talent, an inner spiritual technique 
is necessary; without it one cannot find true 
psychological and physiological approaches to 
the soul of man for the natural and conscious 
birth of-a superconscious creative impulse in 
it. Until art will learn now to create sub- 
conscious passions consciously all will remain 
as of old ... . 

67 

Stanislavsky is searching for laws of psychology and physiology which 

would allow the actor control of this source of inspiration: 

In certain parts of the system, like the 
physiological and psychological, such laws exist 
for all, forever, and in all creative processes. 
They are indubitable, completely conscious, 
tried by science and found true, and binding on 
all. Each actor must know them. He does not 
dare to excuse himself because of his ignorance 
of these laws, which are created by nature her- 
self. These conscious laws exist for the pur- 
pose of awaking another and higher superconscious 
region of creativeness. This latter is outside 
of our comprehension, and we are helpless in our 
consciousness when we attain it. It is ruled by 
inspiration. It is that miracle without which 
there can be no true art, and which is served 
by the conscious to hnique of the actor which I 
tried to establish. 

bg 

These laws differ fundamentally from those sought by Craig. Craig's 

laws impose a naturally beautiful form on the artist's imaginative 

perception; they prevent the ego from destroying the natural balance 

of the work of art. Stanislavsky too demands beauty in art, and he 

seems to identify it'with the natural; but. he assumes that by the use 

of his technique the actor can become natural, and that the audience 

will, respond,. to the beauty of this naturalness. In other words, he 

67. Ibid., P. 475. 

68. Lhid., P. 483. 
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disagrees with'Craig's basic assumption-of mans fallen nature. The 

artist can. escape from his ego and show nature directly; the audience 

can respond to the spirit of nature directly without the intervention 

of symbols. 

The same optimistic view of human nature is found in the the- 

ories of Isadora Duncan. She and Craig shared many fundamental beliefs. 

They believed in the-tremendous artistic possibilities of movement. 

They rejected the movements of ballet as unnatural. They believed 

that the ideal state for man is to be in harmony with the natural law, 

and that art shows-us an image of this paradisical state. Woman, says 

Duncan, is 

not a thing apart and separate from all 
other life organic and inorganic. She is 
but a link in the chain, and her movement 
must be one with the great movement which 
runs through the universe; and therefore the 
fountain-head for the art of the dance 411 
be the study of the movements of Nature. 09 

Beauty is a reflection of natural law: 

Yes, for Beauty is the soul and the laws of 

_the. 
Universe, and all-that is in accordance 

with this soul and these laws'is Beauty. 
And ugliness is only that which is against 
the harmony of these laws. 70 

Man has'lost his right relationship with nature: 

With the first conception of a conscience, 
man became self-conscious, lost the natural 
movements of the body; today in the light of 
intelligence gained through years of civil- 
ization, it is essential that he consciously 
seek what he has unconsciously lost. 71 

The great difference between them is that Duncan believes that it-is 

69. - Isadora Duncan, "The Dancer and Nature" in The Art of the Dance, 
ed. Sheldon Cheney (New York, 1969), p. 68. 

70. "What Dancing Should Be, " ibid., pp. 71-72. 

71. "Movement in Life, " ibid., p. 78. 
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possible to return-to this state-of innocence. --The artist can become 

natural, and the public will respond; the naive optimism of her thought 

is clearly suggested in the following passage: 

Yes, let us admire the natural dance of the 
` young women-and the young men, their trans- 

formation, under their pulsating rhythm--in 
their dance that is perfect and complete, 
containing all life and bringing the dancers 

' close to the gods. The crowd will follow 
their steps, will watch their attitudes, 
becoming one with them in a perfect' harmony, 
combining, on their side, the most noble 
expression of human life and the clear call 
of divinity. 72 

There is no need for the brain to impose any law upon the expression 

of the artist; he must simply throw aside all laws, and the spirit of 

nature will fill him with inspiration and he will become as a god. 

But Craig insists that human beings cannot become gods; we 

belong to a period after the fall, and so the dancer cannot be "the 

perfect instrument for the expression of all that is most perfect in 

movement 
03 Nor can we see the divinity of nature in its direct mani- 

festations; the artist must rigorously submit himself to a law which 
r, 

will efface his egoism, and the audience must be shown symbols of 

nature's divinity, not nature itself. The dreams of Stanislavsky and 

Duncan would be wonderful if they were possible, but they fail to take 

into account human nature. Craig's disagreement with Duncan is exempli- 

fied by his opposition to her views on the subject of the proper cloth- 

ing for dancers; Duncan-believes that, 

Only the movements of the naked body can be 
perfectly natural. Man, arrived at the end 
of civilization, will have to return to naked- 
ness, not to the unconscious nakedness of the 

72. "Youth and the Drama, " ibid., p. 98. 

73. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 48. 
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savage, but to the. -conscious and acknowledged 
nakedness of the'mature Man, whose body will 
be the harmonious expression of his spiritual 
being. 74 

She would have the'dancer wear as little as possible. Craig frequently 

praises Eastern dancers because they dance fully clothed; 
75 human 

beings cannot-anymore respond'innocently*to nakedness. 

, Another close resemblance can be found between Craig's ideas 

and those of Arnold Schoenberg, 'the inventor of the twelve-tone system 

of music. As we have seen, Craig,,, thought, of music as an art governed 

by immutable lawWthe'same-, view was held', by-reformers'in other arts 

of the'period, who lookedrto music, as,, a naturally symbolic form, to- 

wards'the; condition"of which all the arts aspired. " But Schoenberg 

demonstrated that the symbols of music were not natural but conventional; 

in particular, the discord, which had always been regarded as demanding 

resolution,, was shown to be simply'a, sound like other sounds, and only 

long habit'hadýcaused'the'mind to expect a resolution to follow it. 

Schoenberg urged "the emancipation of the dissonance ., 176 This achieved, 

he was confronted with thetsame-problem that Craig faced; the laws of 

the art had been based on a false premise, and so they no longer ap- 

plied. Schoenberg had to discover new laws-for his atonal music; he 

says that`. 

the desire for a conscious control of-the new 
means and forms will arise in every artist's 
mind; and he will-wish to know consciously the' 
laws and rules which govern the forms which he 
has conceived "as'in a dream. " Strongly con- 
vincing as this dream may have been, the con- 
viction that these new sounds obey the laws of 

74. Duncan, "The Dance of the Future, " The Art of the Dance, p. 55. 

75. ' See, for example , "The Rarest Dancing in the World: The Javanese 
Ballet Where the 'Box Office' Does not Count, " The Dancing Times, 
New Series No. 256 (January 1932), pp. 429-30 and his review of 
The Japanese Dance., by, Marcelle Azra Hinckes, The Mask, 3 (1910-11), 
90. 

76. Arnold Schoenberg, "Composition with Twelve Tones, " Style and 
Idea (London, 1951), p. 104. 
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--nature and of our manner of thinking-the 
conviction that order, logic, comprehensi- 
bility and form cannot be present without 
obedience to such laws--forces the composer 
along the road of exploration. He must find, 
if not laws and rules, at least ways to justify 
the dissonant character of these harmonies and 
their successions. 77 

The twelve-tone system was designed as an answer to this need for 

laws; but since it is based on the assumption that the listener ex- 

pects tonality (as indeed the experienced European concert-goer does), 

and needs to be systemactically thwarted in this expectation, it cannot 

be said to be universal or eternal. Nevertheless, it is clear that 

Schoenberg regards his music as a naturally symbolic expression; it 

neither uses traditional symbols (as earlier composers do), nor imi- 

tation of nature (as Debussy does), but seeks expression in various 

organizations of sounds divorced from their associations. 

An even more marked resemblance is to be found between Craig's 

views and those of some of the painters and art critics who were re- 

acting against the Impressionist movement in painting. This resemblance 

was first pointed out by Barnard Hewitt in his essay, "Gordon Craig 
78 

and Post Impressionism. " Impressionism, at least in theory, pushed 

the concept of art as the direct portrayal of nature almost as far as 

it could be pushed, and it is not surprising that there should have 

been a reaction against it in the direction of some kind of symbolism. 

But after the Impressionists, artists were reluctant to return to any 

form of literary or traditional visual imagery, and so they turned, 

like Craig, to the search for natural symbols. The Neo Impressionists 

sought these-in colour; they believed that "Colour, which is controlled 

77. Ibid., pp. 106-7. 

78. Barnard Hewitt, "Gordon Craig and Post Impressionism, " The 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, 30 (1944), 75-80. 
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by fixed'laws, -can. be taught-like music. "79 Another avenue of approach 

is suggested'in the following quotation: - 

Freud's revelation of the laws of psychic 
experience was related to a further conse- 
quence of the Symbolist programme, the search 
for the laws of art itself which led to the 
study of objects then called primitive or pro- 
duced by so-called-primitive peoples. 8° 

By seeking to-understand the human mind, or its simplified manifest- 

ation in primitive art, artists-hoped to find symbols that were not 

dependent for their effect on a particular culture or shared experience 

of artist and spectator but were common to all men. Craig too was 

interested in primitive art: - 

But that artists should love the purest 
accidents of the natural expression of 
peasants is nothing new. Artists and the 
Folk are of the same family: they are all 
the children of Nature and obey her and no 
one else. But Nature abhors "fake", and 
that is all that this present so-called 
"revival" of Folk-art amounts to. 81 

Note however that it is as a revelation of nature and not of human 

psychology that Craig values primitive art. Craig was very definitely 

not an "expressionist, " in the sense of an artist who simply tries to 

communicate what is in his own mind; on the contrary, the laws were 

necessary precisely to allow the artist to avoid expressing himself, 

so that he might become a vehicle for the expression of the spirit of 

nature. 

In the mainstream of European painting, the most prevalent 

kind of natural symbolism explored was that of form. The theory of 

79. Statement by Charles Blanc quoted in George Heard Hamilton, Paint- 
ing and Sculpture in Europe: 1880-1940 (Harmondsworth, 1967), p. 25. 

80. Ibid., p. 43. 

81. "Fake Folk Art, or the So-Ca11ed 'Revival' of Folk Art" (by Felix 
Urban), The Mask, 4 (1911-12), 135. 
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this exploration is'suggested inYthe following'"statement of the Polish- 

American sculptor, Elie'Nadelman, which Craig quotes with the charac- 

teristic remark that it "repeats what has been said by the Gods since 

the year One: "- 

It is form 'in itself, not resemblance to 
nature, which gives us pleasure in a work of art. 

But what is this true form of art? It is 
significant and abstract, i. e. composed of geo- 
metrical elements. ... The subject of any work 
of art is for me nothing but a pretext for 
creating significant form, relations of forms - 
which create a new life that has nothing to do 

-, with life innature, a life from'which art is 
born, and from which spring style and unity. 82 

The term "significant form" was made famous by. Clive Bell in his book, 

Art, the best known statement of Post-Impressionist ideals, which con- 

tains many interesting parallels with Craig's ideas. What Craig calls 

"beauty" Bell calls "significant form"; it is, Bell believes, "form 

behind which we catch a sense of ultimate reality. "83 Craig goes 

further than Bell, as we have seen; he attempts to show us why it gives 

us this sense by suggesting that it is a "divine demonstration" of the 

basic laws of life. The experience of this form is for both Craig and 

Bell a kind of ecstasy: "The contemplation of pure form leads to a 

state of extraordinary exaltation and complete detachment from the con- 

cerns of life .... 1184 Again, Craig goes further in attempting to 

explain this feeling in terms of man's fallen state and wrong relation- 

ship to. nature. But both Craig and Bell recognize the kinship between 

religion and art: "We may say that both art and religion are manifest- 

ations of man's religious sense, if by "man's religious sense" we mean 

82. Quoted from the preface to a catalogue of an exhibition of Nadel- 
man's work, ibid., 4 (1911-12), 70. 

83. Clive Bell, Art (London, 1914), p. 54. 

84. Ibid., p. 68. ` 
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his-sense of ultimate reality. "85 Of course, Bell, like Craig, in- 

sists that the effect of significant form is "universal and eternal. " 86 

Post-Impressionism is merely "a deliberate rejection of certain hamp- 

ering traditions of modern growth" : 
87 "Like all sound revolutions, 

Post Impressionism is nothing more than a return to first principles. "88 

And like Craig too, I think, Bell is rather weak in his explanation 

of why works of art differ from each other, -why there are enormous 

differences of styles, or "systems, " as Craig calls them. The artist 

needs a "problem" which is of no consequence in itself in order to - 

! 'channel his energies": "In that fact lies the explanation of the 

absolute necessity for artistic conventions. 1189 And the nature of 

these conventions is ultimately dictated by fashion. go He would 

certainly agree with Craig that "artists are fine where they resemble 

each other, " and that "the finest of Rembrandt's lines, without"orna- 

mentation, "will resemble aline by Hokusai. "91- °i 

The ultimate: effect of both Craig! s and Bell's-theories is to 

encourage artists in the direction of abstraction. , 
As we have seen in 

our discussion of Yeats's theories, one of'the problems of all symbolic 

art lies in its need to avoid direct communication; too much interest 

in the subject matter of the work of art, in its informational or 

denotative meaning, may draw attention away from its symbolic signifi- 

85. * Ibid., p. 93. 

86. Ibid., p. 36. 

87. Ibid., p. 41 

88. Ibid., pp. 43-44. 

89. Ibid., p. 64. 

90. Ibid., pp. 216-17. 

91. See above, p. 310. 
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, ance. Thus Bell says: 

It is very hard at first sight to appreciate 
the design of a picture by a highly realistic 
artist--Ingres, for instance; our aesthetic 92 
emotions are overlaid by our human curiosity. 

"Detail is the heart of realism, and the fatty degeneration of art, "+93 

he says. The artist who chooses life as a model must simplify, for 

simplification is essential to all art. Without 
it art cannot exist; for art is the creation of 
significant form, and simplification is the lib- 
erating of what is significant from what is not. 

9ý` 

In a similar way, we-have seen that Craig's idea of beauty is that-it 

is a simplification of life; it is a laying-bare of life's-underlying 

pattern. The difficulty is that'there is no end to this simplification. 

As we shall see, Craig gradually eliminates every element of direct 

communication, every possible' subject of human curiosity, until the- 

atrical beauty is embodied in geometrical forms moving in avoid. In. 

a'similar way, one strain-of modern art deriving from the Post-Impres- 

sionists relied increasingly on-abstract forms. The process of this 

abstraction, with its final reductio ad absurdum, is described by - 

Craig in the-following commentary on one of his comparatively realistic 

engravings: '. 

Here we see'a-man battling through a snowstorm, 
the movements of both snow and man being made 
actual. Now I wonder whether it would be better 
if we should have no snowstorm visualised, but 
only the man, making his symbolical gestures 
which should suggest to us a man fighting against 
the elements. In a way I suppose this would be 
better. Still I have some doubts; for, following 
that line of argument in its logical sequence, 
then, would it not be still more near to art if 
we had no man, -but only movements of some in- 
tangible material which would suggest. the move- 

92. Ibid., P. 226. 

93. Ibid., P. 222. 

94. Ibid., P. 220. 
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ments which the soul of man makes battling 
against the soul of nature? Perhaps it 
would be even better to have nothing at all. 

95 

The process of abstraction can never be complete, because, after all, 

even squares and triangles and primary colours provoke some direct 

reactions, and-carry some irrelevant associations. Absolutely pure 

form is an impossibility. 'This is the fact that the theorists of 

natural symbols are faced with. It is interesting to note-that 

Yeats's theory-avoids this problem. , For tradition, as we have seen, 

has-the special power`of obliterating interest-in an image without 

obliterating its existence. 'The traditional symbol retains its full 

concreteness, as a rose, or a unicorn, or the Cross, and yet the 

spectator whois embued in the tradition is not troubled by the deno- 

tative meaning of the image; his interest in it has been weakened'by 

sheer familiarity. Because it has, been used by many previous artists, 

it has lost, the novelty necessary to"arouse our curiosity, and we are 

moved only by the symbolic power of the image. Because the work of 

art based on a theory of natural symbolism is intended to strike us 

freshly, ' because it does not evoke our previous-experience but demands 

to be approached with an unprejudiced eye, this art has no alternative 

but to try to reduce as far as is possible all informational content, 

and so to adopt various forms-of abstraction. 

3. Natural and Artificial Theatres 

Craig's dramatic theories have often been called contradict- 

cry, 
96 

and it is undoubtedly true that they contain many seeming con- 

95. Towards New Theatre: Forty Designs for Stage Scenes by the 
Inventor Edward Gordon Craig (London, 1913). p. 48. 

96. See, for example, Alexander Bakshy, "A Note on Mr. Gordon Craig's- 
Theories, " The Path of the Modern Russian Stage-and Other Essays 
(London, 1916 , p. 206 and Lee Simonson, The Stage is Set (New 
York, 1932), p. 315. 
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tradictions. - These-arise principally from two sources. ' One , of these, 

a-confusion between the various stages in the development of the 

theatre of the future as Craig foresaw it, will be, discussed later. - 

The other is Craig's concept of Nature. We have already seen that it 

contains a paradoxical element. For on the-one hand art must be en- 

tirely natural; it must'obey and make manifest natural laws, and its 

aim is to reconcile man to nature by showing him a vision of nature's 

perfection. On the other hand art must not be simply nature as man 

sees it; it must not try to show us nature directly. Even if a true 

reproduction of nature were possible, it-would-be of-little value 

since man's problem lies precisely in his-inability to respond to 

nature directly. -In other words, Craig's. art is in a'sense entirely 

unnatural, In that it avoids direct communication and relies entirely 

on symbols. There is nothing necessarily contradictory in this para- 

dox, however, because as we have seen, Craig believes in the possi- 

bility of a natural symbol, which obeys the laws of natureýin its 

form, yet seeks entirely to avoid-the natural in its content. This 

concept-is clear in theory, but unfortunately when Craig makes use of 

it in criticizing the theatres of his own'time and the theatres of 

the-past, 'he is not entirely'consistent either in his choice of terms 

or in his application, of principles. 

a 

,° Craig-will always support the natural over the artificial; he 

prefers-art that contains some kind of life to art that is dead. Thus 

he prefers-the "natural" dancing of Isadora Duncan to the "artificial" 

dancing of the Russian ballet, for he considers the latter to be out 

of touch with nature. On the other hand, he always prefers the nat- 

urally symbolic to the merely natural; he wishes art not merely to show 

us life, '-but-to reveal the spirit'of that life. Thus he prefers the" 
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acting of Sarah Bernhardt to that-ofiDuse. Bernhardt'"leaves nothing 

to chance and is scientific in her methods. "97 She is the "perfect 

actress"9g and the only modern performer he compares to, -Irving. 'Dose 

on the other hand is no, artist-at all but merely a wonderful woman: 

She has nothing of art-In her composition. 
She abhors all that goes to make up great 
art; -that is to say, the obedience to laws 
which are impersonal and immortal. She is 
personal love, personal courage, personal 
hope, and personal beauty, and these all 
whirl her through the long space of her life 
as some unseen and lonely star is whirling 
at this moment above our heads. 99 

The trouble is that we can asteasily imagine Craig supporting the 

"scientific methods" of the Russian ballet against the lawless dancing 

of Duncan, '. andýDusets natural acting against Bernhardt's artificiality. 

We may even suspect that, Craigts preference for Duncan arises from his 

emotional attachment to her, and that his preference for-Bernhardt 

arises from his inability to'forgive Duse for having permitted his 

scene for her production of Rosmersholmto be tampered with. 
100 The 

truth is that Craig's naturally symbolic theatre has never existed in 

its pure form. All theatres for him can only show signs of moving in 

the right direction, =either by being natural; and. so showing some 

grasp of-, the s irit. of Craig's art,, or by exhibiting some element of 

control, some deliberate avoidance of the natural, and so showing a 

grasp of the correct artistic expression of this spirit. Unfortunately, 

"being natural" can also be interpreted as showing no awareness of 

. 97. "To Eleonora Duse" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 268. 

98. "Sarah Bernhardt" (by John Balance), The Mask, 1 (1908-09), 71. 

99. "To Eleonore Duse" in The Theatre Advancing, pp. 268-69. 

100. See Edward Craig, Gordon Craig: The Story of His Life (London, 
1968), p. 222. 
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correct expression, and "being controlled" no grasp of correct spirit. 

This fact lends a certain arbitrariness to some of Craig's judgments 

of theatres he has not seen; admits large room for prejudice in his 

judgments of those he has seen, and gives rise to contradictory judg- 

ments with respect to certain theatres about which he is undecided. 

In itself, therefore, Craig's criticism is perhaps of relatively little 

interest, but an examination of it does clarify some aspects of his 

theory. 

N1any. of the contradictions in: Craig's thought are: only con- 

tradictions in appearance, and arise from Craig's unrigorous use of 

language. Words like "natural" and "artificial"-are used by Craig in 

good and bad senses without any sign that they refer to different as- 

pects of the. work of art. -"Artificial, " for example, is normally used 

by Craig in a negative sense, to describe art which lacks the true 

spirit of nature, as in the following statement: 

In order to create anything a fierce belief 
is essential. The Artificial is that which is 
made by hands, and any sceptic can make it. A 
word of art is that which is created in dis- - 
tinction to that which is made. All modern 
dancing is manufactured and the Russian dancers 
are merely a copy of this made thing. 101 

But the artificial can also mean the truly symbolic for Craig, as in 

the following: 

The naturalistic stepped in on the Stage 
because the artificial had grown finicking, 
insipid; but do not forget that there is 
such a thing as noble artificiality. 102 

Fortunately Craig often uses the adjective "noble" to describe arti- 

ficiality in the good sense, as in his description of the Indian dance, 

101. "Kleptomania, or the Russian Theatre" (by John Balance), The 
Mask, L. (1911-12), 101. 

102. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 35. 

0 
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for example. 
103.. 

"Natural, " on the other hand, is normally used by Craig in a 

good sense, meaning that which has life; for example, in the following 

interesting passage: 

But in being natural .... and that is the 
thing we always boast we are, especially in 
England .... in being natural we shall 
achieve exactly what the Rose garden achieves, 
... Idealism. 

It is THIS that all Art constantly is 
saying, ... and inasmuch as England denies 
the goodness of Art, the naturalism of Art, 
the practical divinity of Art, by so much 
does England lose her qwer to alleviate the 
pain of her children. lýý+ 

By, the`"naturalism of art" Craig must not be mistaken to refer to 

naturalism as we know"it, -but rather to art's total dependence on 

natural laws. Sometimes Craig does use the term in a negative sense: 

This tendency towards the natural has nothing 
to do with art, and is abhorrent when it shows 
in art, even as artificiality is abhorrent when 
we meet it in everyday 1ife. 105 

But Craig is careful, in a passage following this one, to distinguish 

between "natural" meaning "imitating life, " and "natural" meaning 

"necessary"; art is natural-in that it follows the necessity of its 

laws, but it does not imitate nature. Thus Irving's acting was both 

"natural" and "artificial": 

From'the first to the last moment that 
Irving stood on the stage each moment was 
significant ... every sound, each movement, 
was intentional--clear-cut measured dance: 

103. "Asia America Europe" (by Gordon Craig), The Mask, 8 (1918-19), 
32. 

101. "Socialism .... Syndicalism . '. .. Realism, .... " (by 
Louis rladred), ibid., 5 (1912-13), 5. 

105. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 35. 
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nothing real--all massively artificial-yet 
all flashing with the light and the pulse of 
nature. A fine style. 

! 
gain* Irving was natural, yet highly 

artificial. He was natural in that he did 
not remind one of either an ape or a god, 
but of a man. He was artificial as certain 
plants seem artificial--we don't call them 
artificial flowers, for they are actually 
alive and growing. And Irving was artificial 
as these--as an orchid, as a cactus--exotic 
and stately, forbidding, and so curiously 
composed as to be what we may call architect- 
ural-attractive as are all shapely things. 106 

Craig's use of the term "natural" is perhaps close to its use by 

eighteenth-century critics, meaning an inward concordance with natural 

law rather than an outward resemblance to everyday reality. 

The word "life" is subject to a similar contradictory usage. 

Usually Craig uses it in a positive sense: 

Life is what I would bring into the theatre, 
not by means of live things, but by means of 
things that do not possess life until the 
artistShas touched them, and thereby brought` 
them to life. 107 

At times, however, it is something to be avoided: 

The-performers should train under the in- 
fluence of an earlier teaching (if the very 
earliest and finest principles are too stern 
to commence with), and they will have to avoid 
that frantic desire to put life into their 
work; for three thousand times against one 
time it means the bringing of excessive 
gesture, swift mimicry, speech which bellows 
and scene which dazzles, on to the stage, in 
the wild and vain belief that by 

O means 
vitality can be conjured there. ° 

106. Henry Irving, pp. 77-81. 

107. "Introduction: One Word about the Theatre as it Was, as it Is, 
and as it Will Be", in The Art of the Theatre: Together with an 
Introduction by Edward Gordon Craig and a Preface by R. Graham 
Robertson (Edinburgh and London, 1905).. p. 15. 

108. "The Actor and the Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre, 
p. 75. 
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The seeming contradiction is explained by the contexts. Art must be 

alive; it must not imitate the externals of nature in the hope of 

seeming alive. 

A similar apparent contradiction is evident in Craig's use of 

the word "pretence. " At times Craig suggests that there should be no 

pretence in the theatre: 

"Pretend! " cries Thespis. "Pretend! To 
Hades with your pretence! Don't you see 
that it is just because we Greeks never 
pretended that we made our. noble theatre 
do honour to our nobler land? It was just 
because we believed fiercely in what we 
performed that we did no harm to the re- 
ceptive spectators, whereas you have forced 
all my poor brethren of the ancient order 
of sock and buskin to become pretenders 
instead of actors, and they are doing in- 
cessant harm by their pretending. "109 

The great value of the Greek skene was that it was "a genuine thing"; 110 

it was not trying to look like anything else. Properties should be 

real works of art, made of real precious material, like objects used 

in religious services and in the N6 theatre: 

And here we come to the two words 
which best sum up the theatre as it is, 
and the theatre as it should be. 

Instead of the fake we should have 
the genuine. 111 

On the other hand, at times we find Craig insisting that the theatre 

should be nothing but pretence: 

The Dramatic art is a pretence .... a 
pretending; a pretending to be life, --not real 
life-and let it beware how it pretend to be 
that. Being a pretence, it will succeed the 
better when it does not slip back towards 

109. "Belief and Make-Believe" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 63. 

110. Scene, p. 5. 

111. "The Present Theatre" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 37. 
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realities .. . ". even pretending these is' 
dangerous. Then we get that drab thing 
Realism. 

The Dramatic art in its pretence offers 
us all an escape= from real life ... it is 
the might-have-been--perhaps the was ....: futile it becomes when it pretends to be the is. 

The escape offered us is from the myriad 
details of our-real life which teaze us, and 
our Dramatic art releases us the more it 
swings free of actualities and soars with 
music. 112 

One of his criticisms of realism is that it "wants the real article"; 

speaking of a modern theatrical manager, he says: 

The idea of make-believe seems to him a pre- 
posterous idea when he can get the real 
thing. In England when he wants an army he 
sends one of his assistants to bring him 
half-a-dozen men from the so-and-so regiment 
and puts them into the armour of the Barusch 
period. He never thinks of training all his 
men to. a ear military as soldiers are. 113 

Again, when we are familiar with Craig's thought as a whole we have 

no difficulty in disentangling this paradox. Obviously, for Craig, 

art does not ultimately pretend; it shows us the truth of life as it 

is. On the other hand, it does not show us this truth directly; it 

shows it symbolically. And so what art seems to say directly must 

not be taken as an affirmation of truth, but must be recognized as a 

deception. And precisely because art admits this deception it avoids 

any pretence. Just as Sidney declared that poetry cannot lie because 

it affirms nothing, so Craig says, 

it is a work of art which counts most of 
all for it is perfectly real. Art deceives, 
whereas History pretends not to. Art is a 
real deceiver.. 14 

112. "A Plea for Breaking the Ice" (by C. G. Smith), The Mask, 10 
(1924), 79. 

113. "Some Evil Tendencies of the Modern Theatre" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p.. 108. 

114. Review of The Shakespearean Staue by E. K. Chambers (by E. G. C. ), 
The Mask, 10 (1924), 132-33. 
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Craig's use of the term "theatrical" reflects this paradox. 

Normally he uses it in a favourable sense td-de scribe performances 

which do not pretend. to communicate directly; "he'defines "theatrical" 

as "that'form of stage reproduction which makes an appeal through the 

senses to the ` imagination, rather than to the intellect. 11115 -At one 

point he even inveighs against the use"of the word in a negative 

sense, giving thirteen examples of its "misuse" in this way. 
116 But 

he himself can use it in'a negative sense, as in the following foot- 

note: 

Here we have to acknowledge that a, certain 
charm (the very essence and reflection of 
that Romance which comes to us in Books ... 

) 
lies in the pretty or swaggering artifice of 
the "theatrical. " We most of us love'the fun 
of the sham, and admire the playfulness of 

'tinsel, powder and rouge; but all of us in the 
Theatre, from the first actor of the realm to 
the last call-boy of the provinces, are longing 
with all our hearts for the whole spirit of 
Nature to take possession of this, the home 
which we love. 

L7 

Here "theatrical" seems almost synonymous with "artificial", and it 

is used to describe theatrical art which lacks the pulse of life. 

Both usages reflect the idea of theatre as a pretence, and even as a 

frankly-admitted pretence, but at times Craig associates the word with 

genuine symbolic communication, and at others with the merely arti- 

ficial. 

In trying to understand Craig's statements about various 

theatrical forms, we should perhaps bear in mind four classifications. 

115" "Prelude. January 1913, " ibid., 5 (1912-13), 193. 

116. "A Plea for Two Theatres" in The Theatre Advancing, pp. 9-10, 
n. 2. 

117. ''-, "Open-Air Theatres""in On the Art of the Theatre., p. 291, n. 1. 
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Craig makes a division between theatres using "organic" materials and 

those using "inorganic" materials. 
118 "Organic" materials are taken 

directly from nature, and we respond to them as we respond to elements 

in our everyday life; "inorganic"-materials do not correspond to any- 

thing in everyday reality and so avoid any direct informational re- 

sponse. But each of these forms is subdivided into two sub-categor- 

ies, the natural and the artificial, which are superficially alike 

but which differ fundamentally in that one has and the other lacks 

the vital element of life. The "organic" theatre may be genuinely 

alive and "natural"; or it may be merely a dead, artificial imitation 

of life. The "inorganic" theatre may be merely a meaningless display 

of non-realistic effects, or a true living symbol of the inner work- 

ings of nature. None of these theatres exists in its pure form. The 

pure natural organic theatre would surely be indistinguishable from 

life itself, since it would contain nothing that was merely imitated; 

in practice, Craig will recognize. the true spirit of reality in per- 

formances which contain. many elements merely imitated. Similarly, all 

artificial theatres contain both organic and inorganic elements to the 

extent that they make use of human actors (organic) and take place on 

a special area separated from an audience (inorganic). The pure nat- 

ural inorganic theatre is Craig's ideal theatre of the future; but he 

recognizes its spirit in performances containing both artificial and 

organic elements. 

In his highly personal vision of the Greek theatre, for example, 

Craig recognizes the spirit of his ideal. Although it relies on in- 

organic materials, such as masks, dance, and rhythmic speaking, it is 

faithful to nature's laws: 

118. See the essay, "Rearrangements" in The Theatre Advancing, 
pp. 201-9. 
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It was simply that the Greeks had captured many 
-of the secrets of nature from - the ' birds, from 
the trees, from the clouds, and were not afraid 

'"" to put such simple secrets to a religious use. 
And the chief secret which they caught was a 
small part of the secret of movement. It was- 
the movement of the chorus which moved the on- 
lookers. It was the movement of the sun upon 
the architecture which moved the audience. 119 

So too was the drama in the medieval "Church Theatre"; by this Craig 

seems to mean both the liturgical drama and the Church rituals them- 

selves. 
120 Western drama may be said to have died for Craig when it 

left the church, for the mystery and morality stages were definitely 

not natural inorganic theatres; they were "out of the Church-and 

out of place, " l2' 
and all later secular theatres, from the Renais- 

sance to the present, were similarly so. Craig of course finds much 

to praise in these at various times, but he generally-excludes them 

from the highest category. Irving's acting is an exception, and so 

at times is the work of Isadora Duncan and Appia; he says of Duncan: 

But you play no little dramas with others., 
You are alone-you enter and fill the stage 
with any figure you choose-and as many as you 
choose ... your imagination peoples the place; 
just as in his lovely scenes the great Appia 
seems to pack his empty platforms with a hundred 
hundred angels-and to start them singing when 

:, he chooses. This is the power of Imagination- 
you both possess it-yet you choose to trifle-- 
you who have no need to. 

It is the power of Imagination, not your 
power, and you possess some of it-enough to 
convince a world and baffle a nation. 122 

119. '-Towards a New Theatre, p. 8. 

1200 Scene, p. 6. 

121. Ibid., p. 6, n., 1. 
_, 

122. "Foreword" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 1xii. This clearly re- 
fers to Ducan, as Enid Rose notes, Gordon Craig and the Theatre: 
A'Record and an Interpretation (London, L19317)) p. 63. 
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. Clearly there is a note of reservation; - however, in the'phrases "yet 

, you choose'to trifle" and "some of it"; although Duncan may have given 

Craig a glimpse°of the. experience he desired, she clearly did, not ful- 

fil-his ideal. , 

The Eastern theatres, too, must be'included under this cate- 

gory, since they win Craig's approval and yet are highly conventional. 

In the case of No, for example, he says that it is, with 

its beautiful monotony, its freedom from 
violent passion or play of emotion, its 
simplicity, symbolism and spiritual suggestioo43 
a highly conventionalized form of art. ... 

"Of'Javaneso dancing he says: -, 

Their dance is dance, and, to them, dance is 
a sacred thing, not a show .. There is nothing in the Javanese dance 
that can exclude it from being at the summit, 
with the rest dancing the world has ever 
dreamed. l c 

The Chinese theatre is, he believes, "faultless, " though he adds, "I 

was never there. J25 Indeed, Craig had virtually no experience of 

any of these theatres, and his reasons for ascribing to them the vital 

element of life which, as we shall see, he denies to certain conven- 

tionalized Western theatres, are unclear. 

... 
The foremost exemplar of the artificial inorganic theatre in 

Craig's criticism is the, 
_Russian 

ballet, which he subjects to frequent 

and very unfair attacks; although ballet avoids the direct, unsymbolic 

123. Review of The Japanese Dance by Marcelle Azra Hinckes, The Tusk, 
(1910-11), -Ti-. 

124. "The. Rarest Dancing in the World, " The Dancing Times, New 
Series No. 256, (January 1932), p. 1,30. 

125. Review of The Chinese Theatre by Tchov-kia-kien, The Mask, 9 
(1923), 33. 
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appeal (except in the bodies of its performers), its artificiality is 

not, according to Craig, justified by symbolic communication; its 

appeal is "to our senses, not through them. "126 It lacks the vital 

element of Nature: ;, 1 

For Nature has Rhythm. The Russian Ballet 
knows nothing of Rhythm. It is charming ... 
perfectly, deliciously, intoxicatingly'charming 
but its charm is artificial; and Art's great 
claim to distinction isýthat itapproaches, nearer 
to Nature than anything else can do. And we in- 
sult all the masters of old, and those who today' 
are striving'to learn a few of the myriad. 
secrets of Nature, when we rave frantically over 
what the Russian Ballet has to offer us. 127 

Similarly, Craig normally views the seventeenth and eighteenth century 

European theatres as artificial. He says of the actors Macklin, Talma 

and Schroeder, who introduced "a more natural mode of'speaking, moving, 

or costuming": 

All these 'men dared to do was to open a case- 
ment or two to let in a little breath of 

fk: nature. But opena door ... a whole door 
... and everyone is blown off his feet. 
Fresh air kills artificiality. 128 

At another-point Craig finds similar -changes". to be "merely,: examples of 

a new artificiality--the artificiality of'naturalism. 11 129 But what- 

ever the nature of the changes, he-clearly regards the earlier' theatre 

as artificial. 

. The modern theatre too presented-Craig with examples of"the 

artificial inorganic theatre, in the work of many of the opponents of 

126. "The Russian Balletl" (by Gordon Craig), ibid.; 6 (1913-14), 8. 

127. Ibid., 6 (1913-14), 13-14. 

128. -""The Old Masters: A Dialogue between Allen Carrie and Felix 
Urban, " ibid., 4,, (1911-12), 185-86. 

129. "Open Air Theatres" in On the Art-of the Theatre, p., 290. 
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realism, many of whom he himself influenced; these reformers, he be- 

lieved; were merely interested in creating' "certain effects without 

realizing the necessity of basing these effects on the natural laws 

of the- art. He says of the German producer Reinhardt, whom he often 

accuses of stealing his ideas: 

Someone hadtöid the producer that big 
blue cloths, unnatural acting, plainer costuming 
and decorative effects were being used two years 
previously, in London, and that "style"-in mise- 
en-scene was now to replace "historical accuracy" 
or, "actualities". And Reinhardt said quite simply 
"My dear Edmund, if der Stil. -, is ä la mode in the 
Theatre we must-be-in der stil"., And, he set bis 
agents at work to search'for it all around, Germany. 
All the talk at the time was about this thing new 
to theatres--der Stil, and the aim was, to stilisi- 
eren everything on the stage. 

It's a queer thing to. realise, that style 
can not be found by searching for it in that way. 

Still, they worked hard and became more and 
more decorative and less and less realistic. 130 

Similarly, he says of Granville-Barker with regard ; 
to his Shakespear- 

Ian revivals: "He has no principles to guide his ! production'; he 

just borrows a different method with every new production. "131 Craig 

is never fair to his rivals in theatrical innovation, and yet there 

is perhäps'some truth in his criticisms of Reinhardt, and even of 

Barker, for'the chic decorations of the latter's Savoy productions 

were not really in line with his principles,? as''we shall see. Twenti- 

eth-century attempts at "stylization" have frequently achieved merely 

the modish and the sensational because they have. been seen as ends in 

themselves rather than as vehicles for genuine symbolic communication; 

it is a question, of course, whether Craig's own designs escape this 

criticism. 

130. "Reinhardt and Co. " (by Antonio Galli), The-Mask, 13. (1927), 
-103. 

131. "Editorial Notes: Dramatic Criticism" (by John Semar), ibid., 5 
(1912-13), 282. 
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The conunedia dell'arte, as Craig imagines it, might be an ex- 

ample of the. natural organic theatre; it used organic materials in that 

it was essentially comic, basing its effects on observation of char- 

acter. and society, but its improvisational nature gave it a, special 

life. 132 This same liveliness Craig found in the music hall, which is 

our "sole remaining link" with the commedia. 
133 But even the ordinary 

realistic theatre occasionally achieved a reality that was more than 

merely imitative; he says, for example, of a performance by, Italian 

actors at Budrio: 

Reality on the stage is rare, but in "La Donna", 
apiece by Marco Pallanc, the actors brought us 
reality such as I have not seen before--in 
London, Prague or Moscow. The scene was modern; 
modern realism often offends one, but this scene, 
(there was only one), was reality itself. I 
felt the air which floated in through the large 
French windows leading on to the lawn, .... a 
lawn which I swear I took to be real. I have 
never, as I said, seen such realism. The two 
principal actors, Signor Monza and Signorina 
Lampretto, were acting, I suppose. I tried to 
tell myself this when I saw the latter dying in 
the third and last act of this tragic little 
piece. But even now I cannot assure myself. 
that it was acting. 134 

Craig seems to make a distinction between acting which has reality, 

and acting which is merely "realistic, " a term which Craig usually uses 

in a negative sense.. Thus he says, of Italian actors in general: 

Yet while. acting they never play at "make, 
believe"; they do not imitate toy soldiers and 

., 
fashion plates and statuary. While they are 
never unreal in that sense, "Realism" has never 
been thinkable-to them, for.. they know what is 
what, and find Realism as laughable as they 

132. See "Shakespeare's Collaborators" in The Theatre Advancing, 
pp. -135-36. 

133. "Editorial Notes: The Vitality of the Music Hall, " The Mask, 3. 
(1910-11), 196. 

134. "Foreign Notes: 1423-1923, " ibid. '- 9: (1923), 43. 
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find forced artificiality' depressing. 

It was'this special quality of reality, as opposed to the merely'simü- 

läted, that Stanislavsky valued so highly, but Craig seems always to 

deny it to the Moscow Art Theatre, describing'it merely as the best' of 
136 the "artificial" theatres. 

"Realism" for Craig means the imitation of nature; it is the 

category of the "artificial organic, " and it is the lowest'in Craig's 

estimation. Realism cannot be natural, for imitation is abhorrent to 

nature: 

If, then, you cannot mimic even a man 
without displeasing him and deserving his 
reproach, how can a race of artists expect 

. 
to mimic Nature and mankind and its passions 
without offending all of these and inviting 
their revenge? Imitation, except in a good- 
natured comic spirit (and on rare'occasions), 
is distasteful to everything in Nature; it 
irritates, it angers, or it bores. 137 

Realism is'inevitably a distortion because it cannot mirror the inner 

spirit of nature which is the truth of nature: 

Photographic and Phonographic Realism injure 
the minds of the people. They thrust upon, 
them a grotesque and inaccurate representation 
of the outward and visible life, with the divine, 

_ essence-the spirit--the beauty of life left 

=out. 
138 

Realistic art seeks to give the illusion of life by imitating the faults 

of nature. 
139 The realist does not love the earth, as the true artist 

135. - "Editorial Notes: The Italian Theatre" (by J[ohn> SLma7), 
ibid., 11 (1925), 50. 

136. "The Art of the_Theatre: The, Second Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 194. 

137. "Art or Imitation" in The Theatre Advancing, 'p. 157. 

138. "Foreword" in The Gordon Craig School, A Living Theatre (Florence, 
1913), P. 3. 

139. See "Some Evil Tendencies of the Modern Theatre" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, pp. 108-9. 
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does, but responds-to. it selfishly; Realism is, "the short measure ör 

meanness of the artist, "140 and it appeals to'the commercially-minded 

classes whose chief interest is money. 

Craig emphasizes the dangerous effects of art's imitation of 

life upon its audience; he refers to a story of a man coming from the 

audience to threaten with a gun-an actor playing Othello, and points 

out that this action-is the natural one. The-normal audience's fail- 

ure to act is a sign that it has become accustomed to seeing violence 

without reacting to it; "It is a-danger just because it no longer ter- 

rifies us as it should do. "ul Art should leave us reconciled to 

life, but realism fans our discontent; it "contains the seeds of Revolt 

. '. '. a threat against the well ordered. life of the Citizen, 1,142 

Elsewhere he says that "Madame Bernhardt and Madame Duse have done 

more'to create a sentimental unrest-in the mind of the modern girl 

than all the Mrs Pankhursts that ever lived. 143 Inspired by, I think, 

a genuine belief in the dangerous moral and social consequences of 

realistic art, and little concerned for the preservation of democratic 

principles, ' Craig carried on a lively campaign in favour of, the censor- 

-ship of the stage'at the time the question was being debated in London. 

In the spirit of - provocation, Craig urges"that? the censor, be granted 

powers to be - -- ̀ 

able to prevent all the musical comedies, not 
because of what people call the improprieties- 

140. "Realism and the Actor" in On the Art of the Theatre, pp. 287-88. 

141. "Editorial Notes, " The Mask., ' l (1908-09),, '183. 

142. 
._ , 

"To, Mr. Andrew. Carnegie" 
, 
(by John Semar), ibid., 1 (1908-09)s 74. 

143. Comment (by Allen Carric) in "A National Theatre:, Its Advantages 
and Disadvantages: An International Symposium, " ibid., 2 (1909- 
10), 89. 
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in them but because of-that vast impropriety,,., 
of vulgarity; the repetition of vulgar words 
sung to commonplace tunes on a stage covered 
with glittering and tawdry scenery and costumes. 
Then I would like to see him veto any tragedy 
which had an exhibition of murder or attempted 
murder, suicide, or attempted suicide, or 
revenge; ambition, jealousy, seduction and all 
acts of violence; anything, in fact, dealing 
with the breaking of the ten Commandments .... For this is what it comes to. That the 
audience, seeing a pathetic interpretation of 
"Shylock, " will undoubtedly be led to feel that 
revenge is a holy state of mind leading to a 
sort of divine persecution. What more attractive? 
An audience witnessing °Othellott will "be-, led to_- 
suppose . 

that. jealousy "is an attribute of the 
noble minded and the strong, and that a jealous 
man is privileged to wind all things up to his 
own advantage by ccmmitting 

_ýurder 
and after- 

wards a glorified suicide. u+4 

Craig can carry his argument to these absurd lengths because he has no 

attachment to any particular subject matter in the theatre, as Archer 

and Shaw the reformer have; the informational content of the perform- 

ance is, in theory, unimportant to him, and so even these extreme regu- 

lations would supposedly not hinder his artistic expression. 

Associated with realism are other forms of direct communication 

in the theatre, such as the play of ideas, the problem play, the propa- 

ganda play, all of which Craig deprecates. Ideally the theatre should 

make no direct statement; it should convey no information, satisfy no 

intellectual curiosity: 

I feel that dramas should never tell you any- 
thing. I don't mean that you, should never hear 
any words spoken, although that would be a great 
blessing, but the things done, the ambitions 
awakened, should never be finished--they should 
always be a mystery; and a mystery no longer 
exists the moment things finish. ... 

145 

144. "The Censor and 'The Mask"" (by John Semar), ibid., 2 (1909-10), 
-- 51. - 

145. Towardsa New Theatre, p. 23. 
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In this belief he is of course deeply opposed to the conceptions of 

Archer; Archer 

has done'more damage to the English theatre 
than any other man we can call to mind through 
the awful earnestness with which he regards 
himself and his mission ... an , earnestness 
not tempered by a sense of'beauty or humanity 

.... 146 
Shaw may be said to have been Craig's bete noire,, and is the subject 

of innumerable attacks, of-which the'following is a sample: 

Mr Shaw is; in short, a most nasty traitor. 
Unable to understand Beauty, and unable to 
create a work of Beauty through lack of a 
certain nobility of spirit which has since t 
time immemorial possessed the great artists, 
he vents his spleen on us all, creating thereby 
works of mischief. Mr Shaw would have been 
imprisoned long ago in any other land than 
England, and everyone would have rejoiced. 

ý`7 

Craig is even further than is Yeats from recognizing the religious 

side of Shaw's thought, and he ignores the extremely important part 

that "beauty" plays in the latter's aesthetic outlook. Craig's attacks 

on Shaw simply reveal his personal animus against the man, and his 

hatred of Shaw's public image as iconoclast and arch-rationalist. 

Craig believes that the philosophical and the theatrical are 

essentially opposed: 

We counsel all the younger workers in the 
English theatre, 'those interested in seeing 
a good theatre developed there, not to be 
frightened of the Theatrical. Because 
though, in itself, it has very little to 
commend it, it has so treacherous an enemy 
in the philosophical that it would be better 
if the whole of the European theatre flared 
itself out in one mighty burst of melodrama 
than that this creeping paralysis, intellectual- 
ism plus realism, producing that profound con- 
ceit so gaily talked of by Gratiano, should 

146. "Editorial Notes, " The Mask, 1 (1908-09), 254. 

147. ""Mr. Bernard Shaw and the Censor" (by John Semar), ibid., 2 
(1909-10), 40. 
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rä come and clog the way. 
148 

He opposes, any, use . of the theatre for. purposes of propaganda: - 
"A the- 

atre which takes a side, which sells itself to, any kind of propaganda, 

whatever, is a contemptable theatre. "149 He prefers, the, plays of 

Maugham to Shaw's precisely because of. the. former's lack-of moral con- 

cern, noting that 

I end arplsycof Maugham's knowing nothing; - 
he tells me nothing he doesn't seem to care 
about what there is, to know: he just shows 
me a thousand glimpses of a world. Is Bessie 
good? is Pearl vile? If Shaw had invented 
them we should know straight away: that's 
why Shaw as a dramatist is impossible. 15° 

He says of the tendency of modern plays to deal with problems: 

These thousand questions of the modern 

, -Dramatist, 
Maeterlinck, Tchekov,, and-Tolstoi, 

Strindberg sometimes, and Ibsen more'often, 
are, all rather unnerving, for one may ask, are 
these questions necessary? 

If we could, have. a quiet-little talk. with. 
the Dramatist, we in the Pit answering the 
questions of the first Act, the Dress-circle 
taking on those of the second Act, the Stalls 
those of the third, and the whole-house-summing, 
up the fourth and deciding something for us so 

,. 
that we could all go home quite. satisfied,: tP modern plays might do: but we get no chance of 
helping Pirandello and-Maeterlinck over. their 
difficulties: all they have done to help us 
with our worries is to saddle us with their own. 

In short, in a playhouse we want but a 
pinch of the uncertain, for in no place is it 
so out of place as there. 151, 

r 

148. Review of The Pa t of the Modern Russian Stage by Alexander 
Bakshy, The Mask, 8 (1918-19), 7. 

149. Review of The New Spirit in t European Theatre by Huntley 
Carter (by e. g. c. , ibid., 12 (1926), 120.. 

150. Review of Sofie ContemDor Dramatist by Graham Sutton (by 
Jacques Galli di, Bibiena , ibid., 12 (1926), 39.. This pseudonym 
is not listed in Fletcher and Rood but it is certainly Craig. 

151. "Pirandello and His Originality" (by Henry Phips), ibid., 12 
(1926), 33-34. 
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When faced with the extreme statements'of Craig and of Yeats against 

what we'have calledrj"informätional" art, stätements that confound 'its 

good and its bad practitioners and ascribe to malice or folly the work 

of some of the most serious artists of the" period, we should bear'in 

mind that the "religious" party felt itself very much a disappearing 

minority, and not surprisingly it tended to grasp any weapon that came 

to hand. The exasperation that characterizes Craig's änd to`some'ex- 

tent Yeats' s' attacks on modern art'änd the modern'world was bredfof 

the apparent hopelessness and isolation of their'positicn. 

4.,, 
_ 

Theatres of Tomorrow and of the Future 

i. Introduction 

Another, source of, apparent contradiction in. Craig's�work is 

to be found in his, failure to. distinguish clearly between the various 

stages he, imagined in the development of the theatre into an. art�in 

his special sense of the word. This failure is responsible for some 

of the misunderstandings. of his work against which he so often in- 

veighs in., the sk; the following quotation is from a passage he re- 

prints several times, urging his "readers and, encouragers" to "nail 

the lies to the doors of the liars": ' 

The Lie that we want no Drama. 
The Lie that we want nothing but Scenery. 
The Lie"that we despise the Actor. ... that we wish to glorify the Producer only. ... that our theories are rash innovation, are not. 

based upon, the oldest and best traditions. ... And that special jib-of the fib-mongers, that 
we are exclusive, that, we want a Precious 
Theatre de Luxe, ... nail it up:: 

We exclude nothing except the non-Dramatic 
the non Theatrical. 152 

And yet-there is no doubt that at various places in his writing we 

152. "The Mask 1919: A Message from Gordon Craig, " The Mask, 8 
(1918-19) 

9 LZP79 
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find Craig proving, that the theatre can never be art until both the 

playwright and the actor, have been eliminated, and, demanding for the 

producer absolute control over all aspects of the production, includ- 

ing the "manipulation of the actor"; and there is no doubt that in, 

Craig's ultimate conception of the Theatre of the Future there is, in 

a sense, nothing but scenery. But Craig envisioned this final theatre 

as the result of a long development, with stages of increasingly valu- 

able forms leading; up to it. He was not advocating the immediate el- 

imination of actor or play, nor did he see the producer's manipulation 

of the actor as an, ideal state of affairs. He was demanding that the 

theatre recognize that, the essential value of art lies in natural sym- 

bols, and urging it to search for methods of improving itself by the 

elimination of. the artificial and the merely natural. The various 

theatres that would result from such a search would not necessarily be, 

from his point of view, perfect,. but they would be a. step towards the 

ideal, of which he himself had had only a glimpse. At the end, of, his 

essay,! 'The Artists of the Theatre of the Future, " he says, referring 

to the one reader who will understand him: 

And that one will understand that I write here 
of things, dealing with to-day--dealing'with 
to-morrow and with the future, and he will be 
careful not to confound these three separate 
periods. 

I believe in each period and in the 
necessity of undergoing the experience each 
has to offer. 

I believe in the time when we shall be able 
to create works of art in the Theatre without 
the use of the written play, without the use of 
actors; but'I-believe also in the necessity of 
daily work under the conditions which are to-day 
offered us. 153 

153. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 53.1 1-1 1 
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Unfortunately, Craig himself seems often to confound these three -- 

periods, and'so is not entirely unresponsible for the misunderstandings. 

I have grouped Craig's conceptions of different theatres of 

tomorrow and the future into three main stages. - The first'stage is 

that of the poetic theatre, in which the symbolism ofpoetry is en- 

veloped in a-complementary symbolism of-production. This form is the 

one Craig believed to be most feasible for immediate realization, and 

his own productions were essentially of`this-genre. . But Craig be- 

lieved that certain problems in the relationship of text, to: production 

in the poetic theatre would lead to the next stage, which I'have 

called "Theatre Without the Playwright. "- This includes°several pos- 

sible forms involving improvisation and pantomime. But again, the 

difficulties of'using the human body as a material for art lead on to 

the next stage, "Theatre Without the-Actor, " which includes-the mari- 

onette theatre and goes beyond it to Craig's final mysterious-con- 

ception of the'Theatre of the'Future. The details of these stages 

will be described in the following sections; - 

ii. The Poetic Theatre 

The first stage in the theatre's development towards complete 

artistic integrity is tie poetic theatre. This, Craig sometimes im- 

plies, is already in existence, and represents the modern theatre at 

its best: 

The highest form of modern theatrical art is 
the performance of the poetic. drama. It 
neither reaches the altitudes of the old 
religious drama nor falls to the splendid 
depths of the musical comedy, but is something 
betwixt and between, and it is considerably 
nearer to the higher than the lower. 154 

154. The Thousand Scenes in One Scene: A Note on Ancient and Modern Scenery, " The Mask., 7 (1914-15), 11+4. 
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Craig says, °I find that our'modern-. Poets are ahead of all the other 

playwriters 
J55 

. In particular, he admires Yeats's plays;. "The two 

greatest artists among modern European playwrights are Yeats and 

Synge, º. 156 he says, and Yeats is "the greatest of the Irish play- 

writers. "157 This admiration for Yeats's plays, however, does not 

extend to his theories: "I cannot pretend to admire Mr Yeats when he 

assumes the virtue of knowing all about the Theatre, for he is no 

better a dramatic poet for his little stage theories. "158 

As we have seen, a comparison of Craig's and Yeats's dramatic 

theories reveals many, areas of agreement. We would expect these, 

since, as we have seen, the two men espoused similar artistic theories; 

the essential experience of the-poetic theatre for both men was the 

same, an ecstatic awareness of a spiritual reality achieved through 

the medium of-symbols. Craig's praise for Yeats's work as a play- 

wright, ýand°his"denunciations of the realistic and intellectual" plays 

that Yeats also disliked, would suggest that'he shares-Yeats's con- 

ception of-the, qualities-necessary for the play in the-poetic theatre. 

At one point-in his-talks with the actors of the Moscow Art Theatre 

regarding his production of Hamlet he refers to Yeats's demand for 

passion-rather than character in tragedy: ", ". '+ =" 

One difference between Shakespeare and the 
modern writers is that whereas they deal in 
men and women he deals in types. This lover 

155. "Flays- Old and New" (by Henry Gay Calvin)., ibid., 10 (1924), 74. 

156. Review of Modern'Dramati. sts by Ashley Dukes, ibid., 4, (1911-12), 
61. 

157; Review of, Plays for an Irish Theatre by W. B. Yeats, ibid., 4, 
(1911-12), 342. 

158, Review of Plavs and Controversies by W. B. Yeats (by Henry Gay 
Calvin), ibid., 10 (1924)p 90. 
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is the type of-all lovers, distinguished'by 
nothing but his passion. We }mow no details 
about his life: we do not know his character. 
Shakespeare only shows us his passion. It is 
the poet's passion. ... I learnt this from 
my friend Yeats, our great Irish poet. 159 

Craig also accepts that the poet is supreme in the poetic theatre; he 

emphasizes that in designing the screens and costumes used in the 

1912 production of The Hour-Glass at the Abbey, he was playing a sub- 

ordinate part in the performance, which in the poetic theatre is 

rightly dominated by the poem: 

I have myself acted as a most willing aid in 
the interpretation of the-drama of Yeats and 
it has been one of the special happinesses of 
my life to have been connected with his poetic 
dramas in Dublin: but with him I have only 
acted as servant, as interpreter and a very 
willing one; and I hope that my experience in 
that role has taught-me more exactly than 
anything else the truth of the existence of 
another, shall we call it, brother art? 160 

He always demands that the producer of the poetic play sincerely strive 

to be faithful to the insight of the post, 
161 

and he is contemptuous 
162 

of those producers who would cut or alter the poetts words. 

Craig also agrees with Yeats that one. of the producer's-great- 

est problems is that, of making sure that the audience's attention is. -- 

not distracted from the words. In a-conversation with Stanislavsky 

regarding the-production of Hamlet, he says: - -,. . -- ý. 

159. "'Hamlet' in Moscow:, Notes for a Short Address to the Actors 
of the Moscow Art Theatre by Gordon Craig, " ibid., 7 (1914-15), 
112-13.. 

160. "Is 'Poetic Drama Born Again? ' A Reply given by Gordon Craig 
and recorded by John Cournos, " ibid., 5 (1912-13), 291. 

161. "The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 155. 

162. "Shakespeare's Plays, " bam., pp. 282-83. 
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Shakespeare has no feelingsýor'moods which 
should be read between the lines. He is too 
clear.. In contemporary plays the mood is 
usually created not so much by words them- 
selves as by what lies between the lines, 
but in Shakespeare it is created primarily 
and entirely by the actual words. 

Stanislavsky: Yes, but one must be able to 
make people listen to the words. 

Craig: That is my intention in giving such 
simple settings, and I should like the move- 
ments to be simple and few in number. 

And he adds later that 

a , performance of Shakespeare does-not demand 
much variety in pose and movement. The mean- 
ing of Shakespeare is in his words. And it 
is possible to translate them into movements 
and acting only on condition that thes poses-- 
and movements are as few as possible. 193 

Elsewhere he shows the same concern that the scenery not "interrupt" 

the actors: 
f 

The scenery is not put there to tell the story 
but perhaps to fill up the-gaps, for it -is the 
poet who tells the story and the actors who in- 
terpret that st qry. Therefore the scene must 
not interrupt. l64 

"Avoid the so-called 'naturalistic' in movement as well as in scene and 

costume., 11165 he says, and he would place the great characters of trag- 

edy in a world that would neither distract the eye nor bind the im- 

agination; with regard to King Lear, The Pretenders, and The Father, In 

says: 

163. Eugene Ilyin, "How Stanislavsky and Gordon Craig Produced Hamlet, " 
Plays and Players, March 1957, p. 21. 

161. "Some Early Italian Woodcuts: =A Note Upon their Use to Modern 
Scene Designers" (by Felix Urban), The Mask, 4 (1911-12), 53. 

165. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 35. 
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Shakespeare has no feelings-or`moods which 
should be read between the lines. He is too 
clear.. -, In-contemporary plays the mood is 
usually created not so much by words them- 
selves as by what lies between the lines, 
but in Shakespeare it is created primarily 
and entirely by the actual words. 

Stanislavsky: Yes, but one must be able to 
make people listen to the words. 

Craig: That is my intention in giving such 
simple settings, and I should like the move- 
ments to be simple and few in number. 

And he'adds later that 

a performance of Shakespeare does Snot demand 
much variety in pose and movement. The mean- 
ing of Shakespeare is-in his-words. And it 
is possible to translate them into movements 
and acting only on condition that thesQ poses- 
and movements are as few as possible. 163 

Elsewhere he shows the same concern that the scenery not "interrupt" 

the actors: 

The scenery is not put there to tell the story 
but perhaps to fill up the-gaps, for"it"is"the 
poet who tells the story and the actors who in- 
terpret that story. Therefore'the scene must 
not interrupt. 164 

, 'Avoid the so-called 'naturalistic' in movement as well as in scene and 

costume 1,165 he says, and he would place the great characters of trag 
3' 

" 

edy in a world that would neither distract the eye nor bind the im- 

agination; with regard to King Lear, The Pretenders, and The Father, he 

says: 

163. Eugene Ilyin, "How Stanislavsky and Gordon Craig Produced Hamlet, " 
Plays and Planers, March 1957, p. 21. 

164. "Some Early Italian Woodcuts: A Note Upon their Use to Modern 
Scene Designers" (by Felix Urban), The Mask., 4 (1911-12), 53. 

165. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Te trey p. 35. 
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But what-is really the place'öf these three 
plays? Surely it is one single place--a vast 
undefined spot-the imagination of the three 
authors. No such characters as they create 
really existed; the authors give them names 
which they invent; they make them feel, speak 
and actin a way in which really no actual 
people feel, speak or act. Therefore why 
should we forget all this when putting the 
plays on the stage, why then become pedantic- 
ally exact, and dwarf their autýgrls vision 
and so thwart their intention? l06 

As we have seen, Yeats was originally enthusiastic about 

Craig's "ideal country where everything was possible, 11167 which seemed 

to solve all his problems. And yet Yeats eventually rejected Craig's 

scenes and staged his plays in a drawing-room "where no studied light- 

ing, no stage picture made an artificial world. "168 One reason he re- 

jected this world clearly lies in the fact that it is not the world 

created by the poet. No matter how sincerely the producer attempts to 

reproduce the world of the poet's imagination, the atmosphere envelop- 

ing his characters, he can clearly never do more than represent his 

conception of this world. And so the audience is influenced by the 

producer's interpretation of the poet's world, whereas, Yeats hoped, 

if no second world were created, the audience would be influenced only 

by the poet's own words, and would conjure for themselves a world 

based on these words alone. In other words, it was in part to avoid 

the necessity of interpretation by the producer, and the consequent 

distortion of the poet's vision, that Yeats sought in his drawing-room 

performances to eliminate a special theatrical world containing the 

play. 

Craig was scornful of what he considered to be the theatrical 

166. A Production, p. 16. 

167. See above, p. 264. 

168. See above, p. 270. 
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naivete of Yeats's idea. As every worker. in the theatre knows, he 

suggests, the effect of a play depends-enormously on how it is pro- 

duced: 

But it is the producer whom we must thank or 
blame for the performance. His is the responsi- 
bility, his must be the authority. If we are 
interested two or three minutes after the cur- 
tain has risen we must thank the Producer, not 
the play-writer. Because the best of plays can 
bore us straightway unless produced well. It 
is rather like our bread. The wheat, the thresh- 
ing, the yeast, the-flour, the ovens, the shop- 
man and the delivery may be of the very best; 
all will be rendered useless and flat if the 
master-baker is incompetenj. It is him we have 
to thank for a good loaf. l 9 

The idea that one can simply eliminate all production elements from a 

performance is, from Craig's point of view, absurd; the second "world" 

of the production is created whether we like it or not. Although we 

can eliminate specially created scenery, we cannot eliminate every 

visual element:. 

It has often-been-said., and it will be said 
again, that Shakespeare creates his own scenes 
as he proceeds, using words to conjure these 
up before our imagination. But then he also 
uses words to conjure up before us the people 
-their costumes--all. Are we to refuse to 

-visualize all? 170 

Craig opposed the attempts of Poel and the Elizabethan Stage Society 

to stage Shakespeare's plays in the Elizabethan manner; according to 

him, the cramped Elizabethan stage imprisons the imagination as much 

as any naturalistic setting could, since it comes no closer to repro- 

ducing Shakespeare's imaginary world: 

Does Mr Albright believe that Shakespeare saw 
in his minds eye this little stage with its 

169. "For Plain People: Some Coltuents on Mr. Monkhouse's Article 
by Gordon Craig, " The Mask., 10 (1924),, 12-13. 

170. Scene, pp. 19-20, n. 1. 
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twoYpillars'and: its couple of curtains while 
writing-"King Lear"? If this is what he saw 
when he commenced his dreams we venture to 
state that those pillars and curtains 
stretched and grew to whatever size and shape 
he wished as his dream advanced. ..!. We are, 
prepared to advance that the scene which 
Shakespeare had in his mind-when writing his 
plays is the same scene which all poets have 
in their minds, .... that-place of Destiny 
which they fill with their loved children. 171 

Since the "world" of the production cannot be eliminated, every 

effort must be made to recreate the playwright's "place of Destiny"; 

the "world" of the play and the "world" of the production oust be 

made to coincide. But in order to achieve this, the producer must 

first decide what the "world" of the play is; that is to say, he must 

interpret the play. He must so assimilate the author's vision that he 

can make his production only a continuation of this vision. Unfort- 

unately, the producer's interpretation is dictated by his own sensi- 

bility, beliefs, prejudices; no matter how hard he tries to share the 

author's viewpoint, he cannot help translating it into his own terms. 

Such a translation is bound to be a "misinterpretation, " since no two 

men think entirely alike. The-poet can only avoid this misinterpre- 

tation by directing his plays himself: 

If the playwright be a man who, having written 
his play, can then design the scenery and 
'costumes which shall visualise for the people 
the images which he, as poet, conceived; if he 
can so direct and control and unite the move- 
ments of the actors that they may interpret, 
not merely the words, but that far more subtle 
and elusive thing, the spirit, of the play Lie 
may be accepted in the theatr. But so long 
as the poet brings nothing but words with him 
he must inevitably suffer through the mutil- 
ation of those words, through their misinter- 
pretations, by the actors, through their false 

`, i r' 
q 

171. Review of A "T ical Sh ces Bare Stage by Victor E. Albright, 
The Mask, 2 (1909-10),, 43. 
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setting'by the'scenefpainter-and designer of 
costumes. 172 

But even this might not be a perfect solution, since may not the, play- 

wright misinterpret himself? May not he fail to express in terms of 

production exactly what he previously expressed in words? 

Two factors increase the likelihood that the producer will mis- 

interpret the poet. Even if he could share the poet's precise artistic 

attitude, the producer may be forced by other considerations to dis- 

tort the poet's intention. One consideration' lies in the difficulty 

of recreation; the producer has to create a work of art by adding 

something to what may already be a literary masterpiece: " 

Instead of, creating it--a very easy thing for 
an artist to do--we have to recreate it, a 
very difficult and an abominable thing to have 
to do. For to give form to an idea is right 
and easy, but to give a new form to: that which 
already has a form of its own, without destroy- 
ing that old form, is not only difficult-it is 
utterly wrong and quite"foolish. 

It is like attempting to explain the ob- 
vious. The only way we can do that is first 
to make everything obscure and then illuminate 
with discretion. So, if you find that my 
scenes for Hamlet are not at all like the place 
you think Shakespeare imagined, or. not at all 
like the place you yourselves imagined, you 
must°not-mind. Only one person can tell you 
what that place seemed like, and that is the 
creator of this literary-pictorial-drama. 173 

The producer's responsibility for creating a- sincere -, and unified work 

of'art must override considerations'of the author's intentions. Often 

the poetic play is not ideally suited'for the stage; the Shakespearean 

producer'sproblem-lies in "managing the play-=for it is so unruly, so 

172. "Editorial Notes, " ibid. ', 1 (1908-09), 166. 

173. Note in City of Manchester Art Gallery, Cat 
tion, of Drawings and Models for Hamlet. Mac 
uzner mays: ov Zawa. ra uoraon cra= tManchester, Nov. 1912), 
pp. 22-23. 
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huge and sprawling, "174 full of passages of "uncalled for poetry,.. un- 

called for by-the situation. 1.175 In overcoming these difficulties the 

producer must be guilty of some distortion of the author's vision. 

The second factor likely"to encourage this distortion is the 

producer's responsibility to his audience. If the play contains ele- 

ments that the audience will not understand-archaic language, diffi- 

cult ideas, prosodic complexity-the producer must compromise: 

In our case, as stage producers, a kind of 
formula has to be arrived at in a moment, 
and we have to produce according to this. 
It all has to be made clear for two thousand 
people to understand in a flash. We of the 
theatre have the thing--the job, let us call 
it-at our fingers' ends. We all know what 
it is to produce a play, and, in the course 
of many centuries, though we have done fairly 
well, we have often compromised with the - 
writers' intentions-by accident or deliber- 
ately for the sake of the spectators--for 
those who come to hear; for those who come 
to see; and for those who come both to see 
and hear, who come to understand through 
these two senses. Theoretically to compromise 
is a very wrong thing to do-but actually it 

. 
is not a little wrong f% the author to be so 
complex and difficult. lý° 

Yeats would have understood this problem, since, as we have seen, he 

insisted on the primary importance of correct audience response to his 

plays, which he tried to ensure by limiting the composition of his 

audience. Craig, however, insists that art be universal, and con- 

siders that the producer's duty is to make universal what in the poetic 

play may be comprehensible only to a few. 

The most important corollary of Craig's theory of interpreta- 

tion is that., having admitted the necessity of interpretation, we must 

171. ' "An Old Problem-Solved: What to Do with Shakespeare" (by J. 
Somers Bacon), The Mask, 9 (1923), 17. 

175. '-Review of A Midswmner Niight's Dream (Cambridge Edition), ibid., 
11 (1925), 93. 

176. A Production, p. 7. 
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recognize the primacy of interpretation. 'For if the production is to 

have-the unity of a-work of art, -, it must be the product of one vision, 

one human brain : 

Now, then, . it is impossible for a, work of art 
ever to be produced where more than one brain 
is permitted to direct; and if works of art 
are not seen in the Theatre this one reason 
is a sufficient one, -though there are plenty, 
more. 177 

The producer cannot simply let the author have his say as far as it 

is possible, and then fill in the gaps with "interpretation"; his in- 

terpretation must pervade the performance. Although this interpreta- 

tion. must be sincerely founded on the producer's conception of the 

poet's vision, it is the interpretation right or wrong which must 

wholly dominate the imaginations of the audience. For if there is any 

discrepancy between the author's vision and the interpretation (and, 

as we have seen, such discrepancy is inevitable), if both are felt by 

the audience the performance will not have a unified effect. And 

since the author's vision cannot be made to pervade the performance, 

the interpretation must so pervade it. And so, one of the producer's 

problems is to make his interpretation dominate the performance to the 

point where any direct influence of the mind of the author upon the 

audience is obliterated. The audience must be given one man's reading 

of the play; it must not'be given an opportunity to form its own read- 

ing. 

The relationship of Craig's producer to the play thus resembles 

that of the composer of songs to the poem that he sets. He first reads 

the poem and responds to it in a certain way; then he-creates a musical 

accompaniment to the poem which mirrors this response. The audience 

177. "Some Evil Tendencies of the. Modern Theatre" in On the Art of 
the T heatre, p. 99. 
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listening torthe`poem-in-the form ofa song has its-response to it 

determined by-the music and-so undergoes a unified-aesthetic experi- 

ence. '- If-the music'fails at all times to dominate the poem, this ex- 

perience will be disrupted. Thus it is that song composers generally 

avoid. the greatest, poetry;, most of theýbest ieder, for example, are 

settings-of poems of Goethe's minor contemporaries, not-of those of 

Goethe himself.: Craig was aware of the difficulties of "setting" in 

terms of production. a masterpiece by Shakespeare. -But if the play is 

to be'produced, at all, it must be produced in a-"setting" by the pro- 

ducer which"will dominate'every moment of the audience's experience. 

The materials-of this setting will be "action, scene, and voice, "178 

which constitute theproducerts°"instrumont. "' The producer's problem 

is to obtain such perfect control of his instrument that it will con- 

tinuously'reflect his interpretation. -, - I 

The producer-in the-poetic theatre must therefore have-the- 

ability'to control every aspect of'the production, and the power to 

do so. The producer is one who'is 

able toýtakera, play and produce it himself, 
rehearsing the actors and conveying to them 
the requirements of each movement, each situ- 
ation; designing the scenery and the costumes 

-and explaining to those who are to make them 
the requirements of these scenes and costumes; 

� ý. and working withthe manipulators of the arti- 
ficial light, and Qnveying to them clearly 
what is required. 1 " 

He must also write "any necessary music. " 180 though Craig did not ap- 

prove of incidental music. 
181 In other words, Craig insists that the 

178. "The. Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue, " ibid., p. 180. '- 

179. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future, " ibid. p. 19. 

180. "Some Evil Tendencies of the Modern Theatre, " ibid., p. 99. 

181. See "Editorial Notes: Incidental Music, " The Mask, 1 (1908-09), 
256. 
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producer cannotbe a mere-'collaborator with other artists; if unity is 

to be achieved, he must be the sole artist, and every aspect of the 

performance must reflect precisely his interpretation. The actors, 

scene painters, costumiers, are mere craftsmen who carry out his or- 

ders without contributing creatively to the production. 

This idea is hardest to accept in the area of acting. Craig 

insists that the producer must control his actors as a conductor con- 

trols his orchestra. 
182 And yet he himself declares that his aim is 

the "liberation of the actor that he may develop his own powers, and 

cease from being the-marionette of the playwright. "183 Is it not 

surprising that Craig, ewho in another context should be concerned 

with the liberation of. the actor, should in the poetic theatre insist 

on his total subservience to the producer? Indeed, Craig ultimately 

decides that human'beings-cannot-be'manipulated, as we shall see. 

This fact, however, only provides further evidence of the imperfection 

of the. poetic theatre as an artistic form, for if its-productions are 

to achieve the unity required of art, the actor must be manipulated. 

Just as the captain's orders must be obeyed on board ship, he says, 

because any working at'cross-purposes could result in disaster, so a 

similar discipline must prevail in the theatre, where any independent 

action on the'part of the actors could result in the artistic disaster 

of disunity: 
184 

-Therefore; whoever is chosen to move and 
speak as Romeo must move and speak as part 

182. The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 147. 

183. "A Letter to Ellen Terry" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 260. 

184. "The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the'T heatre, P. 171. 
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and parcel of the design-this'design which: 
I have already pointed out: to'you as having 
a definite form. -He must move across our 
sight in a certain way, passing to a certain 
point, in a certain light, his head at a 
certain angle, his eyes, his feet, his whole 
body in tune with the play, and not (as is 
often the case) in tune with his own . 

thoughts 
only, and these out of harmony with the 
play. For his thoughts (beautiful as they 
may chance to be) may not match the spirit 
or the pattern which has been so carefully 
prepared by the director. 185 

The actors'must'sacrifice their personal desire for expression. in the 

interests of, artistic excellence. 

I Craig's own happiest experiences as a producer were with-ama- 

tear actors,, who were very malleable-to his directions; he was less , 

successful with'the professional actors in his production of The Vi- 

_____ in x. 
186 There is no doubt that his methods were highly "dictator- 

Jail'; he believed that actors'should know all their lines before the 

and'he even suggests at one point that, except for first rehearsal, 
187 

the words of the play, they should not be allowed to speak during re- 

hearsals. 
188 

Having thus obtained control of his "instrument, " the pro- 

ducer's first step in the creation of a production is to arrive at an 

interpretation of the play: 

His work as interpreter of the play of the 
dramatist is something like this: he takes 
the copy of the play from the hands of the 

185. "The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue" ibid., ' p. 167. 

186. See Denis Bablet, Edward Gordon Craig. trans. Daphne Woodward 
(London, 1966), p. 57. 

187. "The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue" in On the-Art-of 
the Theatre, p. 159. 

1$$, See "Alexander Dumas Pare and his Adventures at the Theätre- 
Francais 1825-1851" (by Gordon Craig), The Mask., 12 (1926), 135. 
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" dramatist and promises faithfully to interpret 
it as indicated in the text (remember I am 
speaking only of the very best stage-directors). 
He-then reads the play, and during the first 
reading the entire colour, tone, movement; and 
rhythm 19ot the work must assume comes clearly 
to him. 

Elsewhere he refers to the '! impression" which the producer derives 

from the play and seeks to create in the production. 
190 The pro- 

ducer's response to the play is thus intuitive and imaginative rather 

than intellectual and scholarly. Indeed; he responds to the play 

rather as the ordinary artist responds to nature; he does not seek 

literally to reproduce it, but rather he seeks the spirit, the super- 

natural insight, of the author, and seeks to manifest that in his pro- 

Craig's interpretations almost always involve this uncover- duction. 

ing of the; spiritual side of the play; he puts enormous emphasis on 

the ghosts in Shakespeare's plays, for example: 

These spirits set the key to which, as in 
music, `every note of the composition must 
be harmonized; they are integral, not ex- 
traneous parts of the drama; they are the" 
visualized symbols of the supernatural world 
which enfolds the natural .... 191 

Of Macbeth, he-says:. 

Consider, for instance, more in detail, 'the. -_ 
play of Macbeth, in which "the overwhelming 

;,. -. :" pressure of preternatural agency urges on. the 
tide of human passion with redoubled force. " 
The whole-success of its representation de- 
pends upon the power of the stage-manager to 
suggest this preternatural agency and on they 
capacity of the actor to submit to the tide 
of the play, to that nysterious mesmerism which 
masters Macbeth and his "troop of friends. "192 

189. "The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, pp.. 148-49. 

. 

190. "The Artists of, the Theatre of the Future, " ibid., p. 21. 

191. "The Ghosts in the Tragedies of Shakespeare; " ibid., p. 264. 

192. Ibid., p. 269. 
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Of Ibsen's Rosmersholm, he: says: " 

The words are the'words of actuality, but 
the drift of the words, something beyond 
this. There is the powerful' impression of 
unseen forces closing in upon the place: 
we hear continually the'long drawn out note 
of the horn of death. 

It is heard at the commencement, it 
mingles with the cries towards the end. 

Here-and there hurries the figure of' 
Life, not merely a little photographic 
figure of Rebecca West-not even a woman- 
but the very figure of Life itself-and all 
the while we"hear the soft crescendo of the 
Death Horn as its player approaches. There- 
fore those who prepare to serve Ibsen, to 
help in the setting forth of his play, must 
come to the work in no photographic mood, all 
must approach as artists. l93 

These passages illustrate the problem that many find in this doctrine 

of "interpretation. " Are these sincere attempts to apprehend the 

spirit of the plays, or are they merely attempts to use the plays to 

say something else that happens to preoccupy Craig? The question can 

be asked of most of Craig's productions, real and hypothetical, as 

well as of those of his successors in this area, like Tyrone Guthrie, 

Peter Brook, and Jonathan Miller. There is an increasing tendency, 

perhaps, to admit that the play is being distorted, but to justify the 

practice on Craig's earlier grounds that plays must be made meaningful 

to the particular audience for which they are produced. 

Having arrived at his interpretation, the producer seeks to 

express it in his production. And if he is not to distract attention 

from the author's words, this expression must be symbolic rather than 

direct. Action, scene and voice must be made to symbolize the pro- 

ducer's perception of the spiritual overtones of the play. Thus, in 

193. P'og'o for Rosmersholm, Teatro della Pergola (Florence, 
1906). Quoted in Bablet, Edward Gordon Crai¢, p. 87. 
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the Moscow, Art Theatre Hamlet, Craig symbolized his sense of Hamlet's 

relationship,. to the Court-in. the second scene by placing the King and 

Queen inýthe background enveloped in great gold cloaks through which, 

the sycophantic courtiers, poked their heads, while Hamlet brooded in 

the foreground. 194 In the.. "To. be or not to be" scene he hoped to 

symbolize the attraction of death by a mysterious figure of a beckon- 

ing woman. 
195 Such symbols clearly bear the strong imprint of an in- 

dividual interpretation, but they might well distract attention from 

the words, and they could give rise to incongruous associations or 

misunderstandings. In his earlier productions Craig made even greater 

use of this rather obvious kind of symbolism; the scarlet cushions in 

the first scene of Dido and Aeneas were-replaced-by black oneslin the 

last, and at°the end Dido was buried-in "an ever-increasing rain of 

pink rose petals. 
J96 Aeneas'-wealth was-symbolized. by large-red and 

gilt-cornucopias which, according-to one reviewer, produced "no effect 

but that of cheapness. " 197 

, Clearly the-ideal symbolism for Craig's use would be one-which 

would be more universal in-its-effects and which would entirely lack- 

"content, " would not make a statement that could interrupt the audi- 

ence's attention. In short, the natural symbol which Craig was seeking 

was precisely the symbol to use in creating-his music-like setting of 

the play. The'two scenic elements that from the beginning Craig fixed 

on as approximating the ideal of the natural-symbol were scale and 

194. See Stanislavsky, MMLife in Art, p. 514. 

195. Ibid., pp. 518-19. 

196. See Edward Craig, Gordon Craig, p. 122. 

197. Cox, "Dress, " The Artist, 27 (1900), 132. 
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light. ` Themost, striking feature, ofthe Dido`production"was the great 

empty backcloth with gauze inrfront"of it'lit to'suggest infinite dis- 

tance;: it-gave a strong feeling°oftthe`immanent presence of the gods, 

as the following description`of the-last scene suggests: 

The-dignity and beauty of"this. scene, -the`r 
gracefully poised figure in the midst of 
the sternly tragic-picture, and ultimately 
the majesty of the dead queen as she lay, 
fallen back, with upturned face towards'the' 
vast sweep of the heavens, made one of the 

-'='noblest death scenes the stage has yielded. 
198 

This image of a human-figure dwarfed by enormous heights of sky-or 

wall is, familiar in innumerable designs-by Craig; -its effect is always 

spiritual, suggesting precisely those "unseen forces" that-are. -such a 

feature of-Craig's interpretations. Human pettiness is dwarfed by the 

forces of nature; =we are'in-the presence of the gods-but our eyes are 

blindedý'by-our petty concerns and, weýcannot seelthem. + This feeling is 

underlined-by the symbolism of light. . Darkness represents the forces 

opposing-Life; it shrouded the witches in-Dido and Aeneas, 199 
and the 

giant in Acis and Galatea is represented by a, shadow. 
200 Light repre- 

sents spiritual affirmation; it came streaming'out of Christ's cradle 

in Craig's production'of-Läurence Housman's Bethlehem. 201 Although it 

could be'argued that"such'symbolism is-not universal, it is clearly 

closer to Craig's ideal than the more conventional or literary symbols 

described earlier. 

Thus Craig's search for an appropriate-scene for the poetic 

198. Macfall,, "Some_Thoughts, on the Art of Gordon Craig, " The Studio 
23 (1901), 256. 

199. See Bablet, Edward Gordon Craig, p. 42. 

200. Ibid., p. 50. 

201. Ibid., p. 54. 
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drama. led into the-"same'abstraction that was the consequence of his 

aesthetic theories: - And 'the principal value of the poetic theatre 

for him probably lay in the fact that the-presence of the poet's words 

encouraged the development of an abstract, naturally symbolic scene 

which might eventually. ' suggest artistic possibilities far beyond those 

of the poetic theatre., Thus his system of screens, "The Thousand 

Scenes in One Scene, " was explicitly created for this theatre, 202 but 

clearly pointed the way to the theatre of the future. The screens 

added another symbolic possibility to the scene, that of movement, 

which was of supreme importance to Craig. Craig hoped that these 

simple folding screens, -neutrally coloured to take any light, could 

be moved during the performance, so that, with changes as-well in 
r .. 

lighting, the interpretation. of the producer could be continuously 

embodied in changing relationships of abstract form and light. Only 

a vestige of representational content would remain in their suggestion 

of the basic forms of-human habitation-walls, corridors, entrance- 

ways, alcoves, and so on. 
203 There would be nothing to distract, 

nothing to call attention to itself, and yet the atmosphere of the 

performance would be in complete control of the producer, enabling him 

to reproduce his vision of the poet's imaginary world: 

Some say this is the Poet's Scene. To a 
certain extent in its first state it is more 
his Scene than anyone else's, for it represents 
the world perhaps better than any other Scene 
has done. ... that particular world created 
by the Poets, the world of Imagination. The 
Poets themselves have said so. z04 

202. "The Thousand Scenes in One Scene, " The Mask, 7 (1911-15), 144. 

2039 Scene, pp. 21-22. 

204. "The Thousand Scenes in One Scene, " The Mask,, 7 (1914-15), 151. 
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The scene made up of moving screens would be alive, just as the earth, 

the scene of everyday life, is alive: 

Scene must be living--seemingly alive- 
breathing as in Nature the Earth seems to 
breathe, its flanks lying spread out like the 
sprawling limbs of the striped tiger, its im- 
mense eyes opening wider and ever wider and 
then closing with the close of day, its locks 
fluttering in the breezes. 

When Scene becomes decoration it ceases 
to have quite the same value as it has when it 
lives and moves. The Earth on which we, the 
actors, play our parts is not exactly a decor- 
ative background. ... Although at times it 
retires, although at times it is just decor- 
ative and no more--at times mere background- 
unnoticeable. 205 

It would be expressive as a human face: 

This scene also has what I call a face. This 
face expresses. -It's shape receives the light, 
and in as much as the light changes its position 
and makes certain other changes, and inasmuch as 
the scene itself alters its position-the two 
acting in concert as in a duet, figuring it out 
together, as in a dance--insomuch does it express 
all the emotions I wish it to express. Always 
aware that as a background to drama, or to acting, 
it can but perform its offices with discretion 
(and I hope I am artist enough to know how to do 
that), while now and again it can advance and 
act a somewhat more prominent part. 206 

The play of form and light would create a visual music: 

Again, the relation of light to this scene is 
akin to that of the bow to the violin, or of 
the pen to the paper. For the light travels 
over the scene--it does not ever stay in one 
fixed place, ... travelling it produces the 
music. During the whole course of the Drama 
the light either caresses or cuts, --it floods 
or it trickles down, --it is never quite still 
though often enough its movement is not to be 207 
detected until an Act has come to an end. .. 

In such passages as these we are aware that Craig is imagining possi- 

205. "The Living Scene, " The English Review, 32 (1921), p. 527. 

206. Scene, p. 20. 

207. Ibid., p. 25. 
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bilities for his invention which go beyond-the mere accompaniment of 

the poetic drama; he will progress, like the, composer, from the mere 

setting of words`to the composition of'symphonies. 

, With his screens-Craig-thought he had found the ideal scene 

for the poetic theatre. 'He°has less to'say about the other aspects of 

the production,, such as the-costumes , -the mise-en-scene, and the act- 

ing. '' If these are to help create an imaginary world'and yet avoid 

distracting attention`from the words, " they too must express-the pro- 

ducer's intention in naturally symbolic terms. ' Craig's method is, he 

says, -to 
begin with the large effects of'scene, and'then to work the 

other elements into. a'pattern-in harmony with it; beginning with the 

stage furnishings, then the costumes, the=lighting, `and finally, "the 

most interesting-part, that of the manipulation of the figures in all 

their movements and speeches. "208 These figures are treated almost 

as elements of scene rather-than as objects of individual interest; 

as Yeats, noted, in'Craig's productions scene "cannot even be separated 

from the figures'that move before it. "209: In the: same way the painter 

may treat-his`figures, ' draperies, - furniture, and settings as equal 

elements in-his design. In Craig's theatre all these elements will 

clearly avoid realism; since this would. restrict the imagination of 

the'audience and distract their-attention from the words. As we have 

seen, Craig demands few movements in Shakespearian drama; he would 

avoid "restless details" in scenery, stage-furnishings and raise-en- 

scene. 
210 He emphasizes the importance of treating costume and stage,. 

208. "The Art of the Theatre: ' The First Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 165. 

209. See above, p. 264- 

210. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 29. 
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movements in the-mass rather than in particulars. 
211 The costumes 

should not-aim at historical accuracy but should be "imaginative'!; - 
212 

that is to say, they should reflect the producer's interpretation of 

the imaginary. world" of the poet. 

Again, the : element most difficult to accept merely as part of 

the scene is the acting. - What precisely will it consist of? Clearly 

it will be symbolic rather than imitative. 213 The actor must use his 

face as-a mask to symbolize what he wishes to express, as Irving 

did; 21/+ 
or he'may wear. a mask created by the producer, so that his 

face ceases to express its own nature and reflects the producer's con- 

ception. The mask will eliminate a major element of realism in the 

performance; Craig, like Yeats, emphasizes its ability to take us. 

"beyond reality°: 

Drama which is not trivial, takes us beyond 
reality and yet asks a human face, the realest 215 
of things, to express all that. It is unfair. 

The actor's movements and speaking must also be symbolic; one day our 

actors "shall set out fearlessly to interpret Shakespeare and shall 

nearly break into song, shall barely be able not to--shall be on the- 

verge of dancing all the time. " 216 Similarly he says of Irving, "He ; 

danced, he did not merely walk--he sang, he by no means merely spoke. " 217 

211. I bid., pp. 33-34. 

212. Ibid., p. 33. 

213. Ibid., p. 11. 

214. Ibid., p. 12... 

215. "A Note on Masks" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 120. 

216. A Production, p. 17. 

217, Henry Irving, P. 74. 
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Of the nature of this "dancing" we have-some inkling. It will 

be based on'the movements of the marionette, for which, as we shall 

see, Craig claims the special power of moving completely "naturally, " 

in accord-with the laws of gravity, and so has the possibility of 

functioning as a natural symbol. The-marionette is the "Actor's 

Primer" ; 
2l8 he isýa "model of man in motion, " and by imitating him.. 

as certain Eastern actors'do, the actor can obtain something of his 

obedience to the natural law. 219 Although as we shall see, Craig 

ultimately believes that man cannot achieve perfect obedience, yet in 

the artistic compromise that is the poetic theatre, an approximation 

of it will be enough. Again, we are aware that Craig's primary inter- 

est in the poetic theatre lies in its uncovering of some basic the- 

atrical problems, and in the artistic potential of some of the solu- 

tions found for these, rather than in the theatre itself. 

Of the speaking of the actors, that element of the production 

which most concerned Yeats, -Craig has little to say; although he clear- 

ly demands that the voice be used symbolically rather than naturalist- 

ically, he does not define the nature of this symbolism. He even admits 

at: one point, "I can support'a day without listening to a poem spoken; 

in. fact I prefer not to hear spoken poems. ..: 11; 220 he is thus out 

of sympathy with the whole raison d'etre of the poetic theatre as 

Yeats understood it. As-we shall see, Craig eliminates words in the 

next step towards the naturally symbolic theatre, and so it is perhaps 

218. "On the Marionnette, " Pu is and PPoets. The Chapbook: A Monthly 
Miscellany, No. 20 (February, 1921). p. 13. 

219. Ibid., p. 17. 

220. "On Poets and Actors, and the Need of Masters. A Note by Yoo no- 
hoo, " The Mask, 7 (1914-15), 18. 
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not surprising that'he; neglects the manner of their delivery in the 

poetic theatre; which was largely of interest to him in any case for 

its implications for future theatres. 

In Craig's production of Hamlet for the Moscow Art Theatre, 

the'acting{was one of the 'po1em that Craig failed to solve; Stanis- 

lavslcy records the following interesting conversation with Craig: 

In order to better understand each other, I 
began to, read and. act. before Craig in various 
methods and manners individual places and' 
scenes from my repertoire of roles. In the 
beginning I read in the old and conventional 
French manner,,, then in. the German, the Italian, 
the Russian declamatory, the Russian realistic. 
I showed the new impressionistic method also. 

Nothing of all this was to Craig's liking. 
With all his strength he protested on the one 
hand against the old conventionality of the 
theatre, 

., and. on the, other hand he would not 
accept the humdrum naturalness and simplicity 
which robbed mir interpretations of, all poetry. 
Craig wanted perfection, the ideal, that is, 

., simple, strong, deep, uplifting, artistic and221 
beautiful expression of living human emotion. 

In other words, Craig wanted acting that was neither' conventionally 

symbolic nor realistic but naturally symbolic. Ultimately, as *we shall 

see, he rejects the possibility of the creation'of such'a symbolism by 

a human being using his' own body as' material. "' 'And"so the "ideal" act- 

ing which he demanded, did not exist, and the pure poetic'theatre is 

once again shown to be an impossibility. 

But if Craig considered the poetic theatre an unsatisfactory 

artistic comipromise, the fact remains that it is his ideas regarding 

this theatre, and in particular the doctrine of interpretation, that 

constitute his greatest influence on the modern theatre. His import- 

ant contribution does not lie in his demand for the dominance of the 

221. StanislavskJ, Mt Life in Art, pp. 522-23. 
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producer; this had been accepted by, the Meininger_Company and in. many 

other theatres, as Lee Simonson points out, 
222 though it was perhaps 

not accepted to the extreme degree demanded_by Craig. Craig's contri- 

bution is in his justification in theoretical terms of the producer's 

right to interpret the 
. play;, although previous producers like Irving 

had certainly exercised this right, they had not done so openly and 

unashamedly, for the fact that there must be a discrepancy between 

the "world". of the play and the "world" of the production was not 

clearly understood.. Whether George Jean Nathan was justified in cal- 

ling Craig "the father of modern interpretive scenecraft, "223 is not 

certain,, but clearly Craig' s. work as a producer, his writings, and 

perhaps above all his designs, encouraged many producers towards a 

new freedom in the treatment of classic plays. A design like that en- 

titled "Venice Preserved, " which consists of three dim figures sil- 

houetted against an enormous archway, or that entitled "Rosmersholm, " 

which consists of little more than a single great window hung with 

transparent curtains, 
224 demonstrates "interpretation" in a startlingly 

vivid way; the, distance of. these designs from our normal conception of 

these plays, which we tend to. regard as representing the author's in- 

tentions,, is, defiantly obvious, and they have almost the effect of a 

manifesto declaring 
. 
the, liberation of the producer. It is not sur- 

prising that Peter Brook, who, also proclaims this liberation, should 
225 

have expressed his admiration, for�Craigts work. We shall see later 

222. Simonson, The Stage is Set, p. 307. 

223. George Jean Nathan, "Genuine Gordon" The k, 15 (1929), 22. 

224. These designs are reproduced in George Nash, Edward Gordon Craig 

. 1872-1966 (London, 1967), p1.41 and 44. 

225, See; Peter. Brook, "The Influence of Gordon Craig in Theory and- 
Practice, " Dr ateP No. 37 (Summer, 1955), pp. 33-36. 
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how close'he and-other avant-garde. theorists. still are to Craig's r -- 

ideas. 

In criticizing Craig's conception of a poetic theatre, we 

should remember that he admits most of our objections. Theýdirector- 

designer cannot control every detail of the production., The self- 

respecting actor will not allow himself simply to be manipulated, nor 

can he be even-if he wishes. The director is bound to "misinterpret" 

the play, and in the case of great plays at least it is unlikely that 

his interpretation can be-made to dominate the audience's experience, 

and so to achieve a unified effect. But, 'as we have seen, Craig wel- 

comes these criticisms because they'prove for him the inadequacy as an 

art form of the theatre based on the normal materials of play, actor, 

and de chr. The most vulnerable area of his theory lies in his assump- 

tions about what. constitutes an art form; as we shall see, Barker vig- 

orously opposes Craig's postulate that a single controlling mind is a 

prerequisite of artistic creation. For Barker collaboration is not a 

compromise but a source of artistic strength. But this disagreement 

takes us back to the fundamental opposition of the "humanist" and 

"religious" positions. Barker's chief concern is that the picture of 

life the theatre presents should be genuinely alive, and free from 

onesidedness and distortion; the collaborators in the theatre serve to 

test and correct each other in this regard. For Craig, the ideal per- 

formance is a single unified symbol of another reality, every detail 

of which must conform to the vision of the artist-controller. 

iii. Theatre Without the Playwright 

The poetic theatre, is thus by no means the ideal form for Craig 

that it is for Yeats. Its greatest problem lies in the artistic aut- 

onomy of the poetic play; it is already a work of art, and yet the pro- 
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ducer is expected-somehow, to"incorporate it as-one-element into a pro- 

duction which must also be a work of art. - Such a procedure is, Craig 

says, "utterly wrong and quite foolish. "226 The addition of a vocal 

and visual accompaniment to an already perfect piece of literature is 

as absurd as the addition of a musical accompaniment to a painting: 

And when art is so great and so perfect that 
it can bring us on-the mere reading such 
priceless magical things, it is little short 
of sacrilege to destroy that which produces 
those ideas by confusing us and our other 
senses by-appealing-to=those other'senses at 
the same time. 227 

This is especially the case because in all likelihood the additional 

elements will not accurately reflect the dramatist's intention. He 

refers several times to Ibsen's dislike of seeing his plays performed; 

this dislike was understandable, he says, because a play by Ibsen was 

complete, perfectly rounded as a work of art. 
Further addition was more than superfluous, 
it was encumbering; in that it blurred the 
conception of the author and confused the 
minds of those to whom he spoke, since for 
one actor who could interpret so subtle and 
elusive a thing as the spirit of a play, five 
hundred would only intrude their own person- 
ality as a barrier between the audience and 
the poet. 228 

Craig points out that Shakespeare's plays are almost always heavily 

cut in the theatre, even though they are-acknowledged literary master- 

pieces: ' 

To say a-thing is perfect and then to 
mutilate it, is most peculiar. Ifýa, manager 
wishes to cut a play, saying it will be better 

226. See above, p. 350. 

227. "Plays and Playwrights Pictures and Painters inthe Theatre" in 
On the Art of the Theatre, p. 119. 

22g. Review'of Ibsen. The His'Art and His Si ifi ce. by 
Haldane Macfall, The Mask., 1 (1908-09)., 20. 
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understood by"the public if he does so, it is 
permissible provided he does not at the same 
time say that Shakespeare was a perfect master 
of dramatic. art. 229 

Craig humorously expresses the hope that the movement to present great 

plays in front of the plainest background (as in the productions of t1ie 

Elizabethan Stage Society) will lead audiences to realize that if 

scenery is unnecessary actors too are unnecessary, and so to stay home 

and read the plays instead. 230 

In place of the poetic drama Craig suggests the non-literary 

play; it would be written either by the producer himself, or by some- 

one closely connected with the,. theatre working under the producer as 

the actors and stage-carpenters do. It would not pretend to be a work 

of art in itself, but would be deliberately incomplete: "It must needs 

be unsatisfying, artless, when read or merely heard, because it is in- 

complete without its action, its colour, its line and its rhythm in 

movement and in scene. " 23" Thus, he claims, as a stage play neither 

Marlowe's nor Goethe's Faust can compare with the "old German puppet 

play"; both the former must be heavily cut in the theatre, whereas 

"A-genuine dramatist is one who so writes his piece that it is im- 

possible to remove six lines without weakening it. " 232 

But if the theatre spoils the play, so does the play spoil the 

theatre: 

So you see I do not wish to remove-the plays 
from the Stage from any affectations, but first 

229. "Shakespeare's Plays" in On the Art of the Theatre, p. 282. 

230. "The Actor and the fiber-Marionette" ibid. p. 80. 

231. "The Art of the Theatre: The First Dialogue, " ibid., p. 144. 

232. "Play-Making: Goethe's 'Faust'. " The Dublin Magazine, New 
Series 7, No. 4 (Oct. - Dec. 1932)., '10-11. 
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'because I hold that the p1ays are spoiled in 
the theatre, and secondly I hold that the 

-plays and the playwrights are spoiling us, 
that is to say are robbing us of our self- 
reliance and our vitality. 233 

The play destroys the actors''chance for creation;. 'it forces him toý 

interpret another man's work instead of creating one himself., Al- 

though, as we have seen, Craig believed that the producer of a-poetic 

drama must use his actors as instruments if a work of 'art is to be 

produced, he was in fact deeply opposed to this practice: 

And so to-day we have the strange picture` 
of a man content to give forth the thoughts 
of another, which that other has given form 
to while at the same time he exhibits his 
person to the public view. 234 

Craig has his ancient Greek actor, Thespis, horrified at the thought 

of an actor saying something he did not deeply believe in: 

Actors are to be held as other artists, and 
allowed liberty of belief, and expected to 
express that belief and no other. I would 
rather you swept away the whole race of actors 
and instituted dolls and made them slaves, than 
that you should ask a single one of my fellows 
to pretend instead of to be. 235 

. 

This thesis has been taken up by a number of more recent" theoretical 

innovators, as we shall see at, the end of this chapter. 

And so it would be better if the playwright's words could be 

done away with altogether. One possibility is that the play might be 

improvised by the actors, as in the coammedia dell'arte. Craig was fas- 

cinated. by this theatre, and he published a large amount of material 

concerning it in the Mask. He refers to the actors of this theatre as 

233. "Plays and Playwrights Pictures and Painters in the Theatre" in 
On the Art of the Theatre, pp. 121-22. 

234. "The Actor and the Uber-Marionette, " ibid., p. 60. 

235. "Belief and Make-Believe" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 63. 
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"greater" than any-that came after, themýbecause. they did not merely 
23 interpret but create.,, He-likes to imagine that their influence in 

England and France was strong, that Moliere's plays are little more 

than polished versions of their scenarios, and that considerable por- 

tions of. Shakespeare's' plays are literary , reworkings, of improvised 

scenes. 
237. 

'The great value of: improvised drama is that it is alive: 

'1It was red-hot--spontaneous--natural. It 
appealed instantly, like the repartee of the 
peasants. There was something so natural 
about-, this new Drama that its fitness was 
not decreased by the fact that hundreds of 
actors could give it-birth. It was not a 
literary effort, quite the reverse. It was 
good talk, wonderful-patter.. There was life 
in every"; sentence uttered-life in every 
idea which poured out in a torrent of words- 
and often the highest distinction of ex- 

r, pression. 238 

Improvisation: is"the only way real drama can be. born"; - "All other 

dramas are made-patchworks, not good woven stuffs--and impotent 

things. "239 Because the improvised play is not fixed, it can be con- 

stantly adjusted to communicate with its audiences 

The old literary plays with their set forms 
and phrases, their changeless characters re- 
peating the same old lines, may. well indeed 
be dead so far as the theatre goes ... But 
Arlecchino is immortal and Columbine can 
never die. ... for they are ideas, not 
material beings; they are mirrors which re- 

ýflect the life around them .... 
240 

vr, <. 

236. Review of A Century of Great Actors by Cecil F. Armstrong and 
The Coins dia dell'Arte by Winifred Smith, The Mask, 5 (1912-13), 
272. 

237. See "The, Perishable Theatre" and "Shakespeare's Collaborators" 
in The Theatre Advancing, p. 24 and pp. 131-42. 

238. "Shakespeare's. Collaborators, " ibid., pp. 135-36. 

239. "The Theatre in Italy: Naples and Pompeii, " ibid.. p. 181. 

240. "Critics Criticised: A Revival in Italy, " The , as, 5 (1912-13), 
182. 
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Again, Craig's-interest in improvisation prefigures the concerns of 

many more recent experimenters. 

Craig does little more than hint at the possibilities he sees 

for improvisation in the future. He emphasizes that the mere imitation 

of the commedia-is useless. In the following passage Craig suggests 

that improvised theatre need not restrict itself to comedy, 'but may 

attempt the highest reaches of tragic theatre:,.,,, - 

The temperament of these Italian comedians and 
the conditions under which they worked influ- 
enced them when they chose character instead 
of passion as their medium; another tempera- 
ment will fling itself upon the nobler and 
more mysterious material, (if we can speak of 
something subjective as a material), and will 
prove the depth and sincerity of the Art. 241 

Some men have lived, he continues, 

who were fitted by their love to undertake the 
responsibility of interpreting through their 
own persons the Divine. There was much to aid 
them and there still is much. Did they feel 
that their face still showed too much the 
traces of desire to use it in the service of 
passion they could veil these traces under a. 
mask: did they tremble for the betraying 
weakness of their movements they could remedy 
such failings by imprisoning their feet in 
raised and heavy shoes;. .. thus disciplined 
they no longer need feel fear that their un- 
worthiness would impede the delivery of their 
message. 242 

Craig thus sees the possibility that the actor as creator may take on 

the religious function he imagines for the greatest artists. 

Such a drama, however, though improvised, would probably not 

involve the use of words. For it is inýthe nature of words themselves 

that Craig's third and most fundamental objection to the play lies: 

'. 4 

241. "The Conmedia dell'Arte Ascending" (by Gordon Craig), ibid., 5 
1912-13), 107. 

242. Ibid. ,5 
(1912-13)p 108. 
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It is-the Word which-has destroyed each 
religion-in its turn, and it is the Word, 
that restless. atom of Knowledge, which - begins to eat into Beauty to destroy it if 
it can. For pure Beauty is a Silent Beauty, 
and Silence must return and surround the 
Arts before they shall become whole again. '3 

Words are always abstractions, always appeals to the intellect; they 

do not tell us about the realities of things. Like Yeats, Craig be- 

lieved this to be especially true of modern speech; in the twentieth 

century, he says: 

nearly all speech is a lie .... Once a 
merely natural thing--it became an art;, 
but when it exceeded its natural term of 
life, having talked itself hoarse-black 
in the face--the silver of speech rubbed 
off and we came to the lead undo ath, 
and inside the lead ... lies. °'" 

Whereas words appeal to the intellect and hence are open to argument, 

an act or gesture is a simple reality which invites no controversy: 

For acts will never do more than suggest 
what the actor desires and feels, so free 
are they of all tyranny, and therein is 
acting a 'finer art, ... if-art it be,,,.,. 
than the art of writing; for the word admits 
of argument, and, where argument is possible 
between the creator, -the seer and-the on- 
looker, the tyranny of interruption and of 
broken rhythm threatens, us all and the., - 
strength of the Oracle is made ridiculous: ''. 
whereas action, though. final, is open to 
such an infinite variety of interpretations 
that relationship betwixt the interpretors 
need never be strained nor harmony destroyed. 5 

Even the poet cannot avoid appealing to the intellect; "if words wereý, - 

always"used in Drama "for-their beauty", and 
"not for their mere utility" there would be 

, no fear that the ugliness of interruption 
would ever mar or spoil our happiness. 

243. "Geometry, " ibid.. -p-141908-09), 2. 

2/4. Scene, p. 1. 

245. Note (by Gordon Craig) to "Pantomime and the Poetic Drama" by 
Arthur Symons, TheMask, 4 (1911-12), 189. 
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ý., "- But 'even with so ý great a writer ' as 
Shakespeare words are used for their mere 

"utility; ... they aim at teaching us one 
and all the same lesson; and so it must be 
that ultimately words will silenced in 
the purest form of Drama. + 

This dislike of verbal theatre and glorification of the "act" pre- 

figures one of the chief ideas of Artaud. 

Words are not natural symbols, but conventions; they do not 

have life of their own to which all can respond, but depend for their 

effect on associations developed through experience. An art based on 

words can never be universal because not only do people speak differ- 

ent languages, but differences in background, education, and intelli- 

gence mean that no one quite understands the same meaning for the same 

words. As wo have seen, Yeats recognized this and sought to limit the 

audience for his plays-to those whose experience of literature was such 

that they could understand them. Craig firmly dismisses this 'elitist 

approach: 

The theatre was for the people, and always 
should be for the people. The'poets would 
make the theatre for a select community of 
dilettanti: They would put difficult psy- ° 

thoughts before the public ex- chological 
pressed in difficult words, and would make 
for this public something which is impossible 
for them to understand, and unnecessary for 
them to know; whereas the theatre must show 
them sights, show them life, show them beauty, 
and not speak in difficult sentences. 247 

The great objection to Shakespeare's plays on the stage is simply that 

most people cannot understand them. Even educated readers often need 

to reread a speech several times to understand it; how can such a 

speech hope to have a universal effect in a theatre where it is heard 

246. Ibid., 4 (1911-12), 189. 

247. ' "Introduction" in The Art of they Theatre'(1905), pp. '11=12. 
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once amid the distractions of. a production by, people of widely differ- 

ent intelligence and education? 
248 

It should be noted that while Craig eliminates the word he 

does not necessarily eliminate "voice. " Craig seems to suggest the 

possibility of using words indirectly or impressionistically;, they - 

would not speak-directly to the audience, but would simply be a com- 

ponent in the aural and visual image created. by. the producer (again an 

Artaudian conception). Describing one of his pantomimic dramas, he-: 

says: 

And why. have I said nothing of words, -or 
character, plot, story as told by words?. - These indeed shall play their part in the 
general impression, but their part is, -as 
it were, but to add touches of colour; they 
shall bring colour to the impression--a 
colour of sound, and not a noisy and vulgar 
exhibition of sound which on our stages of - 
to-day degenerates into chatter or shouting. 
So-that the words will not be to explain to 
make mathematically clear, to-lay bare. 47 

This use of words is-illustrated by'the example of a horse gambolling 

in the field, to which Craig compares the work of art. The normal use 

of words in a play he compares to the delivery of a verbal description 

of the horse while we watch him, which only confuses our sensuous im- 

pression; the actual neighing of the horse, however, would assist us 

in our appreciation of-the horse, and would be "more illuminating than 

a learned discourse. °250 It is thus rather as the sound of human be- 

ings than as vehicles of communication that words are valuable to the 

theatre, for 

248. "Plays and Playwrights Pictures and Painters in the Theatre" in 
On the Art of the Theatre, p. 118. 

249. "In a Restaurant" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 118. 

250. "The Art of the Theatre: The Second Dialogue" in On the Art of 
the Theatre, p. 251. 
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acting is-much'to do with sound and with't' 
movement, with meaning gestures, but mean- 
ingless words. ... The test'of your'power-to enjoy and 
follow'a drama is to be able to follow sound 
and gesture: -any empty fellow can swallow 

-sense-and not-be a jot the wiser afterwards. 
251 

rr. + 

Craig humorously suggests the creation ofa new language for-the; the- 

atre designed-, to be full-of'beautiful sound but incomprehensible. to 

audiences. 
52 

. Craig's attemptcto, use voice without verbal-meaning ist 2 

suggested inýthe following passage: from a description of another. -panto- 

mime, involving an old man waiting: ', 

I can hear as-he. sits there. waiting, an, old 
Jewish book of the law. on his knees, which, he 
holds as a young man-holds a bunch of flowers. 
I can hear his repeating in a deep soft voice 
law after law, and then-bursting forth with the 
familiar words of his prayer for extermination. 

-I find in these words-sufficient use of the, 
voice, and sufficient suggestion by words for 

'my purpose. Soon the-voice of the one who is- 
ccming will be heard far off. We know what 
the tones mean without hearing a word. It is-- 
the old love cry of "I am here"; and his cry 
which answers is but the same response-"Here 
am I. 11253 

Craig's final solution to the problem of the play is silent 

drama, or drama in which words are used only as "touches of colour. " 

Such drama would be universal. and in touch with reality: 

Pantomime is the essence"of-Drama. 
It is therefore a Universal art. ... a 

universal means of expression. .. I .- _11 
An Act. ... a thing done. ... is always 

Dramatic. .. it must be so by reason of-its 
nature. 

251, "'Acca: A New Stage Language" (by the Author of Films), The Mask, 

. 
10 (1924), p. 20. 

252. Ibid., 10, (1924), 
. 
pp. 19721. This was more or, less what. was 

attempted by Peter Brook and Ted Hughes in'their creation of 
0 hast in Iran in 1971. See A. C. H. Smith, Orahast at Persepo- 
jis (London, 1972). 

4, 

253. "A Letter to Ellen Terry" in The TheatreAdvancinc, pp. 258-59. 
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A thing said is only-sometimes Dramatic. 
A gesture says more than a speech and says 

it better. I 
By the time you have explained a thing it 

grows cold. ... but the deed glows. 254 

It would be created much as the poetic drama is created, except that- 

it would begin, as a work of art should,. from"an impression of life 

itself, not from an impression of another man's play. Again, this 

impression would not be one merely of external life, but of the spirit 

of life. Craig imagines, for example, -a play based on certain im- 

pressions of waiters in a restaurant.. 

who by and through their life which they are 
revealing to me as they pass hurriedly to and 
fro are revealing much more than their mere 
external life, who raise that life into a kind 
of ideal existence for me. 255 

Craig's descriptions of such performances, like Artaudts, are very 

unsubstantial; it is difficult to imagine a concrete production em- 

bodying their principles, and indeed attempts to follow Artaud to the 

letter have not generally been successful. Yet this protest against 

the slavery of the modern theatre to words and to literary values has 

struck many responsive chords among today's theatre workers. 

iv. Theatre Without the Actor 

Even these forms of silent theatre do not'satisfy Craig's cri- 

teria for a perfect artistic form. There remains an element of make- 

shift, of compromise, in-the reliance they still have upon the actor. 

Craig points-out that no art form which relies on human beings. as part 

of its material can ever be entirely free of "realism. " Even though he 

251+. "A Note on the Italian and English Theatres, " The An¢lo-Italien 
-- Review, 3 (1919), 298. 

255. "In a Restaurant" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 147. 
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imitate the movements of a puppet, we recognize him as a man and re- 

spond to him as a man. A human being, in other words, always communi- 

cates directly, never entirely symbolically. Why do away with the 

realistic tree in the scenery and leave the real human actor, since we 

respond so much more strongly to men than to trees? He says: 

Do away with the real tree, do away with the 
reality of delivery, do away with the reality 
of action, and you tend towards the doing away 
with the actor. This is what must come to pass 
in time, and I like to see the managers support- 
ing the idea already. Do away with the actor, 
and you do away with the means by which a de- 
based stage-realism is produced and flourishes. r 
No longer would there be a living figure to 
confuse us into connecting actuality and art; 
no longer a living figure in which the weakness 
and tremors-of the flesh were perceptible. 256 

As we have seen, Craig suggests that for a theatrical perform- 

ance to be a work of art every element must be under the absolute con- 

trol of the producer. - But it is impossible for a human being to en- 

tirely submit himself to the will of another: 

In a performance in which the actors are 
living persons it is impossible,, however well 
disciplined they be, that they subdue entirely 
their own will and personalityAo the will of 
their director, and thus the unity, the ex- 
pression of but one will which is a necessary 
quality of a work of art, is unattainable. 257 

We have seen that Craig rejects the playwright partly because he is 

using human beings as instruments; we have also seen that in the poetic 

theatre Craig demands the utmost obedience from the actors to the pro- 

ducer, not because it is desirable but because it is necessary. In 

fact, Craig is very strongly against this use of one human being by an- 

other; for, he says, 

256". "The Actor and the Uber-Marionette" in On the Art of that Theatre, 
p. 81. 

257. "A Note on Marionettes" (by Adolf Furst), The Mask, 2 (1909-10), 
74. 
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the old Laws hold good, and if the grandest 
Law of Life is Liberty, the grandest Law of 
Art'is Slavery: -The Artist'himself is a ': 
servant . '. . he is the servant of God and, 
he is commanded to go and select any material 
which creation can yield him; but he must not 
make use of man, woman, child, bird, beast, 
or any other living thing in his attempt to 
make a work of art. These things are-free 
agents and must be left free; these are al- 
ready formed, 'already fitted with life: to' 
touch-these, to take these with intent to use 
them as material of a work of art would be to 
eat of the Tree of Life that is forbidden. 258 

Only by the elimination of the actor, Craig suggests, °can the theatre 

be free of a practice which is not=only inartistic, but, as he implies 

here, immoral. "' 

But if-a human being cannot be controlled by'another, no more 

can he be controlled by himself, for 

even if the actor were to present-none but 
ideas which he himself should compose, his 
nature would still be in servitude; his body 
would have to become the slave of his mind; 
and that, as I have shown, is what the healthy 
body utterly refuses to do. 

- 
The mind of the artist should perceive the laws of the art and force 

the material to submit to them; but the actor's material is himself, 

his own body, which refuses to obey the mind only but is constantly 

subject to the involuntary pressure of emotion. And if'. the actor were 

free from emotion he could not create, since, as we have seen, art is 

not created by the brain; the creative element'in art lies in the art- 

istls passionate intuition of a spiritual reality, while it is only in 

the expression of'this intuition'that the mind'and the laws are neces- 

sary. But the emotion which creates is precisely that which will de- 

258. "Jacques Dalcroze and,, his School', (by John Balance), ibid., 59 
(1912-13), 35. 

259. "The'Actor and the'Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre, 
pp. 60-61. 
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stroy the expression: , 
Therefore. the mind of the actor, we see, is 
less powerful than his emotion, for emotion 
is able to win over the mind to assist in the 
destruction of that which the mind would pro- 
duce; and as the mind becomes the slave of 
the emotion it follows that accident upon 
accident must be continually occurring. So 
then, we have arrived at this point: that 

--emotion is the cause wh4ch first of all creates, 
and secondly destroys. z6° 

Craig is here touching on the heart of the problem which Stanislavsky 

tried to solve. How can the actor obtain complete control of his per- 

formance, so that it can be repeated night after night, and yet keep 

the performance alive? Craig would suggest that the very force which 

makes it live prevents it from being controlled., And indeed, many 

would argue that Stanislavsky did not find a method that would ensure 

either perfect control or punctual inspiration. He could only urge the 

actor to train and relax his body so as to becapable of expression, 

and to attain-a state of mind in which inspiration would not bepre- 

vented from coming; and'yet, when it comes, it cannot even be certain-.. 

that the-expression of-the perfectly trained body will be sufficiently 

controlled so as to be audible. to the last row of the gallery, for ex- 

ample. Craig says that Stanislavsky had 

proved it impossible that flesh and blood shall 
be a practical spirit, --a working useful divinity: 
proved it over and over again by refusing to be 
beaten after eighty or eight hundred reverses. 261 

Addressing him, Craig says: 

It has been, proved by you, more than by anyone 
else at any time, that the artist may only (can 
only) work in a material which is "dead" material (I search for a better word in vain) if he will 

260. "The Actor and the Über-Marionettes' ibid., pp. 57-58. 

261. Review of Life in Art by Constantin Stanislavsky (by G. C. ), 
The Mask, 10 (1924).. 188. 
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create 'a work of *art. 262 

The root of the problem lies'in the impossibility of human 

beings behaving "naturally. " "It seems to me that we should not for- 

get that we belong`to a period after the Fall and not before it. "" 263 

We are not innocent; our actions are self-conscious, dictated by a 

desire for praise, fear of failure. We have'lost the ability to 

allow our bodies to move according to the'laws of physics without 

interfering with them. We can conceive perfection of movement, but we 

cannot execute it: 

Alas! the human body refuses to be an-instru- 
ament, even to the-mind which lodges in that 
body. The sons of Los rebelled and still rebel 
against their father. The old divine unity, the 
divine square, the peerless circle of our nature 
has been ruthlessly broken by our moods, and no 
longer can instinct design the square or draw 
the circle on the grey wall before it. 264 

The great value of the marionette is that it is "natural. " 

It is the model of anfallen man. Craig describes in an allegory how 

Seth, the brother of Cain and Abel, created a puppet while his brothers 

"concerned themselves with living to discover the passions": 

On hearing his brother Abel's cry and seeing 
him fail dead, and feeling his other brother 
rushing past him as the sun shot up, instead 
of bursting into tears with grief or indig- 
nation he turned to his Idol and, "Wake up: " 
he cried; "it's time to be moving! "265 

The marionette lacks the egoism which colours all man's actions and 

262. Ibid., 10 (1924), 188. 

263. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future,, in On the Art of the 
Theatre, p. 49. 

264. Ibid., pp. 48-49. 

265. "Seth. 10.000 B. C. " (by Horace Fool), The Marionnette, 1 (1918), 
264. 
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prevents him from'being, natural: 

What are Marionnettes? Men without-egoism. 
What are men? --Egoists. - 
They walk-sleep-read-write--play--visit 

at and drink and work as egoists. And more-- 
they think, feel through egoism,. see through it, 
hear through it. They soak it up like sponges. 
Once well filled in every pore, and we have what 
we call a man. 

A marionnette walks, sleeps, prays, visits, 
eats, drinks, seems to do all these things ex- 
actly as men do, and what makes him so fresh, 
so free from 'a something detestable, something 
which haunts us when we see real men, is that 
this awful thing Egoism is not with him.,. -, 

He seems to think and feel, to see and to 
hear without egoism. .. and without that pose 
of Altruism. .. egoism's topnotch. ... Why, they are even unaware that we see. -- 
themS 

This is something particularly important 
because nowhere on the stage (if we except the 

-masked actors of the future) could we eve -ex--., 
peat to find this best of all innocence. 2b6 

Puppets are 

precisely models of man in motion. When they 
move they are to perfect the movements of man 
even as sculpture perfects the form of man. 20 

The great value of the marionette, -and indeed of all art for 

Craig, is that it may enable us to escape from our egoism and get into 

a right relationship with life: 

We like life, yet grumble all the time about 
it. ... What is painful is what we invent 
about it all. Our fear, is our pain. ... If my little marionnettes can only show 
us a scene of grumbling and death, in a 
comedy that we, we egoists, may learn to see 
what life really- s. ... that would be an 2o8 excellent scene. 

266. "The Marionnette Drama: Some Notes for an Introduction to 
'The Drama for Fools"" (by Tom Fool), ibid., 1 (1918)9 4-5. 

267. "On the Marionnette, " Puppets and Poets. The Chapbook, No, 20 
(Feb. 1921), p. 17. 

268. "The Marionnette Drama, " The Marionnette, 1 (1918), 10-11. 
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As far as the betterment of man goes, Craig says, 

there could be as much done with Punch in. 
two years, as-let us say, Mr Gladstone failed 
to do in twenty. 

Not that Punch could speak such sense or 
so nobly, or could push through such good - 
laws; but he would make so much of the speech 
and so many of the, laws unnecessary. Punch 
would help us restore nature here and there. 
Things which grow naturally, have no need of 
being governed, ruled, educated and so forth. 269 

It is our egoism which prevents us from taking joy in life, which 

causes our greed, our fear, which in turn give rise to the social 

problems exemplified by the killing of Abel by Cain. Art, for Craig, 

shows us a symbol of life before the fall, something flawlessly nat- 

ural which the artist creates to represent-his perception that life 

is perfect and only our egoism stops us from seeing this. Art is a 

celebration of life, and the marionette is a celebration of the per- 

fection of man; thus he takes pride of place among the arts in our 

affection: 

In this ceremony he took part; a celebration 
once more in praise of-the Creation; the old 
thanksgiving, the hurrah for existence, and 
with it the sterner hurrah for the privilege 
of the existence to come, which is veiled by 
the word Death. And during this ceremony there 
appeared before the eyes of the brown worship- 
pers the symbols of all things on earth and in 
Nirvana. The symbol of the beautiful tree, 
the symbol of the hills, the symbols of those 
rich ores which the hills contained; the symbol 
-of the cloud, of the wind, and of all swift 
moving things; the symbol of the quickest of 
moving things, of thought, of remembrance; the 
symbol of the animal, the symbol of Buddha and 
of Man--and here he comes, the figure, the 
puppet at whom you all laugh so much. You 
laugh at him to-day because none but his weak- 
nesses are left to him. He reflects these from 
you; but you would not have laughed had you 

269. "Pinch and Polichinelle, " ibid., 1 (1918), 88. 
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: seen him in his prime, 41n that age when he 
was called upon to be the symbol of an in 
the great ceremony, and, -stepping forward, 
was the beautiful figure of our heart's 
delight. 270 

The marionette presents no problems for the artist because of 

his "supreme quality, that of perfect obedience to the hand and mind 

of the master whom he serves as material. " 271 It might be argued that 

the marionette cannot move naturally because it must express the hum- 

anity of its manipulators. But the secret of working the marionette, 

according to Craig, is not to move it but to allow it to move itself: 

But once you have made a Puppet and taught 
yourself to allow it to move, (and it's that 
and nothing else. I mean You don't move it; 
you let it move itself; that's the art) ... 
once you have done these two things I promise 
you, if you are a born artist, the world is 
in for a very great treat. The Idea of Mn 
in motion--in perfect motion, will be seen 
for the first time in'a^generation. 272 

Craig even hopes that some day no manipulator will be necessary; he 

asks if it might be possible "that at a later date we may have these 

little figures brought to so great a mechanical perfection that they 

may not need the assistance of that human machine, man? " 
273 Such 

puppets would necessarily be natural; their movements would be accord- 

ing to the laws of gravity, friction, and so on. But not every natural 

movement is a natural symbol; the artist is needed to choose which 

movements are beautiful and manifest clearly the perfection of nature. 
274 

270. "The Actor and the Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre, 
pp. 91-92. 

271. "A Note on Marionettes, " The Mask, 2 (1909-10), 76. 

272. "On the Marionnette, " Puppets and Poets. The Chapbook; No. 20, 
(Feb. 1921) p. 18. 

273. "A Note on Marionettes, " The Mask, 2 (1909-10), 73. 

274. Ibid., 2 (1909-10), 73. 
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The marionette also limits the possibility~of realism. It is 

true that the-modern puppets have' degenerated, according to Craig, into 

imitating man, and even to imitating actors; but it is really the "fat 

or vulgar hands" manipulating him that-are doing the imitation. 275 

r 

Fundamentally the marionette cannot imitate: 

And so it comes about that a Marionnette does 
not play a number of parts, he plays only one. . '. that is himself. This is different from the 
actor who plays many parts and must therefore 
pretend. The Marionette never pretends. "" "276 therefore the Marionnette can save the Theatre. 

He simply reflects the nature of his material: 

Born of wood, of ivory, of metal or what-you 
will, he is content to obey his nature--their, 
nature. He does not pretend to be flesh and 
blood. 277 - 

The marionette is silent; in himself 'he is lifeless. He cannot'dis- 

tract us by making statements about life. ' Thus his two great virtues, 

according to Craig, are-obedience and silence: 

The Marionette, through his two virtues of 
obedience and silence, leaves to his sons a 
vast inheritance. He leaves to them the 
promise of a new art. 278 

In order to exploit these virtues, the artist must cease to 

attempt to make the marionette-imitate a. human being. In his ideal 

form he would lose all human characteristics; he would become a pure 

embodiment of movement, symbolising the essence of life itself: 

275. "The Actor and the Über-Marionette" in On the Art of the Theatre. 
p. 82. 

276. "The Marionette Drama, " The Marionette, 1'(1918), 37-38. 

277. "Gentlemen, the Marionnettel" in The Theatre Advancing, p. 109. 

278. I_., P" 110. 
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"Movement, " I stated, was at the roots of this 
art, and when movement was no longer needed, the 
art or the essence of movement would be no 
longer needed ... the life of the world would 
end. 

By Movement I stated that I neither meant 
the dance nor the pantomime, but something far 
more wonderful, far more mysterious ... in 
fact something divine loveable, worshipful ... 
and incomprehensible. '79 

These rather mysterious hints as to the miraculous powers of movement 

in art are frequent in Craig's writings: 

There is a thing which man has not yet learned 
to master, a thing which man dreamed not was 
waiting for him to approach with love; it was 
invisible and yet ever present with him. Superb 
in. its attraction and swift to retreat, a thing 
waiting but for the approach of the right men, 
prepared to soar with them through all the 
circles beyond the earth-it is Movement. 280 

The marionette becomes the instrument whereby the artist gives life 

to "inanimate forms" which in the perfection of their movement com- 

immicate to the viewer a "sense of the law which controls our system- 

the law of change": 

The most important thing is that movement, 
which is at the Root of this Art of Revelation, 
must be translated through Inanimate Forms. I 
speak here of movement in an actual, not in an 
imaginary sense. Impersonal movement in an actual 
sense exists in no modern art--nor can it justly 
be said to belong even in its imaginary sense to 
any other art. 

We have constructed an instrument. By 
means of this instrument the artist is enabled 
to bring before the beholder a sense of the law 
which controls our system-the law of Change. 
Movement will be for the sake of Movement--ever 
attempting to create the perfect Balance, even 
as in Music Sound is for the sake of Sound, ever 
attempting to create the perfect Harmony. 

279. "The Music Hall and the Church" (by Gordon Craig), The Mask, 
6 (1913-14), 257-58. 

280. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of The 
Theatre, pp. 46-47. 
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The Imitation of Nature has no part in 
this . art. The xmood and , the thought of the 
artist passing through this Instrument shall 
raise by it one mutable form after another, 
living only a moment; ceaselessly, if imper- 
ceptibly, changing; arriving at? last at its 
final and definite state-only to fade-to 
re-form, itself once again and again--an 
infinite progression. '81 

Such a performance is described in the following remarkable piece of 

writing, "Motion": 

The Beginning. ... the Birth. 
We are in Darkness. ...... . -all is still. 
We hear no sound. .. -. . ... we feel no movement 

.... we see-nothing. 
And from this Nothing shall emerge a spirit. 

. Life. ...... a perfect and balancing 
life. .,. -: to - be called Beauty. ... The Immortal 
Beauty of Change Eternal. 

Even now as we wait watching, in the very 
centre of the void a single atom seems to stir. 

. it spreads. ..... It is the faint trembling of the first false, dawn. 
Around us spreads a mist motionless and colourless. 
The silence commands. 
Some Spirit seems to work there in the gloom as 

in a little buoyant wind. .,. .a breeze which blows 
upon the veiled spaces and stirs them into life. 

--At 
last the Dawn, ineffably hushed. ...... 

beyond Silence, silent. 
The light ascends, spreading. ceaselessly ... 

Day arrives and passing turns to Night. ... The' 
fainting Light. ... the passing and the renewal of 
the promise. ... Divisible and Indivisible. 

Onward: The profound spirit throbs incessantly 
at its sweet task. 

A form simple and austere ascends with prolonged 
patience like the awakening of a thought in dream. 

A second and a third form seem to follow. ... 
Always a double birth repeating. ... a fourth, a 
fifth, a seventh, and yet as we look we seem to see 
but four. ... that. first form which gave birth 

, 
has 

passed; those two forms to which it gave birth have 
passed. 

Four shapes remain' 
Ah, birth of 

. 
Mr love, already you have. multi- 

281. C talo e or ttenin s nein uesi s ror motions bv- Gordon 
Florence, 1908). Quoted in Bablet, Edward Gordon Craig, 

pp. 120-21. 
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plied fourfold! . Cease not until you 
will. ...... continue to increase! 

But no eyes away from what is happening. 
Look there to the-East: Something seems"to ,. 

unfold, something to fold. Slowly quick'ning 
without haste, fold after fold loosens itself- 
and clasps another till that which was void has 
become shapely. And now from East to West, one- 
chain of life moves like a sea before us, while 
slowly breaking from units into pairs, shapes 
continue to appear in endless procession while 
still the folds fold and. unfold. ..... 

Some rising, others falling. ...... 
passing and repassing one another. :. _ ^. 

Lingering. ..... responding to an ap- 
proach. .... shrinking at a repulse.,. ... . ̂ s 
blindly towering. .... fainting. .. 
parting. -. -. .. meeting... - .4 

, And-then a- pause. ý. °. .a perfect balanced 
thought is poised before L. 

and all is still. 
. All is accomplished. Silence.. All *": 
rests. ... and only is it left now for the 
tender liquid light to feel its way across this 
form. 

Like freezing water-it descends a little with: 
ever-increasing delay, and like a dew it settles. 

No more. ..... Enough. .... 
-And may 'this love beginning have-no end. 

282 

This passage represents. the logical-culmination-of Craig's theory. 

Drama has been reduced to the abstract portrayal of elemental natural 

processes: genesis,, metamorphosis, death. ', In seeing nature's whole 

purpose thus laid out we are to experience a release from our desire 

to oppose her, and with this release comes love, the negation of ego- 

tism. The theory is not without ,a kind of profundity, and it mirrors 

a strong current of thought that has influenced many twentieth-century 

thinkers, as I shall suggest later. -But there is a-certain bathos in 

the passage that is also-significant; its failure as poetry points to 

a weakness in Craig's aesthetic theory. In spite of Craig's attempts 

282. , Motion: Being the Preface to the Portfolio of Etchings by 
Gordon Craig, " The 1 (1908-09), pp. 185-86. 
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by means of capitals and rows of dots and exclamation marks to sug- 

gest the extreme significance of what is taking place, we cannot but 

feel that the actual performance amounts to very little; indeed, the 

straining of poetic resource is probably a product of Craig's uncon- 

scious sense of this disproportion. So much has been stripped'away 

in order that only the pure, quintessential image remain, that we are 

left with remarkably close to nothing. We have seen the same tendency 

in other twentieth-century artists, and our cozy lusion, 'when we are 

confronted with the supreme refinement of abstraction, is to regard 

it as 'a reductio ad absurdum; the natural symbol, of which "Motion" 

is Craig's final evocation, seems to be revealed as a species of 

nothingness, a self-contradictory entity. This theme will be devel- 

oped further in the conclusion to the dissertation. 

The instrument that could create such a performance could 

only be imagined by Craig. Yet the same kind of performance could be 

achieved by much simpler means. The simplest one Craig describes is 

a "marionette"-that is nothing but a block of wood seen against-a- 

changing background: - 

The stage is lighted by daylight. ... on 
the stage is a block of wood. ... nothing more; 
behind this is space. ... Suddenly the block of wood begins to dance, 
and the space to form itself into exquisite pat- 
terns. ... ravishing to the senses. ... even 
as many of the Futurist patterns are ravishing: ' 
but exquisite patterns, richer in form and love- 
lier in colour than anything which has been seen 
this side of Persia. 

Nothing in this background was amazing; only 
was it superbly beautiful. But what was amazing 
was the dancing block of wood. 283 

283. "A Marionnette in Rome: An Amazing Invention" (by Jacques 
Fox-Laurier), The Marionnette, 1 (1918), 114. 
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The "Thousand Scenes-in One Scene, ". 'with its-expressive face, is 

clearly another instrument whose power, when freed from the necessity 

of interpreting a play, has already been suggested. Craig planned a 

more sophisticated version of this scene, which would have involved 

a stage whose floor and ceiling were divided-like'a chess board, each 

square being the end-of a long column that could be raised or lowered 

at the will of the producer. 
284, Thus the stage'space could be formed 

into innumerable patterns some of which are suggestedýin the collection 

of etchings entitled Scene. But even this instrument would be only a 

primitive device compared to what some day might be possible: 

It will need the force of the whole race to 
discover all the beauties which are in this 
great source, this new-race of artists, to 
which you belong. When I have constructed- 
ray instrument, and permitted it to make its 
first assay, I look to others to make like 
instruments. Slowly, and from the principles 
which rule all these instruments some better 
instruments will be made. 285 

I think it is this instrument of the future that Craig usually 

means by his mysterious term, "Über-Marionette. " It is a marionette 

which has gone beyond its function of symbolising an and has become a 

symbol of life itself. In fact, his use of this famous and ungainly 

expression is far from consistent. At times Craig seems to mean mere]y 

a giant marionette. 
286 At others, this notion is explicitly denied, 

and an almost ntiystical relationship between the artist and his instru- 

went is suggested: 

What the wires of the Uber-Marionnette shall 

284. See Bablet, Edward Gordon Crairt, pp. 118-19. 

285. "The Artists of the Theatre of the Future" in On the Art of the 
Theatre, P. 51. 

286. See "A Note on Marionettes, " The Mask, 2 (1909-10), 74. 
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be, what'shall guide him, who: can say? I do 
not believe in the mechanical, nor in the 
material. The wires which stretch from 
Divinity to the soul of the poet are wires 
which might command him. Has God no more such 
threads to spare-for one more figure? I 
cannot doubt it. 287 

At other times, Craig suggests that it may be possible for an actor 

to be an 
über-Marionette: 

I, 
S9 

The Uber-marionette is the actor plus fire, 
minus egoism: the fire of the gods and demons, 
without the smoke and steam of mortality. 

The-literal ones took me to mean pieces of 
wood one foot in height .. 0.2 

88 

And yet hasn't Craig shown that no actor, no human being can be with- 

out egoism? He says regarding Indian actors: 

I was told that this race of actors was so 
noble, sparing themselves no pain and austerely 
disciplining themselves, that all the weaknesses 
of the flesh were eradicated, and nothing re- 
mained but the perfect man. 

If the Western actor can become what I 
am told the Eastern actor was and is, I with-, 
draw all that I have written in my Essay, "On 
the Actor and the Über-Marionnette. "289 

But. if such a race existed there would be no need for the über-Marion- 

ette, or for any art, since to be without eeoism is to apprehend the joy 

of life that the artist-is seeking to ccmmunicate. Craig was. always 

subject to fears of being robbed of his ideas, and he is sometimes 

deliberately mysterious or misleading about ideas he regards as of 

supreme importance; it is not surprising then that there should be so 

much nystification involved in the description of the Über-Marionette. 

287. "Gentlemen, the Marionnette; " -in The Theatre Advancing, pp. 110- 

288. "Preface" (1924), in On the Art of the Theatre, pp. ix-x. 

289. "A Durable Theatre" in The Theatre Advancing, pp. 19-20. 
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I strongly. suspect that its real significance for Craig was as the 

instrument which would create the abstract kinetic theatre he dreamt 

of. 

5. Conclusion 

I hope I have shown that Craig's dramatic theories are not 

simply a "mass of contradictions, " as Alexander Bashky called them. 290 

Their expression is, to say the least, unsystematic, and, as I have 

suggested, it is Craig's own fault that the many extravagances and 

apparent contradictions should have led thoughtful man like Bashky to 

dismiss him. But there is no doubt that a reading of Craig's work as 
^r ` 

a whole reveals a consistency that is remarkable considering the dis- 

order of its expression. The foundation of Craig's theory is what I 

have called the "natural symbol, " which is analagous to the "sig- 

nificant form" of the Post-Impressionists. The artist has a perceptim 

by means of his imagination of the divine spirit in nature, of nature 

as it was perceived by man before his eyes were clouded when he ate 

of the Tree of Knowledge; he translates this perception by following 

the essential laws of his art into a symbol which still manifests 

something of this divine spirit (through its "beauty"), and by means 

of it he helps his fellow men to an awareness of the true nature of 

reality, an awareness that is essentially religious. A theatrical 

performance can only become such a symbol by casting out all elements 

which have an "informational" appeal, "descriptions of nature for the 

sake of nature, of the moral law for the sake of the moral law, " as 

Yeats says. 
29l Craig carries this process rigorously to its logical 

290. Bakshy, 'A-Note on Mr. Gordon Craig's Theories" in The Path of 
the Modern Russian Stage and Other Essays, p. 206. 

291. See above, p. 202. 
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conclusion, °and we are left with a performance of abstract shapes 

demonstrating elementary processes in a void. Similar developments 

and similar conclusions are to be observed, not only in theory but in 

practice, in other modern arts, notably painting and music. Is have 

suggested that this conclusion is a-reductio ad absurdum, and I-shall 

continue this argument in the-concluding-chapter, where the. whole 

theoretical pattern depicted in this dissertation will be evaluated. 

The particular vision of life from which this theory emerges 

is remarkable, like the theory itself, both for its surprising con- 

sistency and for its anticipation of twentieth-century ideas. -With 

its emphasis on "the law which controls our system-the law of change, " 

which is epitomized'-in "movement, " and with its assumption that the 

human predicament consists in our failure to recognize this law in 

the ego's assertion"of`its own illusory permanence, Craig's philosophy 

shows strong similarities-to some Eastern thought; its closest analogue 

would seem to be-Taoism. - There is no evidence that Craig knew any- 

thing of this ancient Chinese religious philosophy, but ideas analo- 

gous to Taoist beliefs had been evident--in Europe at least since the 

first-stirrings of evolutionary thought, and they have provided a 

strong undercurrent in twentieth-century thinking, thanks to develop-. 

ments in physics and biology. The physicist Lancelot Whyte traced the 

new awareness of "process" rather than "substance" as the basis of 

reality through Goethe, Marx and Nietzsche to Bergson and Whitehead. 292 

Shaw's religious ideas also have Taoist overtones. One reason that 

Craig's ideas still have an influence on theatrical experimenters and 

theorists today is that the fundamental intuitive perception upon which 

292. Lancelot L. Whyte, The Next Deyelorment in Man (New York, 1944). 
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they are based is one which,, -, in-various-forms, is shared by many mod- 

ern artists and thinkers. 

To the reader of the whole mass of Craig's. work, perhaps its 

most startling feature-is the way it-anticipates so many of the ideas 

of later dramatic theorists. ' Artaud, in particular, is prefigured in- 

Craig., not only in his'ideas but'. in his style, and perhaps also'in 

his impotence-. with regard to the carrying out of his theories. In 

Artaud's hatred of words-änd "masterpieces" in the theatre, in his 

demand for spectacle, for-the impressive act which breaks down the 

audience's intellectual defenses, in his-praise of oriental theatre 

and his demand for an essentially religious function for the theatre, 

Artaud is very clearly following in Craig's path. Artaud differs fron 

Craig, however, in the'naive directness of approach; =the violence'of-' 

his images contrasts strongly withithe impersonal perfection (in 

theory) of Craig's symbols. 

Brecht, -of course, ultimately stands opposed to Craigain, that 

his theatre-in theory-is essentially "informational, " demonstrating 

to the people the economic and social forces governing their lives and 

so paving the way for social change. But Brecht shares with Craig a 

dislike of the ordinary realistic theatre, of the actor as prostitute, 

"content to give forth the thoughts of another. .. while at the same time 
293 

he exhibits his person to the public, view. " Like Craig, Brecht 

demands symbolic acting; the actor stands apart from the-character he 

plays and chooses certain symbols of movement, expression and inton- 

ation which will convey to the audience the actor's attitude to the 

character and its place in the. drama.,, Like_Craig, he, is not interested 

293. See above, p. 370. 
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in'the actor who identifies with his part or is "carried away" by 

emotion, but demands the "scientific" approach Craig attributes to 

Irving. To help achieve this effect, Brecht will use spectacle, - 

masks and unrealistic makeup, and movement derived from oriental 

theatre, all devices that interested Craig because of their destruction 

of the realistic effect. In spite of these similarities, however, 

Brecht and Craig are opposites in their views of the theatre's purpose. 

Brecht would reject Craig's emphasis on the religious function of 

drama, which aims at a reconciliation of man with life as it is; on ; 

the contrary, the theoretical aim of Brecht's theatre is to destroy 

the assumption that things have to be the way they are, and so to make 

way for change. 
294 

Jerzy Grotowski, the Polish theorist and experimenter, achieved 

in his Polish Laboratory Theatre the kind of scientific examination of 

movement that Craig hoped to undertake in his school. He too seems to 

be searching for the quintessential gesture that will have a universal 

impact: 

The forms of common "natural" behavior 
obscure the truth; we compose a role as a 
system of signs which demonstrate what is 
behind the mask of common vision: the 
dialectics of human behavior. ... In terms 
of formal technique, we do not work by pro- 
liferation of signs, or by accumulation of 
signs (as in the formal repetitions of ori- 
ental theatre). Rather, we subtract, seeking 
distillation of signs by eliminating those 
elements of "natural" behavior which obscures 
pure impulse. 295 

In his concern for rigid discipline of the actor (derived in part from 

294. These are the views of Brecht the theorist; they are only parti- 
ally reflected in his work as playwright and director. See 
Bertold Brecht, Brecht on Theatre: The Develo nt of An A s- 
thetic, trans. John Willett (New York, 1964). 

295. Jerzy Grotowski, Towards 'a Poor Theatre (New York, 1968), pp. 17- 
18. 
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oriental. theatre), in°his subordination of text to sound and-gesture, 

in his concern for a kind of psychic breakthrough in his audiences, 

and his interest in Eastern religious ideas, he clearly resembles 

Craig, and his austere, ritualistic performances would perhaps be-- 

those of all the creations of the modern theatre-most likelyto win 

Craig's approval. These-performances have not been so successful, 

however, as to erase doubts as to the existence or communicative 

effectiveness of the naturally symbolic "signs" Grotowski is seeking. 

The Living Theatre of Julian Beck and Judith Malina emulated- 

Craig's religious purpose, but not the disciplined-submission to the 

laws of the art that Craig (like Grotowski) believes essential. In 

their increasing opposition to intellectual coaunication and in 

their search for significant visual images, in their "liberation" of 

the actor and insistence that he not "pretend, °296 in their interest 

in improvisation and ritual, they are clearly part of the Craig 

tradition. But their naive optimism both about liberating themselves 

and about achieving a similar mental liberation in the audience: by 

direct means recalls Isadora Duncan, 'and certainly denies Craig's - 

premise that "we belong to a`period after the Fall and not before 

it. "" 297 

Finally, Peter Brookts work seems to be based on premises very 

similar to Craig's.. Like Craig, he rejects (or places in the second 

rank) "informational" theatre, and seeks instead a "holy theatre" that 

will allow man to get beyond his everyday responses and will create--"a 

place where the invisible can appear. ""298 But he also rejects tradi- 

296. See Pierre Biner, The Living Theatre: A History Without Myths, 

_, 
trans. Robert Meister (New York, 1972)p p. 48. 

297. See above, p. 296. ' 

298. Peter Brook, The Empty Space (London, 1968), p. 42. 
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tion, both-the"remnants of Western classical tradition, 'and: the 

"systems" of the-oriental theatre; he vacillates between admiration 

for the control and magic of Peking Opera'and N3, and rejection of 

their stereotyped methods. He is seeking the primal universal language 

of the theatre, which hertests, by playing,, to remote African villages 

where there could be no merely cultural language in common between 

performer and audience. His attempts to find such a language are 

vividly described in his book, The Empty Space. 299 The basis of this 

language seems once again to be the natural symbol, which may be des- 

cribed as the Philosopher's Stone of the twentieth-century dramatic 

theorist; it will be universal (not dependent on any cultural con- 

ditioning), non-informational (drawing no response from our everyday 

intellect or emotions), and magical (achieving an experience of an 

essentially religious kind). 

Craig's ideas thus anticipated in a significant way the work 

of some of the most important dramatic theorists of the twentieth 

century. And not only was he the first, but he was in many ways the 

most rigorous and most complete of the seekers of the natural symbol. 

Brook began by creating the equivalent of Craig's poetic theatre, 

dominated by the director's interpretation of the play; then for a 

time he, like Craig, rejected the play and began experimenting with 

improvised and non-verbal alternatives. But he has not taken the 

next logical step and rejected the actor, who undeniably is the seed 

of all theatrical realism, as Craig argued. When a group of strangers 

appear before us and begin to perform, their personalities and their 

bodies draw from us the same everyday responses that all human beings 

299. Ilid., pp. 49-52. 
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evoke; this interesting "information" has sustained us through long 

evenings of otherwise boring theatrical experimentation. Craig was 

surely right in abolishing the actor in his search for the pure 

natural symbol, even though for most people the absurdity of this 

conclusion casts doubt on the original assumptions. Sharing the same 

assumptions, his successors have not shown the same consistency, or 

the-same daring, in carrying these assumptions to their logical con- 

clusion. 

ý, ., � 
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CHAPTER VII 

HARLEY GRANVILLE BARKER'S COMPROMISE .mT. 

1. Introduction 

The theories we have"so far discussed seem to be moving in 

opposite directions; the informational line of argument seems to lead 

inthe direction of an art which'is-evaluated solely-in terms of'the 

informational value of the content, while the symbolic theory seeks-to 

eliminate every vestige of informational content. For the average 

playgoer or worker in the theatre; these extremes seem equally non- 

sensical, and it is not surprising that some theorists should seek a 

compromise between the two. The most successful of these was probably 

Harley Granville Barker, l 
whose approach to the theatre was found, 

and has continued to be found, sympathetic by many serious students'of 

the theatre. Barker's theory, however, -is not a true compromise, since, 

is we noted in the introductory chapter, no'real'common ground could' 

be found between the humanist and religious world-views as they had 

taken shape by the beginning of the twentieth century. Rather, Bark- 

er's thought resembles that of Victorian humanists like Arnold and 

Eliot, who made an effort to translate what they considered to be"some 

of the values of the religious position into humanist terms, 'in'order 

to soften the somewhat over-simplified picture of human experience 

1. Following the practice of C. B. Purdom (Harley Granville Barker: 
Man of the Theatre. Dramatist and Scholar; London, 1955) and 
Margery M. Morgan (A Drama of Political Man: A Study in the Play 
of Harley Granville Barker; London, 1961), I shall refer to him 
throughout as "Barker. " 

399. 
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drawn by Bentham and his successors. Barker similarly, softens-'the ex- 

treme views of Archer, and of'the'Shaw of The Quintessence'of Ibsenism 

and the early prefaces; -he describes'a subtle kind'of-information un- 

ique to the theatre, demanding poetry and, the mediation of the actor- 

for-its communication, and he returns-to Shakespeare for a standard 

of, dramatic excellence. -Many grasped Barker's ideas' gratefully as 

the solution'to the problem. - But it must have-been clear-to the 

religious party that as far as it'was. concerned Barker had missed`the 

point, while for most critics the kind of-play that-emerges-as Bark- 

er's-ideal has a curious theatrical impotence. Moreover, Barker's 

theory in''itself contains a number'of unresolved problems, some of 

them clearly-, the result of this attempt to compromise, as we shall 

see. 

Fundamentally, as has been suggested, Barker belongs to the 

informational school, and he'was closely associated in his early work 

with Archer and Shaw. He collaborated with Archer on the first de- 
2 

tailed plan for a national theatre, and acted in, and was associated 

in the production of, many of Shaw's plays. He was, in addition, a 

close friend of both of them, especially of Shaw, sharing for a time 

his Fabianism and his vegetarianism. But besides, being- twenty years 

younger, he had a mind of a"different temper from theirs. Like Archer 

he believes in progress; even the Second World War does not shake this 

belief: 
The world does not go backwards in its tracks; 
upon that at least my faith is firm. Our fight 
has been a fight for the future of Christian 
civilization, and it was bound to be won. 3 

2. William Archer and H. Granville Barker, A National Theatre Scheme 
and Estimates (London, 1907). 

3. The Use of the Drama (London, 1946), p. 75. 
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But his emphasis; as we shall see, is on the painfulness of the evo- 

lutionary struggle; -tragedy for him deals precisely with "the struggle 

and suffering by-which man's spirit is enfranchised from the toils of 

the beast. "4 We feel with Barker, not that things will go on getting 

better and better, but rather that man has entered a period of intense 

crisis and conflict which will intensify before finally producing a 

higher spiritual entity. Barker quickly became disillusioned. with the 

possibilities of social reform, and indeed with the political system( 

in general, a disillusion which is progressively mirrored in his 

plays, Waste, Vote by Ballot, The Secret Life, and His Majesty, each 

of which shows the working of politics in an increasingly despairing 

light. Barker does not quite lose-faith in democracy, but he certainly 

questions its present-day embodiment; `after the passage quoted above 

affirming his ultimate faith in progress he says: 

.. Democracy, as it is to-day, can hardly be 
called the last word in civilization. We 
shall be wiser to think of ours as ademocracy 
in the making still. It has given us the forms 
of freedom, but these do not of themselves make 
us free. We are at present meshed in the mach- 
inery of many still marvellous inventions; but 
these, we see only too clearly, cannot of them- 
selves civilize us, and they may but empower us 
to be the greater brutes. The use of freedom 
must be learnt, and civilization is nowhere if 
not within us. It is a question then, in the 
first place, of learning how to live, of edu- 
cation at its fullest. Wherever we turn for a 
solution of our problems, political, industrial, 
or social, we find ourselves--do we no ? --re- 
turning to this question of education. 

Barker's disillusion with politics and politicians resembles that of 

the later Yeats, but Barker, shows himself still on the humanist side 

Q'; '' The Study of Drama (Cambridge, 1934), p. 56. 

5. The Use of the Drama, p. 76. 
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of the fence by putting bis faith in education rather than in a cosmic 

spiritual revolution for a solution. And the theatre, as we shall 

see, will play an important part in this education. 

Surprisingly, Barker's philosophy bears a certain resemblance 

to Craig's. He too sees men as estranged from nature, and prevented 

by egoism from living in harmony with it and with each other. He too 

sees imagination, and the imaginative creations of the artist, as a 

means of allowing men to get beyond egoism. But whereas. for Craig the 

only hope for man seems to be a return to oneness with nature, Barker 

sees man's present plight as a necessary stage in. his spiritual de- 

velopment away from the merely natural. Whereas Craig may be said to 

wish to be rid of the individual human soul, Barker sees the eventual 

escape by the soul from its present egoism into a higher level of 

harmony with other souls. While Craig rejects progress and ultimately 

civilization, Barker sees in the co-operative element in, civilization 

hope that the soul of man is evolving away from egoism towards some 

higher unity. 

Barker's chief concern is with the predicament of the man who 

senses this higher purpose of the soul but is unable to achieve the 

abandonment of egoism required to bring it into being. This higher 

purpose may be manifested in many ways, but three that particularly 

concern Barker are love, idealism, and art. The theme of love is 

treated by Barker twice, tragically in The Secret Life and more hope- 

fully in a story written slightly earlier, "Souls on Fifth. " Barker 

clearly regarded The Secret Life as one of his most important works, 

though oversubtlety and excessive complexity, of language (always in- 

dications of intense concern in Barker's writings) render it rather 

unsatisfactory as a play. It describes, how. Strowde, a rising politic- 
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ian, falls in love with Joan Westbury, the wife of a friend; she re- 

mains faithful to her husband, but the love of Joan and Strowde be- 

comes a kind of higher faith, a belief in a new life above the present 

one still rooted in "the old ignorant savagery. " Strowde tells Joan: 

Women should know, even if we forget, what 
savages men still are. But. you and I climbed 
together to a chilly height. Was it illusion 

r. -,. the truth we found there? 
JOAN. Who am I to say ... that never put it 
to the, proof? 
STROWDE. Well ... if we loved the unattainable 
in each other .,. . and if all we could easily 
have taken mattered so little besides that we 
let it go with hardly a murmur . _. . why, I've 
learnt to believe, I suppose, in what's un- 
attainable from life and nothing else can con- 
tent or stir me now. 6 

His sense, which his love of Joan hasawakened in him, of a value trans- 

cending ordinary life, causes Strowde to give up his previous worldly 

ambition; he forgets politics and occupies himself with a "history of 

industry, " for no other reason, he admits, than to give his sister 

Frances some purpose in life by letting her help him. When, eighteen 

years later, Joan's husband dies, Joan finds that she cannot marry 

Strowde, that her love has been "barren. tt7 In the last act, "äs she is 

dying of a brain-tumour, Joan describes the "dead faith" that was born 

of their love: 

Once, in the sheer place of my self's refuge, 
I found that I was not alone. I turned back 
to life for safety. We loved the unattainable 
in each other, so we said ... and were con- 
tent to part. When there was no more need for 
parting we found that it was true, A faith 
was born to us ... a dead faith ... to my 
, shame. And I left him to bear its burden. 
The world he worked for had much hope of him 

.. and need of him. L. 
.2 Then why had 

I no power to bring the faith that kindled to 

6. ` The Secret Life: A Play in Three Acts (London, 1923), p. 32. 

108, 7. i bid... P. 
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a living birth ... to set it free ... 
that we might serve it? Nor any will to 
give it-being? For I hadn't that 
was the worst. This sacred self that 

.:, cannot yield to life ... what is it 
worth? Let's only hope the soul's as 
mortal as the body is. 8 

The aged American philosopher, Mr. Kitteridge, tries-to comfort her by 

expressing his faith that her present suffering is in effect only the 

by-product of an evolutionary process: "Is man's salvation from the 

brute so small a business that we should each expect a rounded share 

in it? "9 The soul, which presently destroys man's joy in life and 

yet somehow remains-selfish, unfree, will eventually justify its ex- 

istence; he gives her, Barker says, "the comfort of his faith" that 

freed from self's claim upon it, scattered, 
dissolved, transformed, that inmost thing 
we were so impotently may but begin, new 
breathed, the better to be. For comfort's 
sake we lead our busy lives. Who wouldn't 
want to forget sometimes this strange, new, 
useless burden of the soul? Left comfort- 
less, we must bear it for a while as bravely 
as we may. l0 

And the play ends with-a sense of life's continuing to achieve its pun- 

pose, in spite of the disillusion of Strowde and of his son Oliver. 

The fantasy, "Souls on Fifth, " deals with a similar theme in 

a less complex way, and so provides an illuminating commentary on TThe 

Secret Life. The narrator of this story is likewise disillusioned, 

for reasons that are not disclosed; he spends his nights wandering up 

and down Fifth Avenue in New York, talking to the souls of those who 

in life had either lived there or longed to live there. "They were 

not more egotistic than they had been in the material world, but now 

g. Ibid., p. 140. 

qý Ibid., P. 141. 

10. Ibid., p. 144. 
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there was no false. shame about it, and it was carriedýto extremes for 

which even forty years' growing contempt for the human race found me 

unprepared. " 11 But-eventually he meets the Little Soul; like Joan, 

she regrets that she had a soul: 

"Oh, don't you understand? In Nature every- 
thing is so glad and proud to die--really 
and truly to die. To flower and fruit, to 
serve its turn, give what it is and has, 
then perish and be forgotten, not to cumber 
the memory of the earth at all. That's the 
true happiness, the only glory, to spend 
oneself utterly and die. 

"I always hated having a soul, " she 
said, "it made one so careful and egotistical. -. 
My flowers had no souls and while they lasted 
they were always fresher and finer than ever 
I was, o12 

This sense that if he had no soul man would be perfectly happy is ex- 

pressed in The Secret Life by the character of Lady Peckham, Strowde's 

old mistress and mother of Oliver; she is healthy, happy, and fruit- 

, unlike both Joan and the Little Soul, whose barrenness is indi- ful 

cated by the fact that their children are dead: 

LADY PECMUM (summarily). Well ... I've more 
energy than brains. And I never could fuss 
about my immortal soul. I'm not sure that I 
have one. I used to think I might grow one. 
But if you can only get it by fussing about 
it ... I don't want that sort. So when I 
die there'll be an end of me. I don't mind. 

13 

And the Little Soul knows, like Mx. Kitteredge, that salvation for the 

soul will come when it loses its egoism, when it gives itself away: 

"I know what does happen, " she said slowly, 
"to all the true lovers and workers who have 
given their strength without stint or question, 
without bargain or hope of reward, to the ser- 
vice that they saw. Their work is their im- 

11. "Souls on Fifth, " The Fortnightly Review, 101 (1917), 338-39. 

12. Ibid., 101 (1917), 528... 

13. The Secret Life, p. 53. 
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mortality and the salvation of those they 
worked for and loved. For themselves, they 
have earned oblivion. -And if, their bodies' 
dead, the fire of faith by which they burned like 
beacons in the dark does not at once die too, 
it falls in little flames of inspiration upon 
the hearts of all the comrades that could 
understand. "14 

And unlike Joan, the Little Soul does achieve the miracle of a self- 

less love which allows her. to-dissolve into the heart of the narrator, 

who, in returning her love, also finds release from his self-enclosed 

bitterness. 

But it is not only "true lovers" but "workers" who can find 

salvation in unselfishness, or in failing to achieve it can come like 

Joan to despair. In Waste, perhaps Barker's most powerful play, Tre- 

bell is possessed with a scheme to disestablish the Church and to use 

the wealth made available for education (a scheme which must have had 

Barker's full sympathy); 'his political career is eventually wrecked, 

. 
partly by his affair with Amy O'Connell, who dies after the abortion 

of his child. It was the reference to abortion that caused the censor 

to refuse the play,, a licence, and we can see why Barker was so adamant 

in his refusal to modify it, since the image of nature's purposes 

thwarted is central to his theme. At the end of the play Trebell is 

obsessed by the same feeling of barrenness that troubled Joan; he sees 

his own desire for reform paralleled in the desire for children: 

Dtyou think if the little affair with Nature 
. .- her offence and mine against the conven- 
iences of civilization .. had ended in my 
death too .. then they'd have stopped to 
wonder at the misuse and waste of the only 
force there is in the world .. come to 
think of it there is no other .. than this 
desire-for expression .. in words .. or 

L4. "Souls on Fifth, " The Fortnightly Review, 101 (1917), 528-29. 
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through children. 
15 

He feels he lacks the mysterious power that could give life to an 

idea; he tells his sister: 

I've stood for-success, Fanny; I still stand 
for success. I could still do more outside 
the Cabinet than the rest of them, inside, 
will do. But suddenly I've a feeling the work 
would be barren. jRis eves shift beyond her; 
beyond the room� What is it in your thoughts 
and actions which makes them bear fruit? Some- 
thing that the roughest peasant may have in 
common with the best of us intellectual men . . -,.. 
something that a dog might have. It isn't 
successful cleverness. 1 

His sister urges him to. come away and to try to live at one with 

nature:. "Is your mother the Wide World nothing to you? Can't you 

open-your heart like a child again? " But Trebell believes that man's 

spirit will not let him return to nature: 

No, neither to the beauty of-Nature nor the 
particular human animals that are always 
called a part of it. I don't even see them 
with your eyes. I'm a son of the anger of 
Man at men's foolishness, and unless I've that 
to feed upon ... I /Tow he looks at her. as 
if for the first time wanting to explain im- 
self and his voice changes-7 Don't you know 
that when a man cuts himself. shaving, he swears? 
When he loses a seat in the Cabinet he turns 
inward for comfort ... and if he only finds 
there a spirit which should have been born, but 
is dead .. what's to be done then? 17 

He decides to shoot himself, and in this act of total self-negation he 

seems to see a fruitfulness that his life lacked: 

You see, Fanny, as I said to Gilbert last 
night .. our lives are our own and yet not 
our own. We understand living for others and 

7 

15. Waste in Three P1 s: The Marrying of Ann L ete Te Vo se Inheri- 
tance-Waste London, 1909), p. 319. This is the first version of 
the play. 

16. I", p. 333. 

17. Ibid., p. 335. 
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dying for others. The first is easy .. it's 
a way out of boredom'. To make the second 
popular we had to invent a belief in personal 
resurrection. Do you think we shall ever 
understand dying in the sure and certain hope 
that it really doesn't matter .. that God is 
infinitely economical and wastes perhaps less 
of the power in us after our death than men 
do while we live? 18 

His decision gives him new hope: "Something has happened .. in spite 

"9 of me. Any heart's clean again. I'm ready for fresh adventures. " 

And there is perhaps a hint at the end that his death will keep his` 

scheme alive, whether through the guilt'of the future Prime Minister 

who feels himself responsible for the death, or through the moral 

awakening of his secretary Walter, who will, we feel, carry on the 

work. 

The artist too must somehow give himself up if his creation is 

to be fruitful. This idea is most clearly expressed in Barker's short 

play, Farewell to the Theatre. The plot is simple; Dorothy Taverner, 

a famous but declining actress, is persuaded by Edward, 'her lawyer and 

old admirer, to retire. Dorothy reveals that at a certain point in 

her career her acting underwent a great change; previously she had 

learned her parts in front of mirrors, but one day she found she could 

actually be the woman who did*her sewing for her: "And I never looked 

in a mirror again": 

What can we"understand when we're all so 
prisoned in mirrors that whatever we see 
it's but ourselves ... ourselves as heroes 
or slaves ... suffering, triumphant ... 
always ourselves. Truth lives where only 
other people are. That's the secret. Turn 
the mirror to the wall and there is no you .. . "' but the world of other people is a wonderful 

18. Ibid., P. 336. -I I- _ 
19. I_., P. 337. 
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world. C. .. 2 
EDWARD. I think we're frightened of that other 
world. 
DOROTHY. Well you may be! 
EDWARD. If we couldn't find ourselves there with 
our virtues and our vanity ... the best and the 
worst of what we know. 
DOROTHY: So you all failed me, you see ... for 
I'd given you all nay life, and what other had I? 
And I failed ... died ... not to be born 
again. 20 

She will retire to the country house, a converted abbey; Edward thinks 

her presence will disturb the spirits of the monks, but she replies: 

Well ... their religion was not of this world, 
nor is mine. But yours is, dear Edward. There- 
fore the follies of art and saintliness must 
seem to you two sorts of folly and not one. 21 

And like the Little Soul and like Trebell, she senses that her "death, " 

her giving away of her soul, will ultimately be creative; as she sits 

at the abbey she hears, she tells Edward, a voice saying to her: 

"Did it trouble those builders .. " who built 
it not for themselves ... nor for you ". " but to the glory of God they built it ... did 
it trouble them that they were going to die? 
['. 

. .) They built the best they could ". " they built their hearts into the walls ... they mixed the mortar with their own hearts' 
blood. They spoke the truth that was in them 
and then they were glad to die. " "But was it 
true? " I ask. "And see how the wall is crumb- 
ling. " And then the voice says: "What is Truth 
but the best that we can build? ... and out of- 
its crumbling other truth is built. Are you 
tired, Dorothy? " I answer: Yes, that I an very 
tired. But I sit there till the stars shine and 
there are friendly spirits around me. Not the 
dead ... never ... but the unborn ... wait- 
ing their heritage'-. .. my gift to them ... 
mine, too. That's the true length of life. ." the finished picture of his being that the artist 
signs and sells ... gives ... losest It was 
his very soul and it is gone. But then he is glad 
to go " "'" to be dust again ".. nothingness """ 
air ... for then he knows most truly .... 

20. Farewell to the Theatre in Rococo: Vote by Ballot: Farewell to 
the Theatre (London, 1917), pp. 114-15. 

21. Ibid., p. 99. 
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EDWARD.. 
, 
What? -. r DOROTHY. Why, I told you ... that he was always 

nothingness called by some great name ... that 
the world of other people is the only world there 
is. 22 

This idea that acting involves self-surrender is, as we shall see, 

very important to Barker. Elsewhere, he speaks of the actor's re- 

lationship with his role in the same almost religious terms: 

He. wi11 be wedded to his idea. We make poetry 
of such a relation between two human beings: 
we see or experience the shadow of it sometimes. 
In its fulness it must doubtless remain an ideal. 
Nor is its realization quite to be desired; for 
no. two lives can run wholly together, nor must 
one yield passively to the other's way. Life 
demands separate and uncompleted service. If 
in some other world union could bring perfection 
that would be worth preparing for. But here and 
now in the world of., art the impossible is possible. 
Surrender to an idea robs no man of his birth- 
right: these wedded beings born of the actor's 
art live for their one purpose only, and will 
perish unsustained by it. While they live, 
though, their very limitations give them power, 
and perfection, too, to a degree. 23 

The artist finds fulfilment in his art through the opportunity 
1-1 1 
it provides to escape from the self into "the world of other people"; 

and-, by showing us this, world, we too achieve something of the same 

escape. "For does not all art release us from egotism? "2'4 he asks, 

and-later says, "The art of the drama, viewed in completeness, is anti- 

egotist-to the last degree. "25 What is dramas "distinctive posses- 

sion? " he asks: I -. I 

We. see its vices easily and often enough, an 
egotism that must dislocate any artistic form. 

22. Ibid., pp. 116-17. 

23. The Exemplary Theatre (London, 1922), pp. 243-44. 

24. Ibid., p. 48. 

25. Iý", p. 49. 
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Its virtue, then, should probably be sought 
in the opposite direction, and this may well 
be found in the very human faculty of sympathy-- 
experience transmuted to instinct--in itsAn- 
tegration and epitomising, under the guise of 
art, of that great human achievement, by which 
to the calculable sum of fellowship there is 
added a mysterious gift. We call it the spirit 
of a race, the moral of a regiment, the char- 
acter of a family or an assembly. For as with 
music; --when melody and harmony have been ac- 
counted for and praised, through these we have 
been spoken to, we find, of supernal things- 
so it is, too, with great drama finely shown 
us. What is that, seemingly, but the repetition 
of words and-the movements of men and women for 
an hour or two upon a lit and painted stage? 
And yet, by furthering with their best thoughts 
the thoughts of the poet, and more, far more, 
by yielding themselves utterly, body and spirit, 
as instruments to the harmony of the play's pur- 
pose, a company of actors does bring to birth a 
thing of powerful beauty that was not in the play 
before, that-is not in themselves, but has now 
some of the absolute virtue of fine music, some 
of the quality that can make small things great. 
There is honour in this art. 26 

The primary function of art for Barker is thus to develop 

sympathy, this anti-egotistical power. It is a power-we must have if 

we are to understand human problems. When we are dealing with human 

beings and human situations, objective or intellectual understanding 

is not enough; we must'respond subjectively or emotionally to them, in 

order to understand what they mean in terms of human values. In matters 

whichýdo not have a human dimension, such as the facts-ýof science, 

truth may be grasped-by the intellect alone, but in those that touch us 

deeply we need another basis for action: 

We must remember that with each one of us there 
are for practical purposes two sorts of truth, 
upon which we set very different values. For 
each one of us the boundaries differ; we shift 
them for ourselves from. time 

. 
to time. - But, tell 

the average man that the river Volga falls into 

26. Ibid., pp. 248-49. 
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the Black Sea. He may, upon general grounds, 
be slightly annoyed with you later when he 
finds out that it doesn't; rather more so if 
you've led him to make a particular fool of 
himself on the point. But he doesn't, as we 
say, take it to heart: if he thinks you mis- 

-led him for no ill-purpose he counts-your sin 
against accuracy venial. Tell him, however, 
that his wife no longer loves him, that his 
child is dying, or his country in danger, and 
he behaves very differently indeed. You have 
attacked, probably, a vital interest, and be- 
fore he takes action, before even he can bring 
himself to believe or disbelieve you, he will 
sound all the appropriate emotions of which he 
is capable, will try to bring all his past ex- 
perience in such matters to bear, will colour 
the evidence presented with one coat after an- 
other of suspicion or prejudice. ... when he 
comes to a decision he will make it, not in 
recognition of the truth as it appears to you 
or the rest of the world (that will be an empty 
formula), but in the strength of his own inner- 
most conviction of it. This is the only basis 
on which, in a matter touching him closely, he 
will dare proceed to action. This truth is not 
accuracy, but something fuller if less precise. 

It does not follow, of course, that men, 
taking action on such grounds, will do strict 
justice to themselves or to others, but where 
their affections are concerned what other course 
can they pursue and hope to sustain? They may 
apprehend conduct abstractly finer, but how commit 
themselves to it? For to take any action of 
personal consequence unsanctioned by the full 
exercise of one's own thoughts and feelings is 
to abrogate one's responsible humanity. 27 

It is relatively easy, of course, to enter emotionally into our own 

problems; but to respond subjectively to the problems of others re- 

quires precisely that power of sympathy that art develops. 

This belief in subjective or "human" truth (in Yeats's phrase) 

pervades Barker's writings. Facts in themselves never tell the whole 

truth of a human situation: 

Facts must be honestly faced, but they alone 
are ever but shabby witness to our faith. It 

27. Ibid., pp. 58-59. 
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is not mere facts about the Athenians that 
are still a light to us across the centuries, 
but the faith by which the finer spirits 
among them tried to live and make their city 
live. 28 

This mysterious quality of faith, which perhaps is the power that 

leads man "up from the beast, " is not accessible to reason; and 

Barker, like Yeats and Craig, seems to regret that reason is destroy- 

ing it in the modern world (although, unlike them, he must believe that 

this seeming destruction is part of natures purpose). To look at life 

with reason alone is to despair: 

Hamlet's is a human soul adrift. And all the 
wisdom which his rash and lonely mind can teach 
him is that Denmark is a prison, and the world 
one, the goodly frame of the earth a sterile 
promontory, and man--the beauty of the world, 
the paragon of animals--a quintessence of dust. 
No better than a beast if he does not use his 
reason; yet, using it, this is what he finds. 
Small wonder if a consciousness of such anarchy 
make him an impotent coward and lead him to the 
despair which, but for "the dread of"something 
after death, " would have him done with it all! 
Yet to what less barren conclusion is unmiti- 
gated reason likely to lead? For is it not by 
our unreasoning impulses and affections, by our 
faith in life, that we chiefly live and act? 
In Hamlet this native faith has been stunned. 
And he never recovers from the blow. 29 

But Shakespeare, in writing the play, is helping, to restore us to 

faith in life; for he presents the problem not to the intellect, but 

to our sympathy. He brings us truly in contact with another human 

being: 

And after all, Shakespeare might argue, the final 
test to which everything in'the world, great or, 
small, good or evil, must be brought, is its effect 
upon man himself; not upon your economic man, your 

28. "On Translating Greek Tragedy" in Essays in Honour of Gilbert 
Murray, ed. J. A. K. Thomson and A. J. Toynbee (London, 1936), 

- p. --246. 

29. "Hamlet" in Prefaces to Shakespeare, 2 vols. (London, 1958), Is 
253. 



t democratic man, your man-in-the-street, nor 
any other of the abstractions which Governments 
and able editors are now concerned with, but 
upon that strange mixture of thought, appetite, 
and immortal soul--"a poor forked animal he may 
be, but I make my king own to brotherhood with 
him". "And the claim of this drama of mine", 
he would say, "as I have now evolved it, is to 
bring you into immediate and intimate contact 
with that man as he essentially is, in an ever 
present tense. What other art can do this as- 
mine can? " . 

414. 

The greatness of the theatre lies in its use of human beings as its 

medium, for they can-encourage the greatest degree of sympathetic 

identification: 

And from no other art do we gain the essential. - 
life-giving virtue, without which the best 
reasoning is barren, of this personal realization 
of the human material of a problem, and, for the 
time that we imaginatively occupy that second 
self, as genuine a responsibility for its welfare 
as we take, day by day, for our bodily life and 
limb. 31 

Barker does not by any means reject reason; sympathy alone has its 

dangers, as we shall see. But his great contribution is his recog- 

nition of the need for sympathy in addition to intellectual content 

in the dramatic experience; this recognition helps greatly to soften 

the Shaw-Archer position and to make it more widely acceptable. In 

addition, Barker's emphasis on the role of the actor, who, though 

subordinate to the dramatist, yet in his humanity is the great strength 

of the theatre, helps to mitigate the extreme emphasis on the play of 

the informational theorists. 

Civilization for Barker means mutual co-operation, and mutual 

understanding; it means a diminishing of the power of the individual 

30. From Henry V to Hamlet (London, 1925), pp. 22-23. 

31. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 128-29. 
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ego and the development of'something like a corporate ego, a unified 

spirit. Drama encourages this development: 

The peculiar property of the dramatic art is 
that, by virtue of its human constituents, 
their show among themselves, and our close 
touch with them, it can stand as a symbol of 
that larger life of sympathy given and granted, 
that extension of personal power, the member- 
ship one with another, which is civilization's 
only sure achievement up to now. First has 
come realization of oneself; then follows--a 
far and for long, indeed, a feeble cry-- 
realization of one's neighbour; this art's 
contribution to the second effort, being her 
childlike hints that neighbour and self are 
very much alike, especially neighbour. 32 

We have seen that the actors co-operating in a production achieve this 

"mysterious gift" when they give themselves up to the play. But the 

audience too must join in the formation of a "collective conscious- 

ness": 

Its presence is the logical extension of the 
co-operation between actors and playwright, 
and between the actors themselves, upon which 
the whole art rests. Not many steps further 
can the theatre even go than its audience will 
wholeheartedly follow. Nor should it wish to, 
for in this wider partnership is the art's 
final strength. In the collective conscious- 
ness so formed by playwrights, actors, and 
audience we can gain from the acted drama an 
understanding of human relationships deeper 
and subtler than words and their reasoning can 
give. 33 

The theatre, in this "larger collaboration, "34 as Barker calls it, of 

dramatist, actors, and audience, must develop a spirit of its own: 

Therefore, as both epitome and mirror of our 
social life, a theatre's first task is to 
realize a self, compacted, as a man's mind is, 
of heritage and circumstance. Then, without 

32. Ibid., pp. 281-82. 

33. Ibid., pp. 252-53. 

34. Ibid., p. 74. 
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fail, °a'spirit will inform it. -And-sot-with 
full'title, it may take its stand as, a living. 
unit of-that social world=of--man's creation- 
which is, as we begin to know, the grouping 
of groups and powers as much as of individuals, 
the complex following-on the. simple--its full 
task being just to-make friends. 35 

Such a theatre would be a strong force for civilization as Barker 

understands it: 

Culture is a bond, knit by the common response 
to the thousand small voices with which the 
world of created thought daily calls to us. 
And therefore the contribution that this art of 
the theatre in particular can make to the 
comity of society is a very real one, insisting, 
as in its nature it does, there and then upon 
the common response, the mutual understanding. 
If it is true that the happiness generated in 
an audience of all sorts and conditions of 
people, who are at one only for this hour or 
two in their liking of a play, but who are made 
one, we may almost say, for that time by the 
play's virtue, is fuller and richer than any 
that will spring in an assembly whose bonds are 
but a commonly inbred prejudice towards life - 
and the world, then here is indeed a service 
done to democracy. 36 ,, 

Barker ends The Exemplary Theatre, his most deeply-felt book, with a 

vision of the ideal theatre as a force evolving from "the sentient 

mass a finer mind": 

The-ideal theatre, playhouse and school, 
fount of a city's expression, sounding-board 

f<. of its emotion and its thought, is neither to 
be built with hands nor planned on paper. It 
will be so intimate a part of the people's , life-they or their teachers will have studied 
in the school; the playhouse will be as much 
their own as is their church or their club- 
that no one will mark-the boundaries of its 
influence. Press, pulpit, politics-there 
are powers these lack that the theatre can 
well wield; there are things they fail in now 
because, perhaps, the theatre does not take 
its share in the doing. Neither topically, nor 

35. Ibid., p. 282. 

36. Ibid., p. 285. 
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in terms of-direct reason nor of pure faith, 
but by the subtler way of art the drama works, 
to evolve from the sentient mass a finer mind, 
responding to the fine fellow-mind of the poet, 
expressed in terms of common experience through 
the medium of human beings, whose art has that 
deeper significance that, 

-we 
find in the faces 

and voices of friends with whom we have come 
through the gates of. understanding. This is 
the ideal, and towards it the paths are many. 37 

Such a theatre is for Barker only a hope. It'cannot exist under the 

present commercial conditions, for it demands stability and continuity 

of artistic purpose impossible under the long-run system. The actors 

must develop their corporate spirit through years of association, they 

must have time for long rehearsals, and they must have plays of in- 

tegrity; above all they must have an audience which is familiar with 

their work, has learned to appreciate the best in both plays and act- 

ing, and has something of a 
'corporate spirit of its own. The theatre 

must be an institution' with the "conscience of a public service"38 in 

the community. It can only take the form of a permanent, publicly- 

endowed repertory theatre. Barker's life-long advocacy of this kind 

of theatre--and especially''of an English National Theatre--is thus at 

the very heart of his vision for the theatre. The National Theatre, 

which for Archer perhaps represents merely a solution to the problem 

that the best plays are not popular end hence not producible under' 

commercial conditions, is for Barker: 'of far greater import. For his 

vision rests on the image of a theatre-community'within'the conmmüniiy, 

a continuous civilizing force helping to develop mutual co-operation. 

The national or municipal repertory theatre is not merely a practical 

solution to economic problems, but for Barker the embodiment of a whole 

37. Ibid., p. 288. 

38. Ibid.,, p. 2/f. 
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philosophical approach to the theatre. I 

2. Elements of the "Larger Collaboration" 

i. Introduction 

The prime characteristic of dramatic art for Barker, as we 

have seen, is sympathy, that power by which we enter the "world of 

other people. " It is this power that is demanded and encouraged from 

the theatre's three collaborators, the audience, the actors, and the 

dramatist. The audience must in some sense be caught up in the illus- 

ory life of the stage and identify with the actors. The actors, as we 

have seen, must in some sense give themselves up to their roles. And 

the dramatist, whose creative processes parallel those of the actor, 

must likewise give-a life to his characters beyond his own control. 

Each must for a moment see the world from another point of view, apart 

from his own opinions and desires. 

But the subjective response in itself is not enough; for with- 

out the guidance of some objective understanding we may easily be mis- 

led by it. We need a certain detachment to allow us to see clearly that 

to which we are giving our sympathy. The audience must have a critical 

understanding of dramatic art as well as a susceptibility to its illus- 

ion. It must maintain an awareness of itself as a social entity, so 

that the collective response can maintain a check on that of the in- 

dividual. The actor too must first dissect the play and arrive at a 

conscious interpretation of his part in company with his fellow actors, 

before abandoning himself to it; and even in this abandonment the in- 

tellect must preserve an element of critical awareness. The dramatist 

works from a conscious interpretation of life which is then embodied 

in his characters. Barker was too close to Shaw and Archer to deny the 

importance of rational understanding, in art as well as in human affairs. 
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How Barker balances his-demands for these two conflicting 

elements will be shown in the following sections. 

ii. The Audience 

4 We have already seen the emphasis Barker puts on the part 

played by the audience in the theatrical experience. It is certainly 

no coincidence that he shares this concern with Yeats, the only other 

writer under discussion in this dissertation who had any considerable 

experience of theatre management. Barker believed that it was the 

lack of genuine taste in modern audiences that was at the root of the 

theatre's aesthetic difficulties. "Granted a good audience, good 

acting of a sort must result, "39 he says; on the other hand, a bad 

audience can be demoralizing in the extreme: 'Few things can debauch 

an art so much as the lack of any decent standard of public taste. "40 

Barker describes the process of this debauchery: 

For if an audience can be a stimulus to the 
actors facing it, it can also be a very de-, 
moralising thing. It expects to be entertained; 
and the actors soon sense its boredom when it is 
not. And if the best they can do is not enter- 
taining it, they are tempted to try something a 
little worse; and, if this fails, to lower and 
lower their standard until the biggest idiot 
there cannot fail to appreciate what they are 
doing. I fear that more good actors have been 
ruined by bad audiences, and by subservience to 
them, than have been improved by good ones. 41 

And he does not consider the London theatrical audience of his time to 

be, a good one. It cannot even be called a "public": 

The public connotes something, if not organized, 
at least a little stable, doesn't it? My first 
complaint is of the mob appeal, the mob standard 
of success, and the ever-growing confusion of 

39. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 96. 

40. Ibid., p. 95. 

41. "Alas, Poor Willi" The Listener, 17 (1937), 426. 
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purpose-'that results. --In London, and very` 
notably in New York, it isn't even a constant 
.. . "it's a shifting, hotel-haunting mob. 
Oh, a demagogic art, the theatre of to-day, 

-,:, if ever there was*one. 42 

The theatre'that caters largely-to tourists and°infrequent'theatre- 

goers is the' theatrical --equivalent' of a hotel: ý'" "° '` 

We must cease to think of'an audience as'any- 
haphazard collection of people that has paid 
for admission to a show. Truly under present, '' 
conditions in big cities it is no more. We 

'find one successful play stuck-in a theatre 
for a year at a time, one section after another 
of the public is appealed to and exhausted, and' 
the play is kept going for months maybe merely 
by the favour of the shifting hotel population. 
This last has increased greatly of late years, 

-and has been particularly catered for (certain 
plays, one would say, find their chief support 
in it from the beginning), so that even'the 
loosely established "connections" upon which 

4theatres of better reputation used a little to 
rely have been dissipated. ... A theatre 

, manager talks now of the public taste. He 
deceives himself, for as far as the drama is 
concerned there is no such thing. He addresses 
himself to nothing so constant and integral as 
a public. He caters for the casual appetites of 
a mob. 43 

As we have already seen, Barker demands much more of the theatre and 

its audience: 

A hotel is well enough for a holiday, and there 
are holiday plays 'that do best with hotel treat- 
ment. But a home is a place, good, bad or in- 
different by virtue of a certain spirit that 
prevails there. ... the spirit of a common 
purpose expressed in corporate life. 44 

Such a spirit existed in the theatre of the eighteenth and early nine- 

teenth centuries, when the pit-resembled "rather an unruly club than a 

42. The Exemplary Theatre, pp, 5-6. 

43.1 bid., pp. 173-74: 
_ 

/4. , Repertory Theatres, " The New Quarterly, 2 (1909), 499-500. 
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mere shop in whichsplays'are so'tamely bought and sold. '"45 Barker, 

as one might expect with his belief in the primary value of the play 

in the theatre and'in the educative value of drama, has little good 

to say about the English theatre between 1660 and 1890, but he does 

recognize that its audience was a good,, audience for the sort of act- 

ing it appreciated. His'aim in advocating the permanent repertory, 

theatre is to achieve a similar good audience for a completely_dif- 

ferent, and for him higher, form of theatrical art. 

As we have seen, Barker demands two things of his audience. 

It must be able to abandon itself to the illusion of the play and to 

share its emotions without restraint; at the same time, it must main- 

taro an element of detachment that will be alive to any falsity in 

the play or the acting. The prime source of both these elements, as 

we shall see, is experience; by attending a theatre frequently, we 

become familiar with its-special language and its conventions so that 

they no longer spoil the illusion for us, and at the same time we 

achieve a connoisseur's understanding of dramatic art in all its 

facets that will keep our critical sense alive. By attracting a con- 

siderable body of habitues, the repertory theatre will ensure in its 

audience the two elements necessary to make it a good one. 

The first element is the spontaneous emotional response: 

For spontaneous response and contented ac- 
ceptance of the illusion are the essence of 
the matter; because the primary appeal of 
drama--though there are important secondary;, 
ones-is to the emotions, and full enjoyment 
of it 'depends upon a self-surrender as im- 
mediate and complete as possible. 4 

45. t'Coriolanus" in Prefaces to Shakespeare, II, 297. 

46. Associating with Shakesoeare (London, 1931), p. 13. 
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As we have seen, 'it is'this self-surrender that constitutes for Barker 

the great value of art to-humanity. In the theatre, this surrender is 

more certain-than in other arts, where the spectator can play a more 

passive part; the theatre almost forces us to respond emotionally, 

whether we like-it or not. Barker attributes the preference of the 

solitary scholar for: reading Shakespeare as opposed to seeing a good 

performance of him to the dislike, even the fear, of this experience: 

He by no means relishes, to begin with, the 
assault on his-emotions which it is the business 
of-the-actors to deliver. Their triumph will 
be to make him laugh or cry, to "take him out of 
himself", to "carry him away". He does not care 
to be one of a crowd, to have to suspend his 
judgement, take what is given him and yield him- 
self in return. ... The art of the drama makes 
a primary demand upon us: to leave our armchair 
throne of judgement and descend into the mellay 
of contradictory passions--which the action of 
the play is--and submit for the while to be 
tossed to and fro in it; and far less of litera- 
ture or art there will seem to be in the experi- 
ence than of the vulgar emotions of life. It is 
so; drama's first aim is to subdue us by sub- 
mitting us emotionally to the give and take, 
the rough and tumble, of some illusion of life. 
In-great plays the illusion is raised to the 
highest pitch of emotional intensity, and out 
of it their spiritual beauty springs. But the 
way to this in its fulness and significance, and 
the only way, is through experience of the emotion 
so conveyed and commonly shared; there is no short 
cut.: With that experience absorbed, by all means 
let the reader-seek his fireside. 47 

The elementcf illusion is essential to all good theatre; the 

audience must share the emotions of the actor, and in order to do so 

must forget a little the artificiality of the situation and the bar- 

rier between itself and the actor. This emotional intimacy can be 

achieved in different ways. In Shakespeare's theatre, the illusion 

47. "Shakespeare's Dramatic Art" in A Companion to-Shakespeare 
Studies, ed. Harley Granville-Barker and G. B. Harrison 

Cambridge, 1934), p. 86. 
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lay solely with the actor; he stood in the midst of the audience and 

seemed to take it into his confidence, like the music-hall comedian. 
' 

The soliloquy is the prime cementer of this relationship: 

With%the soliloquy upon the platform stage it 
is a case-as so often where convention is con- 
cerned-of extremes meeting. There is no il- 
lusion, so there is every illusion. Nothing 
very strange about this man, not even the dress 
he wears, leaning forward a little we could 
touch him; we are as intimate and familiar with 
him as it is possible to be. We agree to call 
him "Hamlet, " to suppose that he is where he says 
he is, we admit that he thinks aloud and in 
blank verse too. It is possible that the more 
we are asked to imagine the easier we find it to 
do. It is certain that, once our imagination 
is working, visual illusion will count for 
little in the stimulating of emotion beside 
this intimacy that allows the magnetism of 
personality full play. 49 

In the modern theatre the emotional intimacy is achieved in a differ- 

ent way, and although as Barker says, "it would be idle to pretend 

that in erecting the barrier of a complete illusion between actors and 

audience the art of the-theatre has lost nothing, " yet the dramatist 

has gained "a great extension of resource in picturing things as they 

are, "50 a resource in which the actor shares. The effect of the-change 

is described by Barker as a paradox in that 

the footlights which symbolise the illusion of 
the picture stage now destroy the very division 
between actors and audience that they first 
made. Drama's aim has not changed. This is 
still to create an emotional intimacy between 
these two; only the means to the end have 
shifted, have indeed finally been reversed. 
For-paradox apart-by the old method the stage 
and the actor were brought into the midst of the 
audience, by the new the audience is lured in 

4 g. "The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 59. 

49. "Introduction" in Prefaces to Shakespeare, I, 16. 

50. "The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 59 
and 69. 
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imagination: on the stage; -if it can be hypno- 
tised, even, ýinto forgetting that such a thing 
as a stage exists, so much the better. Where- 
fore the "realistic setting" has been perfected. 

51 

The means by which this emotional intimacy is achieved is thus 

a matter of convention; -in different theatres it may be achieved in 

different ways, as long as these are familiar to and accepted by their 

audiences. If a theatre makes use of conventions unfamiliar to its 

audience, it cannot hope to achieve the necessary illusion: 

Further, -the dramatist counts on far more than 
the intelligent repetition of his words by the 
actors. He counts upon the unwritten language 
of gesture, of emotion, and in the understand- 
ing of that language time and circumstance have 
much to say. But the dramatist counts above all 
upon the tacit acceptance of convention. All 
art implies convention; and if with regard to 
the apparently simple art of the theatre we are 
unconscious (as most of us are) of the current 
convention, it only means that its transgression 
will disturb us the more. If you doubt this, 
test the purely emotional effect that Japanese 
conventional acting will have upon you. 52 

p4 

When he is staging a play belonging to a theatre using different con- 

ventions from the ones familiar to his audience, the producer is faced 

with a dilemma: shall he attempt to make he play fit the audience's 

conventions, or ask the audience toýaccept those of the play? With 

regard to Shakespeare Barker says: 

Are we here upon the horns of a dilemma: 
must we deform Shakespeare to the shape of 
our modern theatre, or restore for him a 
theatre to which we can now only make a self- 
conscious and sophisticated approach? 53 

The same applies to the modern staging of Greek plays: 

There is the dilemma. Could a performance 

51. Ibid., 240 (1923), 64-65. 

52. "The Stagecraft of Shakespeare, " The Fortnlrhtly Review, 120 
(1926), 2. 

53. Associating with Shakespeare, pp. 22-23. 
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be authentically Greek, it would-be to most 
of us a curiosity only; at the best we should 
have to ask our imaginations to cheat us of 
some emotional response. Attack us by the means 
to which we most readily respond and the play's 
specific art will be more or less mangled and 
betrayed. No one certain solution to the prob- 
lem is to be looked for. No principles can be 
invoked. There must be compromise, and upon a 
practical basis. 54 

Barker is very reluctant to sacrifice any of the audience's spon- 

taneous response. He believes that the eighteenth-century distortions 

of Shakespeare's, plays were understandable and perhaps justifiable; by 

rendering them in a familiar, if alien, convention, the eighteenth- 

century stage at least kept alive the audience's spontaneous response. 

As the gap between the Shakespearean and the current conventions widen- 

ed, however, the distortions became greater, until by the end of the 

nineteenth century they were no longer tolerable. 55 The modern audi- 

ence must be made to accept some of the Shakespearean conventions, 

even at the cost of some self-consciousness: 

I do not see why, then, we should not all come 
to cultivating what one may call an historic 
sense of Shakespeare's art which would yield 
an enjoyment--a more rarefied enjoyment, possibly 
-of its own. Nor why we should not come to 
respond, with sufficient spontanei y, to the kind 
of illusion upon which it counts. 50 

However, in a permanent repertory theatre, the problem would be greatly 

mitigated, for it would be possible to re-establish some of the old 

conventions in something like their old familiarity. Of the staging 

of Greek plays in such a theatre he says: 

The important thing is to re-establish the 
framework of a fitting convention. To have 

54. "On Translating Greek Tragedy" in Essays in Honour of Gilbert 
ra, pp. 241-42. 

55. Associating with Shakespeare, pp. 13-14. 

56. Ibid., pp. 23-24. 
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designers and producers setting out upon 
one revival after another with no equipment 
but blank minds and a bare stage is the depth 
of folly. Greek plays were written in obedi- 
ence to a definite convention of acting and 
staging; therefore the acceptance of a con- 
vention as germane to it as the gulf between 
Athens and out (sic) own time allows, by 
producer and designer, by actors and, most 
importantly, by the audience, is a necessary 
part of their performance and enjoyment. 57 

These new conventions must not be continually changed: 

But it must be remembered that, in the estab- 
lishment of a stage convention, not only the 
fancy of the decorator but the attitude of 
every contributor to the production is involved, 
and that this cannot be arbitrarily and con- 
stantly shifted from one pole to another. Pro- 
ducers, actors, and audience must not be asked 
to view "Hamlet" as a study in sixteenth-century 
manners one day and as a view of eleventh-century 
Denmark, filled by the rotundities of eighteenth- 
century classicism, the next. A convention is a 
treaty first between fellow-interpreters and then 
between them and their public. 58 

The theatre achieves a spontaneous emotional response by keeping to 

the treaty it has made with its audience with respect to conventions; 

the more stable that audience, the more detailed and comprehensive can 

be the treaty, and hence the less chance there will be that the audi- 

ence will be alienated into self-consciousness by an insufficiently 

familiar convention. 

But this treaty involves more than obvious conventions of 'stag- 

ing and audience-actor relationship. There are more subtle signs by 

which human beings communicate, and there must be agreement upon those 

as. well; actors and audience must share a common language, not merely 

of words but of a thousand other gestures, intonations, patterns of 

57. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 206. 

58. I_., pp. 208-09. 
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f 

thought and so on, which distinguish a, particular nationalityor'soci- 

ety: 

Because drama, to be a healthy growth, must 
be a native product and a homogenous product 
too.., Dramatists, actors, subjects for plays, 
methods of staging-they must all be, so to 
say, in blood relation one with another, and, 
again, with their audience, or that spontan- 
eous illusion, which is-the-life of the theatre, 
can hardly be created. 59 

This theme is frequent in Barker's writings; "the drama. is, of all 

others, an intensely racial art, "60 and it cannot easily be trans- 

ported from one culture to another. Indeed, he often seems to attri- 

bute the poorness of English drama from the Restoration to the end of 

the nineteenth century to the French influence: 

In England, from 1660 onwards, foreign influence 
upon our theatre, is apparent. ... And though 
we need not trouble to argue why Racine would 
have puzzled Burbage, and how more to the 
point-Pinero and Galsworthy would have upset 
the Globe Theatre stage manager completely, is 
it not true that while other English arts can 
show-for all incidential breakings--character- 
istic descent,, the art of the theatre to-day is 
most characteristically un-English? The content 
of our plays may be native, but the form, as a 
rule, will be arbitrary and foreign, and will 
show little regard, or none, for the character 
of the interpretation the play is to receive. 
... How should we expect to find English actors 
at their best, burdened with a method, crippled 
in a form, which, however excellent, is no de- 
velopment of their natural way of expression, is 
as foreign to that and to them as the words of a 
foreign language would be? The trouble is, it 
would seem, that the integrity of the English 
theatre has been destroyed. 61 

Anything foreign in the play, acting or production will have an alien- 

ating effect similar to that of an unfamiliar convention; the audience 

59. +tOn Translating Greek Tragedy" 
Murra-v, pp. 237-38. 

60. The Exemplary Theatre, p. iX. 

in Essays in Honour of Gilbert 

61. Ibid., pp. x-xi. 
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may admire, may even understand, but it will not give itself whole-"- 

heartedly'to the illusion. 

But if there is a special language beyond the merely'verbal by 

which members of a'particular1culture can understand"each'other,. there, 

may be an even more highly developed ` language- by which friends under- 

stand each other. And in the permanent repertory theatre the actors 

and audience will have something like a friendly: relationship: 

The simpler phases of the understanding: between- 
actors and audience, as exemplified in language 
and gesture, are so-implicit as commonly-to es---- 
cape notice. But this relation is capable of a 
high degree of development. How do we acquire 
that unconscious knowledge by which the minds and 
moods of familiar friends are opened to-us? They 
use only the words that strangers use, but by 
reason of a hundred gradations of"tone, turns of, - 
phrase, by looks and gestures, the meaning is 
doubled, trebled, intensified out of all likeness., 
It is not the mere fruit of experience, a reading 
into the present of an accumulated past. -Years 
of external familiarity with a man will yet leave 
him a stranger; and, too truly, one's knowledge 
of actors and their work may, by experience, come 
to. -nothing but extremest boredom. But in the 
relation between the characters of a play as 
stated and clarified by the dramatist, as inter- 
preted and vivified by the actors, there is a 
parallel to the bond of friendship. It is re- 
ducible, if not to rule, as least to constancy-in 
terms of art. And the audience, further, by appreci- 
ation of the actors' work upon the play, by their 
own assumption, moreover, of a direct intellectual 
interest in the play, can establish with the actors 
a relation of imaginative intimacy which by-its very 
limitation,, its depersonalization, its disinterest- 
edness--actors and audience being related to each 
other only by their interest in the play--is the 
more informing. And it is upon the possibilities 
of this collaboration, little explored as yet, that, 
as"we shall hope to show, the theatre may best base 
its claim to consideration as an educative art. 62 

a, 

Here again we sense Barker's concern for the theatre's major mission, 

the breaking down of the barriers of egotism that separate men. The 

62. Ibid., pp. 72-73. 
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audience must surrender itself, and_the, more completely it does so the 

better; there must be`a bond of trust, of common sympathy, of implicit, 

spontaneous understanding between Itself and-the actors, analogous to 

that between friends, before it will dare to make itself so vulnerable. 

But Barker clearly realizes that there is a danger in this 

illusion. For literature may easily convey to us a false picture of 

life; and, as its fictional decisions, actions, and situations have no 

real consequences, we are not impelled to test them against reality. 

This danger is particularly acute in the case of-the novel; Barker re- 

fers to the "moral hypnosis which is latent in solitary and silent en- 

joyment of the narrative form. 63 We may be so taken into the-illusi m 

that we forget that it is not life we are experiencing, but one man's 

interpretation of it; we have only the author's conscience to prevent 

us from being misled, and even this cannot protect us from his own 

self-delusions: 

Our relations with him do seem so direct and 
intimate. We, carried away, have forgotten the 
mechanical bond, the human distance. Has he? 
He has his conscience to depend on, little else. 
If he is writing of matters of a knowledge ac- 
cepted by him and his readers the double bulwark 
may sufficiently brace him. But when he begins 
to roam over the always disputable tracts of the 
imagination it is much to expect of a man that he 
be aware, sentence by sentence, of readers, keen 
and critical to the exact measure of his own 
creative power. But this and no less is what he 
needs. And even the most finely developed lit- 
erary conscience is no good substitute, for, 
being but a reflex of his own creative mind, it 
will fasten upon favourite virtues and vices, so 
that virtues will grow hypertrophied and vices 
(we must be tender to our own weaknesses; no one 
else will) be cockered up"and, by careful culti- 
vation, given the importance of virtue. 64 

63. I_", pp. 67-68. 

64. I_", pp. 68-69. 
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The theatre also may be dangerous, to the inexperienced mind; the "Man 

of the Theatre, " in the. first chapter of The Exemplary Theatre, refers 

to much of what is presented in the modern commercial theatre as "this 

perfectly damnable business by which people ... young people too, 

mostly ... have their uncultured emotions played upon night after 

night by an intellectually seductive, emotionally cloying, sexually 

provocative and altogether irresponsible entertainment. " 
65 

Barker 

indeed has almost as strong a sense as has Craig of the potential 

psychological dangers of the theatrical experience. 

But this sense does not lead Barker, as it does Craig, to an 

advocation of censorship. Rather it leads him to demand from his 

audience another quality besides susceptibility to illusion; it must 

have critical detachment as well. For the aim of art is not to make 

us a slave to its. -Illusions; by increased familiarity with the art we 

learn how such illusions are created, and so are set free from them: 

Not that art, if we rightly respond to it, 
makes any such claims of slavery upon us. 
As its aim is to interpret, not to create, 
illusion, so its end is not to hold us by 
its own sufficiency, but, nurturing us, even 
in its own despite to set us free. It is 
nonsense to say that when the glamour of the 
fairy tale, the theatre, of our first emotions 
when we hear fine music, has gone enjoyment goes 
too, for appreciation is only then beginning. By 
education we lose, no doubt, some chances of un- 
alloyed pleasure. But our keener discernment 
not only of the qualities of story, play, or 
symphony, but-of the intentions of their inter- 
pretation, more than compensates for the loss. 66 

Drama that is merely illusionistic is drama in its crudest form: 

To many playgoers, even to hardened ones, the 
enjoyment of a play lies in the illusion created. 
To this the realistic methods of production that 

65. Ibid., p. 15. 

66. Ibid., p. 65. 
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have now. found half, a century's favour-a 
favour still enduring, -though undermined- 
largely contribute. They find a parallel in 
the facilely emotional fiction for which the,. 

... great spread of the habit of reading has pro- 
vided a market. But this surrender to illusion, 
however allowable, is only the crudest form of 
enjoyment the theatre provides. 67 

i 
The strength of drama ,. lies . in, its combination of self-abandonment with 

critical awareness; we respond to. the"actors as, friends', and yetlas we 

have seen, the whole power of our relationship with them lies-in "its 

very limitation, its depersonalization, its disinterestedness. " The 

secret of : the art-'is that, it allows us-to "give sympathy and still 

withhold judgment": '+ rII 1-.. 1.11 

It ' is possible, too, that the advance of -interest 
in dramatic art, with its mirrored effects, is 
due to civilized resentment of a too direct emo-, or- F 
tional appeal--to fear of it, if you will. There 

gis reason in such an objection, sound reason. We 
resent the ranting preacher and the frothy dema- 

tgogue because they are too intimately connected 
with the message they bring. If we dislike the 
men and their method our would-be welcome of the 
matter is hindered, though as often we may dis- 
approve the matter and yet half-wittingly be 
caught by its terms. God and our country, our 
honour, morality--it is a stiff wrench even. to 
seem to be turning our back upon these nobilities; 
yet he is a poor demagogue-that can't wave some 
such flag--dressing his part, too, for still 
better effect, in uniform or canonicals, the 
frock coat of the statesman or the tweed cap of 
Labour. But give us the oratio obliaua of art 
and we are at our ease. Its appreciation puts 
us to some trouble, no doubt., Anyone can sit 
still and be preached at, but to get the sense 

-out of a play, a picture, or a symphony we must, 
learn to do our share. But then, upon this third 

-factor of the play thus intruded we can-exercise 
our criticism without prejudice: or we can give 
sympathy and still withhold judgment. We can 
enter, friends and adversaries together, into a 
world of make-believe. This is an exact and no 
derogatory description of it. It is in that world, 

67. Ibid., pp. 163-64. 

68: Ibid., PP. 240-41. 
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where we are free for the moment from self- 
consciousness, self-seeking dou , and fear, 
that our true beliefs are made. 

ýý 

Thus for Barker one of the great side-effects of the experience of 

drama is that it gives us a knowledge of the workings of "interpre- 

tative consciousness. 1169 By taking a critical-interest in the art, 

we learn to see how our emotions are being played upon, when they 

distort our vision and when they are necessary to it. We learn to 

distinguish a sincere expression from a simulated one and to allow 

for the element of interpretation in all information conveyed by 

human means. We develop our imagination, in the specific sense 

Barker uses the word, "the cultivated sixth sense, which will be 

alive to the difference between the false and the true. "70 It is a 

faculty that is particularly essential in the modern world, where we 

are "at the mercy of interpreters. , 71 We cannot possibly check by 

personal experience all the information conveyed to us by politi- 

cians and journalists, and so we must learn to recognize the signs of 

interpretation in what they tell us. By learning to know when there 

is an element of involuntary emotional distortion, and when we are 

being deliberately lied to, we can ascertain the truth even in areas 

of which we know nothing. 

And it is on this critical imagination that we must rely to 

protect us from dishonest or morally vicious drama as well. Censor- 

ship has never been effective in eliminating such drama; invariably 

it is the honest playwright who is repressed while the dishonest al- 

ways finds means of getting through. We must allow audiences experi- 

69. Ibid., p. 60. 

70. Associating with Shakespeare, p. 30. 

71. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 57. 
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ence of every kind of drama; goodýor'had, for, it is only through ex- 

perience that the critical awareness comes that would make every man 

his own censor: 

Is there at last anything you can effectively do 
except make your theatre a fit place for the 
posing of every sort of question which the terms 
of its art can compass--add, if you like, which 
the manners of the time allow to be discussed in 
a public assembly; then, by experience and the 
help of stern criticism, educate your audiences 
in the taste and judgement that will tell them 
whether such a question is artistically (and. 
this means honestly) posed and resolved or no. 72 

Barker recognizes that some people may be hurt by such a freedom; but 

if it is a question of either opening up the public's imagination or 

leaving it shut, Barker clearly believes that we have no alternative: 

But it is true that people may be prompted to 
say and do all sorts of foolish and wicked 
things by the mimic spectacle of them. Doubt- 
less many a Torvald (and there is Torvald's 
side to that business too) has repented, if 
only for an hour or so, that his Nora ever saw 
A Doll's House. But these will be people of 
crude and cramped imagination. And the question 
is, since life itself also presents tempting 
spectacles--are we to cultivate their imagin- 
ations and give them good of it in the freedom 
of it, or not? 73 

In their disagreement over censorship we find another manifestation of 

the fundamental opposition of Craig and Barker; both recognize the 

dangerous effect of drama on the unsophisticated; but Craig, having 

no hope at all for human nature, insists on rigorous repression, while 

Barker has faith that human nature may develop by education into some- 

thing better which will be able to-guard itself against the dangers. 

72. "The Coming of Ibsen" in The Eighteen Eighties: Essays b Fellows 
of the Royal Society of Literature, ed Walter De La Maze (Cambridge 
1930 TT P. 190. 

73. Ibid.., p. 188. 
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The advantage of the drama over . the-novel is that, besides 

awakening even greater sympathy because of its human participants, it 

has a built-in tendency to encourage the necessary critical conscious- 

ness as well. The strictness of its, form makes the detection of fal- 

sities easy: 

Of the directly interpretative arts it is the 
strictest in form; in no other can t} argument 
be rounded up, or rounded off, so completely; 
in no other, if our criticism be keen, are the 
fallacies of the artist more nakedly exposed. 74 

The fact that going to a play is a social act also encourages critical 

objectivity; we are in less danger of "moral hypnosis" if we are sur- 

rounded by other people whose public response we are encouraged to 

share. But, to the experienced audience, it is the presence of the 

actor that has the greatest effect in encouraging the necessary aware- 

ness: 

The dramatist cannot cheat us as readily as the 
novelist can. For he must have human beings to 
interpret him, and their reality will show up 
his unrealities. They may conspire with him, 
but since this flesh and blood medium is pretty 
familiar to us it is not very hard, -if we have a 
mind, to see through their falseness, and his. 75 

If the audience is clearly aware of a separation between the play and 

the actors, the one provides a check on the reality of the other.. The 

actors' interpretation can be measured against the play, and the play 

tested by the success or failure of the actors to give it life. 

If an audience is to achieve the necessary understanding of 

dramatic art, it must be willing to go to a play more than once: 

At present one goes-if one goes-to such and 
such a play, says after, "I've seen it"; and 

74. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 128-29. 

75. "The Coming of Ibsen" in The Eiehteen Eighties, pp. 190-91. 
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there's an end. You do not have music-lovers 
saying, "Oh yes I've heard the Ninth Symphony, " 
as if that were a reason for not hearing it 
again .... People also go a dozen times to 
a good revue, not because. of its intrinsic 
merits, but for the pleasure in the skill of 
the dancing and the fun. Only the drama, in 
nine cases out of ten, is left on a level with 
the newspaper which a man reads for information 
and throws aside, left with no one to care for 
the 'art of it, with an ever-diminishing putýlic 
who even know in what the art of it lies. 76 

But the acting must be such as to encourage an interest in it for its 

own sake. In the eighteenth-century theatre, the audience was attracted 

to the same play again and again by the pure virtuosity of the actor; 

Barker demands a"new virtuosity, " which will not merely be a display 

of physical skills, but which will be interpretative: 

The simplest way to some understanding of the 
actor's art is through knowledge of the plays 
he performs. Hence, the far more intelligent 
interest-taken in acting in the days when the 
"classic" repertory was the basis of every 
actor's reputation. But one may also acquire 
a technical knowledge which will let us ap- 
preciate the interpretation of plays which are 4 
neither familiar nor dependent upon virtuosity 
of treatment--such a simple virtuosity as will 
raise the enthusiasm of a French audience for 
any finely given screed of verse. This inter- 
pretative method of acting that we desiderate 
will-certainly differ so much in degree as al- 
most to seem different in kind from the crude 
impersonative realism which belongs, properly 77 
enough no doubt, to crudely realistic plays .... 

The audience must learn to take an interest in the process of inter- 

pretation whereby the actor recreates the character in terms of his 

own personality, so that while it watches it never mistakes the char- 

acter for the actor; while it is surrendering emotionally to the former, 

76. A National Theatre (London, 1930), p. 22. 

77. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 165-66. 
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it is coolly examining the merits of the latter. And this double con- 

sciousness has, as we shall see, its counterpart in the actor, who 

surrenders to his part and keeps a critical eye on his playing of it 

at the same time. 

The need for this double consciousness will dictate some of 

the policies of the permanent repertory theatre. The management must 

make every endeavour to encourage "habitual frequenters. 1178 The 

theatre would need to present many different plays in the course of a 

season, and more than one actor in many of the parts: 

And once we join our faith to the interpretative 
as against the impersonative method-it becomes 
obvious that, as there is no final and correct 
way of playing apart, so there are no degrees 
of artistic dignity involved in a second and 

-third actor following the first. Therefore,. 
once this is recognized, a reasonable amount of 
change in the casts of the plays given in any 
theatre will be a stimulus to their attendance 
and a simple means to the understanding of the 
actor's art. 79 

In the Archer-Barker plan for a national theatre there is an elaborate 

subscription scheme to encourage frequent attendance; two-thirds of 

the seats were to be sold to subscribers, and one night a week was to 
8° 

be set apart for subscribers only., In The-Exemplary Theatre Barker 

imagines: 

a panel of from, ten to twenty thousand people 
from which the great majority of a theatre's 
audience for any one performance would be drawn. 
Is it fantastic to suppose that by constant, 
though varying, association in bodies of a 
thousand more or less, to form a part, though 
but a passive and surrounding part, of such a 
highly-vitalized, single-purposed organization 

78. Archer and Barker, A National Theatre (1907), p. 63. 

79. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 166-67. 

80. See Archer and Barker, A National Theatre (1907), pp. 140-46. 
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as is-the acting company of a"theatre they 
would not develop a corporate spirit? 

Al 

Such an audience would combine the emotional involvement achieved by 

deep familiarity with the theatre's conventional language with a criti- 

cal distance sharpened by a knowledge of the art. 

Such frequent attendance will also encourage a social atmo- 

sphere among the audience, which likewise will serve to mitigate the 

effects of illusirn. The solitary reader may drift into accepting 

falsities which a wide-awake audience, conscious of its own response 

and of the public nature of the occasion, would not let pass. The 

audience must have a sense of its own identity and importance; it 

must bear "some sense of responsibility for the conduct of the enter- 

tainment as a whole. "82 One of the weaknesses of the cinema is that 

it does not encourage this sense: 

This environment of irresponsibility may add 
to the cinema's popularity in an irresponsible 
age. But one doubts whether an art that can- 
not stimulate emotion and that asks for no 
more judgement or support from its audience 
than is involved in their paying or not paying, 
their staying or going, can ever take a very 
deep hold. 83 

The lack of social element in radio and television also reduces their 

effectiveness as mediums for drama, according to Barker: 

There is far more to our enjoyment of a play 
than the mere looking and listening. Its 
performance, both on our part and the actors, 
is an exercise in social and human relationship. 
When I hear that the human race has so far passed 
into another Ice Age as to be content to carry on 

81. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 71. 

82. "The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923)ß 58. 

83. Ibid., 240 (1923) 
9 58. The reason that Barker believes silent 

films cannot 'stimulate emotion' will be seen later. 
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. its love affairs and friendships by telephoning: 
and the exchange of photographs, I may be content 
to believe in Broadcasting House as a sufficient 
substitute for the National Theatre. 84 

Barker would like the audience to be seated in such a way that it is 

in contact with itself: 

People in a theatre should never be regimented 
in straight rows. The seating ought always to 
be upon the arc of a moderate sized circle. 
This keeps them in touch with each other as well 
as with the stage, makes a friendlier assemblage, 
and makes, it far easier for the actors--let the 
psychologist explain why-to create and sustain 

-an "emotional atmosphere. "85 

He would like it to be, free in its expression; "There will. be great 

hope for the theatre on the day that a play is soundly hissed for its 

artistic demerits. "86 The degree of sociability it achievesýin the 

audience is almost a test of a drama's effectiveness: 

One of the, tests; of.. a good performance is the 
feeling of friendliness it creates among the 
spectators. When the curtain falls on the 
first act, and a total stranger turns round 
to speak to you and you respond without re- 
straint, you may know that the play has 
achieved one of its secondary--and presumably, 
therefore, has not failed of its primary- 
purposes. It may be art of the crudest sort 
that has this effect on people, but it cannot 
be poor art. 87 

As we have seen, in a sense the whole art of the theatre for Harker 

has the simple purpose "to make friends. "88 

The repertory theatre also has a responsibility to see that 

$4. "Alas, Poor-. Will: " The Listener, 17 (1937), 425-26. 

85. A National Theatre (1930), p. 49. 
-- 

86. The Exemplary Theatre,. p. 71. 

$7. Ibid., p. 216. 

88. See above p. 416. 
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its public is drawn from all sections of the-larger-community to which 

it belongs; for if the public response is to be one of the checks of 

the truth of the theatre's interpretations, "it will clearly be most 

effective if it represents' every side of 'public opinion. Therefore 

the "theatre must keep, free from the prejudices of any artistic 

class. "89 It is true that it may produce plays that will not be 

liked by everyone, but it must balance carefully the interests of its 

minorities; it must never have the atmosphere of a coterie. 
90 Barker 

had had a good deal of experience of a coterie audience in the early 

years of the Ibsen movement and the Stage Society, and he several 

times records his dislike of it; it was created, he says, precisely 

because there was no balanced, responsible theatre catering to all 

legitimate tastes: 

The plays were driven into corners where it was 
the harder to'protect them'from the hungry en- 
thusiasms of that intellectual jackalry which 
hangs--a scurvy pack: --upon the skirts of all 
new departures. ... But there were in fact 
such Ibsenites, short-haired women (thirty 

years before the fashion) and long-haired men 
(some thirty years behind it) who doubtless 
cared little enough for the plays as plays. 
The worst was that a mere handful of them, 
self-consciously intense, could colour and in- 
fect a whole audience. One wished them to'the 
devil. 91 

In order to ensure support from all sections of the community, Barker 

suggests the formation of a council made up of members nominated by 

various public groups to act as the "collective conscience" of the 

director of the repertory theatre: 

And in the larger, less comprehensible commun- 

89. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 286. 

90. Ibid., p. 175. 

91. The Coming of Ibsen" in The Eighteen Eighties, pp. 1$1-82. 
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ities, 'where sectionalism of some sort, of 
taste, class, or income, has more excuse to 

-assert itself, it will be well to counteract 
its worse effects by assorting the governing 
body very variously indeed. This council 
(let us tentatively so call it) should cer- 
tainly represent the audience of the, play- 
house, in whose interest also that of the 
students, past and present, of the'school 
would be bound up. But it should stand, 
furthermore, for the theatre's dignity and 
for the fulness of its public purpose. 

ý2 

Barker was interested in other means apart from the repertory 

theatre for improving the quality of audiences; these involved for 

the most part methods of disseminating knowledge of dramatic art, and 

in particular of the process of the actor's interpretation', which, as 

we have seen, is essential if the audience is to attain the right 

critical attitude. He had great hopes for the amateur theatre move- 

went, and as first chairman of the British Drama League did much to 

encourage it; the amateur clubs, he said in 1910, "are fostering the 

dramatic spirit in the people themselves; they are creating a perfect 

audience. "93 He suggests a new theatrical Variorum Shakespeare which 
94 

would "epitomise Shakespeare, the playwright"; by including all that 

is known of Shakespeare's stage and of later interpretations by famous 

actors, and by recording modern productions, it would help the student 

"to a more completely critical appreciation of the play when he saw it 

on the stage. "95 Barker's own prefaces to Shakespeare, which exemplify 

the conscious side of the actor's approach to his part, clearly are in- 

92. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 176. 

93. "The Theatre: The Next Phase, " The English Review, 5 (1910), 632. 

94. "Some Tasks for Dramatic Scholarship, " Essays by Divers Hands, 
New Series 3 (1923), 33. 

95. Ibid., 3 (1923), 37. 
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tended to serve something of the sane purpose. But Barker placed his 

greatest hopes for the development of audiences in the use of drama 

in education; several times he-outlines a seminar method of studying 

plays which, besides being educatively valuable in itself, would help 

to create the "ideal audience, sensitive and appreciative yet compre- 

hensively knowledgeable and critical., 
96 The seminar would approxi- 

mate the initial discussions among actors and producer that Barker saw 

as the necessary prelude to production. An attempt would be made first 

to arrive at an "intellectual agreement upon the play's meaning, " and 

then the students would assume various roles in order to show "how the 

importing of emotional values may completely upset conclusions ar- 

rived at without their consideration. "97 In other words, the precise 

difference between the two kinds of truth Barker describes would be 

laid bare. Barker imagines a school attached to his Exemplary Theatre 

for both students of acting and students interested in theatre only as 

an aspect of general education; through their interaction the right 

cormnunity understanding would be initiated. In the seminars their 

different approaches would also encourage awareness of both kinds of 

truth; the acting students would tend to an intuitive and emotional 

approach and the general students to a more objectively critical one, 

each acting as a check on the-other. 98 This study would be valuable 

in itself, and would result, according to Barker, in both better actors 

and better audiences in the future. 

iii. The Actor 

Barker lays great emphasis on the actor's part in the theatrical 

96. The Use of the Drama, p. 33. 

97. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 130-31. 

98. Ibid., p. 129. 
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experience: "It isiin the actor and his acting that the pulse of the 

drama beats"; 99 "The'art of-the theatre'is the art of acting, first, 

last, and all the time. "l ° He is concerned to refute both Craig, who 

in the poetic theatre would make-the actor subservient to the pro- 

ducer, and the more extreme'proponents of-"literary theatre": --" 

Nor must the actor be burdened with matter, 
however fine, which does not give the char- 
acter life, which he cannot convert to its 
self-expression. It was here that the Uni- 
versity poets, with their contempt for the 
actor, were blind; and here "literary drama- 
tists, " in their ignorance of his art, are 
still likeliest to fail. The actor, to them, 
is a mouthpiece-the written word made more 
eloquent--for their poetry, their ideas. 
That they must put consideration of the 
character itself and the actor of it before 

-this, that the character acquires a certain 
freedom, and the actor even a certain properly 
in it, is a thing they find hard to under- 
stand, harder still to profit by. 101 

But if the actor is the chief source of the theatre's artistic power, 

he is not necessarily the dominating force in the theatre; this role 

Barker retains for the dramatist. He is quite favourable to the idea 

of improvised drama, 102 but considers that it cannot attain the depth 

and complexity the theatre gains from its "literary association. "103 

When there is a play of some literary value, the actor must be judged 

by the extent to which his performance represents a valid interpre- 

tation of the play, and it can have no merit apart from that. The 

99. The Use of the Drama, p. 62. 

100. "A Letter to Jacques Copeau, " Theatre Arts Monthl2,13 (1929), 
754. 

101. "Hamlet" in Prefaces toShakespeare, I, 26-27. 

102. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 161-62.. 

103. Ibid., p. 162. 
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"master-problem of the theatre" is 

how to retain great acting in the service-of 
great plays. In their service; for, however 
great the actor, if the play is worthy of great 
acting we should be left thinking more of it 
than we think of him. 104 

One of the reasons Barker places such emphasis on the actor- 

is that he felt it was the weakest area in the theatre of his time. 

"English acting in general is, to this very moment appalling, "105 he 

says in 1910. Like Shaw, he is concerned about "the"undoubted im- 

poverishment of English acting in the presence of as undoubted an en- 

richment of English drama. "106 He notes that while modern actors have 

become more cultivated in response to the demands of the new drama, 

their technique has declined: 

They may have a more sympathetic understanding 
of the purpose of the work than their forbears 
of thirty years back would have shown. But, 
in spite of this, their expression of it is 
fatally clogged in the outflowing by a voice 
they can't manage, a face that appears to need 
moving by hand, and a body they hardly dare 
move at all, unless with a violence whic will 

: mask its lack of all finer articulation. 
07 

Heýwould like to attribute this decline in part to French influence 

which destroyed a promising school of modern English acting begun by 

the Bancrofts. But it is clear that in his mind the primary destruct- 

ive force has been the commercial system, which through the long-run 

has simultaneously destroyed the possibility of good acting and under- 

mined the public's ability to appreciate it. 

The double consciousness Barker demands from the audience finds 

104. The Study of Drama, p. 50. 

105. "The Theatre: The Next Phase, " The English Review, 5 (1910), 645. 

106. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 88. 

107. Ibid., p. 88. 
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its counterpart in the actor; he too must simultaneously give himself 

wholeheartedly to his-part'and retain a critical distance. In: order 

to attain the required spontaneity he needs, like the audience, to be 

entirely and unselfconsciously conversant with the theatre's special 

language; in order to attain the second he needs a broad cultural and 

intellectual viewpoint, a critical understanding of drama, and a 

chance to reach a conscious interpretation of the particular play he 

is to appear in together with his fellow actors. The broad cultural 

viewpoint corresponds to the balanced representation of different 

sectors of the couanunity in the ideal audience; the understanding of 

the art of the playwright corresponds to the audience's understanding 

of the art of the actor; and the collaborative study of the play cor- 

responds to the social awareness of the audience. All three qualities 

will help to balance the dangers of the unthinking sympathy which true 

acting demands. 

Modern acting is interpretative acting. Barker uses the word 

in'opposition to "impersonative" acting, ýby which he seems to mean 

purely instinctive or emotional acting involving no critical examin- 

ation on the actor's part of the character he is playing. Such acting 

can appeal, according to Barker, only to an uncritical audience. He 

rejects also purely "conventional" acting, such as that he imagines 

to have been used in the Greek theatre: 

And we can conceive, no doubt, purely con- 
ventional acting of a very satisfying and 
beautiful kind, appropriate enough in its 
place... .. Greek tragedy, with its religious 
element, sustains conventional treatment well- 
our modern difficulty being mainly to establish 
an agreement between actors and audience upon 
the alphabet of its convention. But in the 
theatre of the last three, hundred and fifty 
years the element of individual interpretation 
has come to occupy a dominating place, has de- 
veloped in complexity and intensity quite beyond 

:,.... _,.. aý..., 
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the4compass-of conventional expression. 
108 

The conventional actor, does not identify himself with his part; the 

heroic actor of, Marlowe and the early Shakespeare was still of this 

sort: 

Heroic acting, as Shakespeare found it, left 
the actor's identity with the character still 
not quite complete. It was comparable to 
those Japanese puppet-shows, in which the 
puppet, life-size and gorgeous, is handled by 
its black-suited showman in full view of the 
audience, who take pleasure in the patent 
skill of the handling. 109 

Shakespeare's development as a dramatist was dependent on a parallel 

development of the art of the actor in the direction of interpretative 

acting: 

Richard III is still somewhat the magnificent 
puppet, yet the effect already will be less 
that of Burbage exhibiting the character than 
of Richard himself "showing off. " The gain is 
great. With the actors forgetting themselves 
in their characters the spectators the more 
easily forget their own world for the world of 
the play. 110 

But', this'acting never became. merely impersonative: .I 

But the actor does not lose himself in the 
character he plays. On the contrary. He not 
only. presents it under his own aspect, he 
lends it his own emotions too, and he must 
repass the-thought of which it is built 
through the sieve of his own mind. He dissects 
it and then reconstructs it in terms of his own 
personality. He realizes himself in Hamlet. 111 

The actor must respond fully as a human being to the character he is 

playing, assessing it intellectually as well as emotionally; merely to 

accept it uncritically would be irresponsible. 

108: -", h"., P. 240. 

109"- -"Het" in Prefaces to Shakespeare, I, 25- 

110' Lid., I, 25. 

111. Ibid., I, 26. 
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Barker recognizes, however, that the intelligence required by 

the interpretative actor is of a particular kind: 

The histrionic mind fully developed carries 
a very particular equipment. It should be 
introspective, stopping short of self-con- 
sciousness; it may be sympathetic without 
principle; it must be observant, especially 
of the commonplace things that are apt to 
pass unnoticed; it must especially cultivate 
the power of induction-all dramatic inter- 
pretation is founded upon induction. I do 
not attempt to exhaust the list of qualities 
-all I want to affirm is that for the inter- 
pretation of modern drama a histrionic mind 
is becoming a more important asset than a 
histrionic body, and it is lamentable how 
few students, even if conscious of the ex- 
istence of such a thing, pay any attention to 
its development. 112 

The actor is inductive; starting with the bare skeleton of the char- 

acter, he induces the whole world, background and personality of the 

character. We may question whether such a process is a critical one 

at all; it could be said perhaps that it is a passively critical one. 

The actor passes the play through "the sieve of his own mind. " What 

that mind will find untrue or misleading will be rejected by it. If 

the character presented by the dramatist contains a hidden contra- 

diction or impossibility, this fact will be revealed by the actor's 

inability to induce from it a consistent character. Such a passive 

use of the intelligence, one not looking for things to criticise but 

simply allowing them to become apparent, is the particular mark of the 

artist; as we shall see.. Barker demands it of the dramatist as well. 

Barker admits that it can be dangerous in life; this point is demon- 

strated in his fascinating analysis of Iago as a perversion of the 

artist type: 

3-12 "Repertory Theatres, " The New Quarterly, 2 (1909), 502. 
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But an. actor will acquire certain specialized 
and somewhat anomalous faculties. Being neither 
mere mouthpiece nor mere puppet, he interprets a 
character--the material the dramatist gives him-- 

-in the terms, more or less disguised, of his own 
personality. Yet it will not be his true person- 
ality. He cannot, strictly speaking, know more 
of the character than the dramatist has told him, 
and this, though it be the essential part, can 
never be much. But he must seem to know much 

.. ý more,, and in many ways, if we are to think of the 
two as one. Yet this need be but seeming. He 
need acquire no knowledge but apparent: knowledge, 
cultivate in this respect no ability but to seem 
able, nor build up, of this composite personality 
demanded, anything but a painted facade. Note 
that it is not a question of trivial knowledge or 
poor ability, still less of evil or good, but of 
knowledge and ability merely reflected as in a 
mirror--which reflects the best and the worthless 
alike. The actor's is, above all, the faculty of 
sympathy; found physically in the sensitive ear, 
the receptive eye, the dancer's body that of it- 
self responds, emotionally in the tears or laughter 
ready at call, and intellectually in a capacity not 
only seemingly to absorb some product of another's 
thought, but to reproduce the effects of under- 
standing it without necessarily having understood 
it in the least. The mirror upheld to nature is 
a long-accepted image for the art of the theatre. 
As the art matures the mirror is brought to re- 

ýflecting from beneath the surface; and in the char- 
acter and skill of an Iago is pictured to us--a 
reflection from art back to life again-how bedded 
in human nature and active in real life the actor's 
faculty can be. In real life also it may be in- 
nocuously exercised; the worst to be urged as a rule 
against the parasite intelligence-to which dishon- 
orable status the loss of artistic sanction reduces 
the actor's--a certain complacency in futility. But 
with hate to. give it purpose, it can, be made, as Iago 
makes it, an instrument of deadly corruption. 113 

The actor's mind is a mirror, reflecting rather than actively under- 

standing; it reflects the values and ideas of the society the actor is 

familiar with and the character created by the dramatist, and in seek- 

ing to reconcile the two will act as a check both on the play and the 

society. The only active quality demanded of the actor is honesty of 

fi 
v za . 

213. tt0th_ llo" in Prefaces to Shakespeare, II, 106-07. 
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artistic purpose; he must'not disguise his inability to reconcile the 

two reflections should it prove impossible to do so. 

', But perhaps because of the limitations of this "parasite in- 

telligencel" Barker is concerned to make-the actor's work on his part 

as rational and normally intellectual as he can. He refuses to accept 

that rationality and acting are opposed: 

Is the rational study of the dramatic art 
better then left alone? Had its development 
better be confined to some training in gym- 
nastics and to the stimulus of youthful high 
spirits, or, youth failing, to reliance, when 
all else fails too, upon those of a more liquid 
ardency? The writer of this book naturally does 
not admit a solution which would invalidate it 
from beginning to end. He believes rather that 
it is the unhealthy constriction of the art which 
produces these symptoms in its neophytes, which 
wearies and depresses its veterans. Bring the 
drama as an art and a means of education into 
touch with the normal life of the costunity and 
it will develop rationality as a virtue and a 
strength. 114 

In the training of actors, normal intellectual instruction is as im- 

portant as physical training: 

At one end of the scale, of course, one must' 
have that training in the sureness and beauty 
of physical expression, without which drama, 
old or new, is intolerable, but at the other 
it is useless to expect illumination of the 
Ibsen and post-Ibsen plays (if of any others) 
unless actors can be taught-putting it broadly 
-to think. 115 

Instinct has its place, but the instinctive actor should learn to 

"temper his instinct'with reason. "116 

The actor's mind is a mirror of his society; its value as a 

critical test of the dramatist's creation is therefore dependent on 

124. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 108. 

115, ! 'Two German Theatres, " The Fortnightly Review, 89 (1911), 69. 

116. "Notes on Rehearsing a Play, " Drama, 1 (1919), 3. 
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whether, or not the-society it reflects is a truly representative one. 

If the actor lives in a self-enclosed world devoted entirely to the 

theatre,. the'society he mirrors will not be true either to the world 

of, the dramatist or that of the audience. The actor therefore must 

be truly. a part of the society for whom he is acting. The actors for 

the Exemplary Theatre would be "a company of cultured men and women, 

who incidentally had learned to be good actors and actresses. "117 The 

actor should receive a general education in company with non-acting 

students: 

The problem of his education is the doubled 
-and divided one both of catching him young 
enough for the elements of his art to be 
learned and--one could comprehensibly say, 
forgotten, but explanatorily-so absorbed 
that he can bring a freed mind to its larger 
aspects; and at the same time to keep him 
followed with those to whom this shadow of 
life is never to become substance; those, 
they will be--this is the importance of the 
matter for him--whose lives, opinions, and 118 feelings he is to understand and interpret. 

In the school attached to the Exemplary Theatre the non-acting students 

learn enough of the art of the theatre to be a good audience, and the 

acting students enough about the general culture of the community to 

be good actors. The company of the theatre needs not only 

such an assortment of work and leisure as will 
... let a man lead the ordinary citizen life, but 

such a constant connection with (one hopes) 
students of diverse dispositions, working with 
varying aims, as will keep him--in work even 
more than in leisure--well in the current of 
the public ideas, and emotions from which, and 
only from which, is the stuff for his interpre- 
tation of life to be drawn. 119 

117. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 157. 

118. I_", pp. 101-2. 

119. Ibid., p. 161. 
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The repertory system, by giving-, the actor security, a permanent place 

of work, and a respectable. social - position as part of a public insti- 

tution, would encourage his greater integration into society. By 

allowing him several evenings off in a week, it also helps solve "one 

of the curses of the. professional theatre": 

the-accident of social isolation forced upon 
it, not any longer by prejudice, but by the 
simple fact that its work-time is other men's 
play-time, and vice versa. 120 

In addition to obtaining a knowledge of his society, the actor 

must achieve a knowledge of the art of the theatre as a whole, not 

merely of acting; 'Barker says of the acting students in his school, 

Let them break their shins, so to speak, and 
spoil their strength over voice production, 
elocution, dialectics, eurhythmics; over the 
principles of playwriting; upon analytical 
criticism, theatrical history, the history 
of costume, costume designing, scene designing 
and making and painting; not to mention fencing 
and dancing and singing and music generally. 
These make up the whole art of the theatre, 121 
nothing less, and now the list is not exhausted. 

The most important part of their study is the same as that of the 

general student: the co-operative study of plays. They should be 

given no opportunity to act until the last possible moment; for the 

impersonative, emotional side of acting comes too easily to some act-, 

ors, and they may be tempted to neglect the critical and interpreta- 

tive side of the art by an early success: 

To begin with, they must not be allowed to 
indulge during school hours in anything that 
can be called acting at all. The rehearsing 
of plays by callow students leads, under super- 
vision, to their teaching; and to the teaching, 
moreover, not of the principles of acting, but 

120. I_", P. 101. 

121. I, bid., P" 110. 
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of its practice-or rather of its practices and 
too often only of its tricks., Something of 
this sort is unavoidable when any teacher begins 
to show pupils "how to do it"; and, sooner or 
later, every teacher will. But even without 
supervision the student, too soon occupied with 
effect, -neglects cause; and has not the patience, 
has not the equipment, to work through the slow 
processes of interpretation, but takes short 
cuts to what. he thinks ought to be the result, 
becomes imitative and impersonative merely, and 
begins to develop a machine-like efficiency. 122 

With a broad understanding of the art of the theatre as a whole, and 

intensive experience of-the interpretation of plays apart from their 

actual production, the actor's critical side will be developed to the 

point where he will not be tempted to allow an unreality or a dis- 

tortion of the author's meaning for the sake of effect. 

When the actor comes finally to take part in the production 

of a play, a final- check on his interpretation is achieved by keeping 

him in contact with his fellow actors. For just as "moral hypnosis" 

is most likely to occur in the solitary reader, so the same phenomenon 

is most likely to affect the solitary actor. If he studies the play 

in company with his fellow actors and the, producer, not only will the 

presence of other minds serve to -correct. him, but he is much more 

likely to achieve a grasp of the play as a whole and of the relation- 

ship of the character he plays to the others. Barker would not even 

have the actor learn the words by-himself; "All solitary study what- 

ever is (once again) to be deprecated. For to study the play, apart 

from studying your fellow-actors in the play, is to prefer dry bones 

to flesh and blood. "123 Hence Barker would have every production be- 

gin with seminar-like discussions with the actors similar to the group 

122; Ibid., p. 109. 

123. Ibid., p. 231. 
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discussions of plays he imagines in his' school. This discussion will 

be a, conscious argumentative counterpart of the struggle among the 

characters of the play: 

It seems obvious, therefore, that the play's 
interpretation must be founded upon corporate 
study by the actors, which should begin as an 
argumentative counterpart of this struggle and 
develop through the assumption of personality 
into the desired unity with the play itself. iZ4 

In the privacy of his study the actor is likely to see the whole play 

in terms of the character he represents, and to distort the play's 

meaning in its favour; the discussion will force the actors to arrive 

at an interpretation upon which all can agree, and to recognize the 

position of the character each plays in relation to the others. 

That Barker demands an. ensemble production goes without saying. 

A play deals with the working out "not of the self-realization of the 

individual, but of society itself. " Its whole force lies in its giv- 

ing free play to the opposing demands of the characters: 

A play is a pictured struggle and reconciliation 
of human wills and ideas; internecine, with 
destiny or with circumstance. The struggle must 
be there, and either the reconciliation or the 

ä, °a tragedy of its failure. And it is generally in 
the development of character, by clash and by 
mutual adjustment, that the determinant to the 
struggle is found. What livelier microcosm of 
human society, therefore, can there be than an 
acted play? Apologically one could push the 
likeness further. To bring a play to its acting 
is to discover the following simple law of its 
completed well-being. If each character in it, 
even the smallest, is not developed to its ful- 
lest capacity the production will be impoverished 
beyond-any hope of salvation by brilliant indiv- 
idual performances. And yet if every actor-the 
most or the least important--does not play his 
part with a primary loyalty to the whole play and 
a strict consideration for his fellows artistic 

12/+,. Ibid., p. 231. 
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_ ;.; ; ..: A. failure is -as ; inevitab1e. 125 

A'company-of actors working on a play must achieve, for artistic 

purposes, 1 something like an ideal, society. It must achieve an extra- 

ordinary: degree of co-operation: 

The-. scope and-subtlety-of-the collaboration 
between the actors in a first-rate perform- 
ance of a first-rate play is seldom fully 
appreciated, even seldomer put on record, if 
only because, as we said of acting and art 
as a whole, it is hard to reduce it to terms 
other than its'own. The overt teamwork of 
nicely dovetailed speech and movement is a 
matter of skill and practice easily appraised. 
What is not is the dialogue left unspoken, 
and the larger the psychological structure . 
of the play. 126 

No individual performance can redeem a lack of ensemble: 

But, again, as what we look for is interpre- 
tation, not realization, so with most plays 
a faithful and lively interpretation of the 
whole will always add more in value than we 
shall lose from individual inability to do 
full justice physically and emotionally to 
one or two parts. 127 

The "star" actor belongs to the "childhood" of the art, 
128 just as 

pure self-expression, with no consideration for others, is allowed 

only in children. But in order to achieve the necessary mutual under- 

standing., a company must have the chance of long rehearsals and a long 

history of experience together in previous productions; both these 

conditions can best be achieved in the repertory theatre. 

These elements-the actor's integration into society, his wide 

dramatic education concentrating on the interpretation of plays, and 

125. Ibid., P. 49-- 

126. The Use of the Drama, p. 36. 

127. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 224. 

128. Ibid., pp. 249-51. 
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his discussions with his-fellow actors-will all serve to see to it 
i1 

that the actor's conscious interpretation of his character is as free 

from distortion as is humanly possible. But the final test of the 

character will be whether or not it will take on a life of its own 

apart from the actor's conscious control. For the greatness of the 

art of acting lies'not in any intellectual creation but in the actor's 

self-surrender to his part. It is this entering into the "world of 

other people" that is the mystery at the heart of the dramatic ex- 

perience. Barker's concern that acting contain a truth beyond the 

reach of any deliberation on the actor's part reminds us of Stanis- 

l. avsky, and indeed Barker admits in The Exemplary Theatre that much 

of what he has to say on the subject was suggested by the "memory of 

a talk" with him. 129 

Barker does not suggest that the actor must totally identify 

himself with his role: "Identification of the actual with the im- 

aginary, of the actor with his part, asking for a murderer to play a 

murderer and for a saint to appear as a saint, is as impossible as 

the fiction of personation is puerile. ""130 Rather, the actor splits 

himself in two, creating in-addition to his conscious self "an in- 
131 

tegra. l sub-conscious self. "" As we have seen, Barker considers 

that the actor's relationship with "this mysterious second personality, 

which will be not himself and yet will be a part of himself, "132 

achieves a perfection which ordinary human relationships cannot 

achieve. The second self 'cannot be willed into existence: 

129. Ibid., p. '23Ö . 

130. Ibid., P. 242. 

131"Ibid", P. 21+2. _. _....... __ ý... ... 

., 

132, lbid" , P. 243. 
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Amateurs and very young actors tell you 
solemnly at rehearsals that all will be well 
(all being at the time usually very ill) 
once they get into the skin of their parts. 
The hardened old actor suppresses (or does 
not suppress) his contempt, because he knows, 
very well that this must happen if it will 
happen, that effort does not avail, that even 
by prayer and fasting it may not come; on the 
other hand, that rehearsal time is too valu- 
able to be spent standing mentally idle in 
expectation of the miracle. 133 

Like Stanislavsky,, Barker believes that there are only two things the 

actor can do; he can create a perfectly consistent and life-like con- 

scious interpretation of the character, and he can seek to achieve a 

receptive mood in which the miracle is most likely to occur. - This 

latter process Barker refers to as "sensitizing"; it is this aspect 

of the problem that particularly concerned Stanislavsky, but Barker 

does not like-him seek to formulate a 
. 
specific technique for achieving 

it: 
In this creation'a double process is involved: 
first the mental search and the provocative 
argument into and around the character and the 
play that we have described; then"the sensi- 
tizing of the actor's receptive faculties, 
mental and emotional, too. It should be a con- 
current process; and the argument will promote 
the mental receptivity--it'will, at least, if 
the'parties to it direct their attention more 
to the play, the third factor, than to each 
other. The emotional part of the sensitizing 
process is not so demonstrable. It is diffi- 
cult enough even to define sympathy, and, in 
human relations, it is certainly a fatal error 
to try and cultivate it by prescription. But 
even in the world of make-believe one can af- 
firm no more than this: let the actor surrender 
himself wholly to the idea of his part as it 

'forms itself to his apprehension under the spell 
of this generous study, and there will, by his 
Musels grace, be added unto him, as fruit of the 
personal surrender, this mysterious second per- 

r 

133. Ibid., p. 227. 
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sonality, which will be not himself and yet 
will be a part of himself. 134 

In the acting of a part, the conscious and unconscious processes pro- 

ceed simultaneously. The interpretation of the character, and the 

"conscious action"--the particulars of the stage business that must 

be fixed because of the requirements of the play and of the other 

characters--pass through the actor's mind generating another stream 

of unconsciously motivated actions and intonations: 

Through the sensitive channel which the inter- 
preter has now become will flow unchecked the 
thoughts and emotions generated in the part's 
studying. These will have been shaped (we re- 
capitulate); those of them upon which the play's 
structure as a work-of art depends, definitely 
and consciously-and they must not be vague or 
varying, and at each fixed point the interpreters 
must consciously control and direct them. He 

-, must, moreover, never let: this side of the part's 
playing escape his quite conscious control, or it 
will degenerate into automatism; and automatism 
will not do. But to the rest he need only sub- 
consciously attend. To demeanour, tones, gestures, 
and the like he need now oppose no mental bar. 
And as they shape themselves spontaneously they 

. 
will be fresher and more vital; they will come 
and go with an ease which interposed calculation 
could only deaden and destroy. If the underlying 
idea is just and consistent, if the interpreter is 
physically trained and emotionally sensitized--if 
his faculties, that is to say, are sufficiently 
at one with his conception-then all that he does 
or can do will now have appropriate value and 
stand in right proportion to the whole. And this 
will be so, even though the appearance of what he 
does may never-be twice alike. Indeed, it never 
will be, because the process is in a very near sense 
natural and not mechanical at all. 135 

Like Stanislavsky and Isadora Duncan, the quality Barker is seeking 

is the "natural, " and it is precisely this quality that, as we have 

seen.. Craig denies to be possible for human beings to achieve or 

134. Imo., P" 243" 

135. Ibid", P. 245. 
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appreciate. .3-, , .. 

z : " Characteristically, however,. Barkerýis particulary concerned 

that., there be no-break in the- conscious, rationalside of the'process; 

136 
he-warns against a`"possible extreme of self-surrender": 

Now, every'actor has"experienced,; more or less,. 
the sensation of being under his part's control. 

:... a1 Mind, there -can be delusion as to this, with 
direful consequences. Letting yourself go, when 

.,...,... -no rounded- and, complete idea does control you, - 
is like losing your temper, and may result, 

'. J .. _. -. likewise, either in feckless screaming or a 
helpless inarticulation. Being soundly angry 

° with anger's cause behind. you is another matter,., 
as everybody knows. One may test and value the 

<<ý' -.; masterly sensation both in life and art by the 
extraordinary coolness and clarity of mind that 

� ', should accompany it. 137 

And, lie . says later, ''Faced with 'a school of histrionic sleep-walking 

we should return with joy. to such a , confident brilliancy of execution 

as. the: competent"player deals out, 'to -usupon a piano. "138 

We note that the actor must be "physically trained" before he 

can attempt to surrender himself to his-part. He must have a tech- 

nique which will translate his thoughts and emotions immediately into 

sounds and actions which will express- them; any need to think about 

the means will be fatal: 

The actors must so far have. mastered the tech- 
nique of their art as: to have it unselfconsciously 
at command. If a man has to think even for the 
fraction of a second how to express an emotion 
or-an--ideas he cannot stop to do so during a per- 
formance, his attention must be free then to con- 
centrate solely on the idea itself, a double 
effort will be fatal to all appearance of. spon- 
taneity. 139 

136. --Ibid., p. -246. - 

, 137. Ibid., p. 244. 

138: Ibid: ) p. 247. 

139: "Notes=on Rehearsing a'Play, " Dr ma, 1 (1919), l. 
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The actor's-technique goes beyond the mere training of his body and 

of . his voice; he 'must be in ýcornm nd of the particular theatrical 

language which the audience understands. This includes the elements 

already discussed from the point of view of the audience. He must 

share the audiences cultural background; acting "is either an art 

of. intensely racial expression or it is nothing. "140 He must share 

their familiarity with-the conventions of the theatre, including not 

merely obvious-recognized customs and styles, but the more subtle 

language-based on the "unconscious knowledge by which the minds and 

moodsof familiar friends are opened to us. "341 This he can only 

learn by appearing, before the audience many times, and by association 

with older actors who are familiar with the traditions of the theatre. 

The lack of a tradition, or of a means of perpetuating it, is one of 

the reasons for the unsatisfactory nature of modern acting; Barker 

says of drama: 

But much of its practice, and in particular on 
its histrionic side, can only be handed down 
from master to pupil in the traditional way, as 
other arts and mysteries are. But in this 
present case and at the present time the artists 
fail us too, I fear. Their individual excellence 
is not in question, but that opportunity for 
constant collaboration which is the theatre's 
particular need, by which tradition is formed 
and-preserved. We have no care for the traditions 
of our theatre. Within my own day one school of 
Shakespearian acting has perished; it was not a 
very good one, but it had its own virtues. The 
present attempts at a new one are being made 
under conditions that cannot at any rate make 
it fit for the task we are discussing now. 142 

If a new tradition is to be created, there must be a permanent theatre 

140. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 82. 

141. See-above, p. -428. 

142. From Henry V to Hamlet, pp. 26-27. 
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and a stable audience., There must be a freedom from commercial pres- 

sures,, if there is to be adequate rehearsal time for the slow process 

of interpretation, and if there are to be plays performed that reward 

such. -interpretation. There must be a permanent company, if the actors 

are to-learn the mutual co-operation necessary for ensemble playing. 

There must be the'prestige and security of a public institution, if 

the: actors are-to be integrated into society. And finally, there 

must be a-repertory system; for the long-run makes it impossible that 

every performance-, can be a-new testing of the actor's interpretation 

upon his subconscious : self: 

, No wonder people talk of the cinema as a sub- 
stitute for the theatre when they are content 

r.,.. in their ignorance to see and applaud an actor's 
thousandth photographic reproduction in his own 

`.. person of what was once (perhaps) a piece of 
acting. l43 

The actor's self-surrender to his part is the secret of the theatre's 

moral and aesthetic power; and a system that eliminates this must 

ultimately destroy the theatre. 

iv. ' The Dramatist 

The dramatist must possess the same kind of double conscious- 

ness that Barker demands of the actor. Indeed, Barker insists on the 

similarity between their work; speaking of the actor, he says: 

And if one must be disputing his claim to be 
called creative and original, let the dramatist 
at least remember that he, too, does but capture, 
to inform with something of his own life and 
pass forth again renewed, a brain-full of the 
ideas and passions which are the common possession 
of-which so Possess--mankind. We are, indeed, inter- 
preters all. Creation is not man's prerogative. 144 

143. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 238. 

14. Ibid., pp. 227-28. 
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The dramatist interprets life in terms of human characters and then 
"r 

gives these characters a, life beyond his conscious control; the actor 

interprets the character in terms of his own personality, and then, 

in abandoning'himself to it, rekindles this life already potentially 

present. In achieving this process, both the dramatist and the actor 

remain passive; they are the instruments of their society in their , 

conscious interpretation, and of life itself in their self-surrender. 

They are the mirrors in which society sees a living reflection of it- 

self, 'and-in the combined' sympathy and detachment of its viewpoint ob- 

tains new knowledge'of itself. 

We haveralready<seen that Barker compares the actor's mind to 

a'-mirror; -elsewhere he uses the similar image of the photographic 

plate: 

To my taste, if acting cannot seem spontaneous, 
it is nothing. It can only seem so by the actor 
coming fresh. to his work, his whole personality 
like a sensitive plate, which he exposes un- 
touched to the light of his conception of the 
part. 145 

Barker twice uses the same image with regard to Shakespeare: 

He-was no faultless artist nor great philosopher, 
nor, by direct means, a moral teacher; and devout 
attempts to fasten these titles on him fail. But 
he was a most remarkable observer; his mind, like 
a sensitive plate, faithfully registering every 
impression it received. l46 

The dramatist does not so much express his own ideas as reflect those 

of society; Shakespeare's mind was 

like a very rapid photographic plate, instantan- 
eously registering whatever was exposed to it. 

145. IlRepertory Theatres, 11 The New Quarterly, 2 (1909) 
, 501. 

116. The Use of the Drama, p. 70. 
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It`may well not have been a very positively 
powerful mind, the exact and synthetic mind 
of the scientist. But it would then have been 
only the less fitted for the dramatist's task, 
which is not so much to express his own ideas 
as to conceive characters and give them scope 
for what he imagines to be theirs. 147 

Elsewhere he speaks of Chekhov's mind as a mirror of "the larger drama 

of Russian life. "log Again of Shakespeare he says, "His spirit flashed 

upon the sky reflections of an age which was big with the future of our 

race. "lý*9 Always, Barker emphasizes the extent to which the greatest 

dramatists merely, embody. the concerns of their society, concerns which, 

as'. in the case of the actor.,, they may not even fully understand. Thus 

Hamlet, "a man adrift from old faiths and not yet anchored in new, "r150 

does not so much express a personal concern of Shakespeare's as re- 

flect a deep spiritual-crisis in his age, of which he and his age were 

only partially conscious. 

The dramatist embodies the opposing spiritual forces of his 

society in terms of human beings. His primary concern, like that of 

the actor, is in the creation of character: 

The dramatist's task-and the actor's coming 
after him--is the building up and exhibition 
of human character, the picturing of men's 

'natures in the intimacies of their working. 
To this extent it is essentially a poet's task 
and the means to it are essentially those a 
poet seeks. A play's content may be what you 
will, matter for nothing but laughter; its 
dialogue may take any form whatever, from 
poetical imagery to the cracking of jokes. 

147. The Perennial Shakespeare (London, 1937), p. 8. 

148. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 140. 

149. Ibid., p. 277. 

150. "Hamlet'. ' in. Prefaces to Shakespeare, I, 256. 
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But it' wilibea good play or a poor one, a 
living thing or dead, in so far as we are 
brought-to, accept its inhabitants as fellow- 
creatures or left indifferent to them. 151 

The greatest ages of the theatre are those in which actors and drama- 

tists have collaborated most closely in this creation: 

The best of the old LZramJ sprang from a 
close collaboration between dramatists and 
actors. ... The dramatist must work in a 

-medium made familiar to him by the actor's 
art, the actor must contribute more than his 
moment's success. 152 

However, we have seen that Barker insists that the dramatist must main- 

tain a dominating position; his problem is precisely that of how to 

allow the actor the greatest freedom to collaborate without losing 

control: 

The character as it leaves the dramatist's 
hands has to be re-created in terms of the 
actor's personality; and the problem for the 

,.. 
dramatist is how to write it so that he may 
prevent it-his character-from perishing in 

_ ý" . the process. 

The dramatist clearly cannot control the external appearance and be- 

haviour of the character; nor, indeed, can he control the social, or 

even superficially psychological, traits of the character, which the 

actor must adapt to the understanding and expectations of his audience. 

The dramatist must seek to concentrate on the essential human aspects 

of the character; he must create the "spirit" of the character: 

He has to give this histrionic body a spirit 
which will be inalienably the character's own 
and the essential thing in it, a spirit which 

151" "The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 73. 

152. On Dramatic Method: Being the Clark Lectures for 1930 (London, 

.-- 
1931), P" 192. 

153. Ibid., pp. 21-22. 
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. _... _. c will, i by comparison, reduce the actor's solid 
reality to the value of mere appearance. By 

..,..:, : --virtue of -that the character will transcend the 
actor's incarnation of it, and may survive its 

x- - incarnation -in a thousand actors. 154 

The-more the'dramatist can rely on the actor to create the "body" of 

the character, the. more he can concentrate on the "spirit"; it was 

the development in Elizabethan acting already described that made 

possible Shakespeare's increasing concern with the "metaphysics" of 

character: -- 

It follows, if the actor can fulfill in himself 
the greater part of what we may call the "physics" 
of-the character, that the dramatist will devote 
himself more and more to its "metaphysics. " And 
when the dramatist is such a poet as was Shakespeare, 
these "metaphysics" will be of the kind with which 
poetry-is most concerned, the world of the imagin- 
ation and the things of the spirit; they will, it 
is not too fantastic to say, begin to give the 
character something very like an immortal soul. 155 

Thus the greatest plays and the poorest have in common the fact that 

they both demand the most from the actor: 

The emptier a play, of course, the more easily can 
an interpreter of creative instincts fill it with 
his own personality; though this habit, it may be 
, said,. will as a rule seriously disable him from 
the tackling of more commanding stuff. On the 
other hand, the greater the play the more easily 
it will accommodate the height and breadth of an 
interpreter's legitimate endeavour. ... And it 
appears therefore that the great playwright is 

=aa., not he who can define his meaning most rigidly, 
but he who has planted in his play ideas vital 

,, y= enough to bear development, to demand develop- 
ment, yet to defy both belittling and falsifi- 

;:.:. _ ..; . cation. 156 - 

A great. advantage of the dramatic form for Barker is that, on the one 

154. 
- _On 

Poetrp in Drama (London, 1937), pp. 30-31. 

155. °, H n1 t" in; Prefaces to Shakespeare, I, 29. 

156. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 132-33. 
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hand'it encourages . the author to look beneath the surface to the es- 

sential humanity of a character, and on the other the actor's presence 

ensures that 'the, author's spiritual searchings will always be solidly 

grounded in reality. 

In, order to convey the spirit of a character, the dramatist 

must. be a poet. - "Some poets may have proved poor dramatists enough; 

but what, great dramatist has not been a poet? '157 For the poet is 

concerned precisely with the reality behind appearances which is the 

soul; he says of Maeterlinck: 

That he is a true poet is as plain when we 
see that he deals always with the inwardness 
of things, treating appearances as the mere 
clothing for that. "It is in the soul", he 
says in that little masterpiece, Interieur, 
"that things happen. " And here, at once, is 
the secret of dramatic poetry, and of all 
great drama. For in the theatre, where so 
much can be made of externals, appearance will 
tend to be everything, unless the dramatist 

.: d. can contrive to give greater value to what 
should lie behind it. And the dramatist who 
can do this, by whatever means, is a poet. 158 

We. must not be misled by such statements, and by Barker's occasional 

references to "beauty.. " -into thinking that there is any great simi- 

larity between Barker's view of poetry and that of Yeats or Craig. 

For both the latter,. the soul has nothing to do with 'character'; it 

is that part of man which pertains to another spiritual reality from 

which he is estranged. Poetry does not tell us about man, but care- 

fully avoids doing so that it may induce the experience of a world 

beyond man. Barker's writings contain no suggestion of another spir- 

itual reality; his aesthetics, like his philosophy, is entirely man- 

157. On Poetry in Drama, p. 39. 

158. Ibid., pp. 11-12. 
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centred. Poetry for him reveals the deeper reality behind appearances, 

but it is still very much a reality of this world, rooted in human 

character. ' He may agree with Shelley that poetry is "that which lifts 

the veil from the hidden beauty of the world, "159 but he insists on 

adding that it must reveal the world's "unrecognized horror"160 as 

well., With, this addition he clearly distinguishes himself from Craig 

and: Yeats (and indeed, from Shelley), for the hidden reality they 

wish. unveiled, being not of this world, can only be beautiful. Else- 

where Barker refers to the "beauty of sublimated human emotion" as 

theikind-of beauty that "properly pertains to drama. , 161 Stever 

the meaning of the phrase, it is clearly not one that could have been 

used by Yeats or Craig. 

Poetry is chiefly useful to the dramatist, according to Barker, 

in that it allows him to convey the subjective truth about the char- 

acter as well as the objective; in other words, it allows the drama- 

tist to reveal by his character's speech not only what he intends to 

say but his unconscious emotional attitude to what he is saying: 

To consider verbal expression alone, we need 
some use of words of a more than rational power. 
Because with presentation of character involved, 
it is a question not merely of what a man thinks 
he knows about himself ... but, added to this, 
and by far the more important, the things about 
himself he does Dot know. ... It is plain that 
a merely rational vocabulary and syntax will not 
suffice.. But the poet knows how to work on his 
hearers by subtler ways; openly by the melody 
and rhythm of words, more powerfully by suggestion, 
association, by stimulating our imagination. He 
appeals, past reason, past consciousness often, 

»K-ý to our entire sentient being. His are the means, 

159. Ibid", '-PP" ý15-16. 

160. Thi L., P. 30. 

161. "The'Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 67. 
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.. ý 'then 'by which we, can best be persuaded, for 
the time, that these characters in a play are, 

, =. y "s soul and body, -living creatures like ourselves. 162 

It, is by poetic means ° that , the author creates the sympathy which is 

the essential feature'of, the dramatic experience; poetry stimulates 

our emotion by'conveyingýdirectly the inward feelings of the char- 

acter, whereas the characters themselves and their situations can only 

move us indirectly., for we are required to imagine ourselves in their 

places before we can sympathize with them. The silent cinema's weak- 

ness as a dramatic form is that it can only convey emotion thus in- 

directly: 

It follows that plays which depend upon 
poetry, upon wit, upon analysis of character, 
are very weak vessels in the eye--in the 
brilliantly winking eye-of the camera. And, 
if there are degrees in the matter, this is 
the truest of poetry, our great begetter of 
emotion in the theatre. The cinema deals in 
excitement; only by indirect means does it 
beget emotion. Hence, no doubt, its invariable 
accompaniment by musig for an arbitrary stimu- 
lus to the feelings. 163 

Even when dramatic poetry seems to be descriptive, it should in fact 

be subtly emotional as well; Barker says of the poetic dialogue between 

Lorenzo and Jessica in the last act of The Merchant of Venice that in 

it Shakespeare is 

less concerned with the picture itself than with 
its emotional effect upon his characters, and 
only through them though inevitably through them, 
for what other medium of expression has ho? --only 
through their emotions is the effect made upon 
yours. 164 

162. 
- -, 

On Poe trv in Drama, pp. 33-34. 

163" "The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 
57. 

164. "The Stagecraft of Shakespeare, " The Fortnightly Review, 120 
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Throughout his Shakespearean criticism Barker emphasizes the extent, 

to which the verse reveals the state of mind of the character speaking 

it. He even justifies poetic faults as being dramatically expressive; 

of Leontes' almost unintelligible soliloquy of jealousy he says: 

The confusion of thought and intricacy of language 
is dramatically justified. Shakespeare is pictur- 
ing a genuinely jealous man (the sort of man that 

165 Othello was not) in the grip of a mental epilepsy. 

This heightened emotional use of language is not restricted to ob- 

viously poetic forms; of the blank-verse tragedy he says: 

Useless to-day to imitate its form, to fancy 
the strength lay in that. The essentials of it 
must be sought and somehow found. When found 

"`they are recognisable enough. Take any play 
and read two pages aloud. There can be no mis- 
take. Tested by the living voice, either the 
language has life in it or it has not. A dif- 
ficult medium, no doubt, to master, the prose 
of common speech which shall yet have the power 
of poetry. But it is what the actor asks if he 

166 is to command belief in his world of make-believe. 

Nor is the poetic effect entirely or even primarily a matter of 

language; "For dramatic poetry is not primarily a matter of words, but 

of the poetic conception of character and action. , 167 Poetry for 

Barker thus seems to be simply the literary manifestation of the power 

of-sympathy; it pertains to any element in the drama which is touched 

by the dramatist's awareness of subjective truth. 

Like the actor, the dramatist cannot achieve this sympathetic 

power through conscious deliberation; he must in some sense surrender 

himself to his characters. The dramatist must first create his char- 

fh6S acters, "and then set them free. It is the ability to do this 

165. "Introduction" in Prefaces to Shakespeare, I, 12. 

166. The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 
72-73. 

167. "H! " in Prefaces to Shakesoeare, I, 29. 

168. The Study of Drama p. 61. 
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that narks the'trueýdramatist: 

ä, "" ---The trouble is-that Swinburne seldom, if ever, 
sets his characters free. He conceives them, 

ý. Y y 4. brings them to a sort of a birth; but he still 
speaks through them, they are megaphones at his 

-rmouth. -, With freedom they would do as all human 
beings do, contest, come to cross-purposes, 

:. "''give way, "refuse to say the things they should 
say, stand altogether dumb, and be a dreadful 

" nuisance to their author, doubtless. How to 
round them in again and face them towards their 
destiny? In that lies the art of the playwright. 
They can be brought within conventions as formal 

-as Racine's; but they must at some time have been 
free. In the theatre this freedom, as the actor 
inherits it, is a part of the natural order of 
things, is indeed its fount. The closet-drama- 
tist can with difficulty imagine or allow for it. 169 

The dramatist Is, task is harder than that of the actor, for he must 

give life to-opposing characters, and they must be treated with equal 

sympathy: 

The matured art of the playwright lies in giving 
life. to characters in action, and the secret of 
it in giving each character a due chance in the 
battle, the action of a play becoming literally 
the fighting of a battle of character. So the 
greater the playwright, the wider and deeper his 
sympathies, the more genuine this opposition will 
be and the less easily will a single mind grasp 
it, as it must be grasped, in the fullness of its 

170 emotion. 

Any favouring of one character or another is a betrayal: 

A play is founded upon conflict; the dramatist, 
to got the thing going at all, must bring his 
characters into collision, among themselves or 
with fate or circumstances. He must keep them 
all in equally effective fighting trim; if he be- 
trays one-of them, denies him his best chance in 
argument or action, for all that it may open an 
easy way out of a difficulty, end a scene quickly, 
bring a'curtain down with effect, the fabric will 
be weakened, the play's action may be dislocated 

169. "Tennyson, Swinburne, Meredith--and the Theatre, " in The EiphtePn 
JI SnvArn*ias! F nva by FA1lastra of +ho Rf,., a7 R.,.. ýýý.. _s" 

ed. Harley Granville-Barker (Cambridge, 1929- , p. 
1700 "Iritroduction"'in Prefaces to Shakespeare, I, 5. 
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altogether: 
171 

If,. for.. whatever reason, the dramatist tries to control his characters, 

they will lose the life from which the theatre derives its special 

power. Barker describes two temptations in particular that the drama- 

tist must avoid; he must not seek to force the characters into a pre- 

determined action or structure, and he must not subdue them to an idea 

or a moral purpose. 

The characters of. a play must seem to contrive their own 

action; if they are in any way sacrificed for the sake of effective 

action, they cannot live. One of the commonest failings in plays is 

that their action does not arise naturally out of character; Barker 

says of verse drama after 1660 that it may be called 

the drama of effect without cause. In place of 
the presenting of the play's story we have the 
contriving of a, plot into which story and its 
likelihoods must be twisted, if need be, for 
the sake of arbitrary effects-as in Venice 
Preserved. And instead of passionate speech 
which illuminates character we have declamation, 
effective speech imposed upon character. 172 

The more complex the action, the more difficult it will be to ensure 

that the characters are completely free; thus, as the dramatist de- 

velops his interest in character, he is likely to "economize" on action: 

The true dramatist thinks of his play to begin 
with in terms of action, since plays exist in 
action even as we in time; and he will not 
neglect to make a character externally convinc- 
ing, both in conduct and in its relation to the 
rest. But, as the aim of his art grows finer 
and its practice more mature, we are likely to 
find him relegating action to the background 
and economizing in every sort of doing so that 
his characters may be able less disturbedly to 

171, The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 230-31. 

172. On Dramatic Method, p. 142. 
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,... ý ... -> v ".. 173 be what they are', ,... 
A very great dramatist like Ibsen may be able to achieve complexity 

of both action and character; Barker, like Archer, praises him for 

his skill in adapting the Scribian technique of plot-construction to 

a deeper purpose: 

Outrof_this, retrospective stagecraft, with 
its absorbing of action into the revelation 
of character--and as the chief fruit--comes 
a drama rather of being than doing. But 
Ibsen, we_notice, in his development of it, 
takes care to keep the essential qualities 
of the drama. of doing too, the constant con- 

`" flict, the minute-to-minute progress, the 

ruse of suspense and surprise, the ordering 
of the action towards climax and catastrophe. 
His purely., technical triumph lies in convert- 
ing, all this to new use, while he sacrifices 
none of it. 174 

But even in the. case of, Ibsen Barker hints at some criticism: "Does 

not Ibsen keep his, characters a little too strictly to their job for 

us-. to be able to feel quite at ease with them? 11175 And he notes that 

'! the, play of being rather than doing will in its nature tend to a 

looser, less synthetic structure than Ibsen chose to allow it. ""176 

Barker sees Shakespeare's developnent as a gradual one away 

from the play of doing towards the play of being; Shakespeare begins 

by sacrificing character to plot, and ends by sacrificing plot to 

character. In the early plays, Shakespeare the professional play- 

wright has the. upper hand: 

But fron the very beginning, signs of the 
daemonic Shakespeare can be seen, the genius 

173. On Poetry in Drama, p. 31. 

174. On Dramatic Method, pp. 183-84. 

175. Ibid., p. 185. 

176. Ibid... p. 184. 
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bent on. having his own way; of the Shakespeare 
to whom the idea is more than the thing, who 

., cares much for character and little for plot, 
who cannot indeed touch the stagiest figure of 

.. 
fun without, considering it as a human being and 
giving it life, whether it suits Shakespeare 
the popular play-provider to do so or, - not. And 

'' " sometimes it doesn't. 177 

Thus in the early plays the plot may be disrupted as a Falstaff, a 

Shy-lock, or a Mereutio takes on a life that Shakespeare had not fore- 

seen. Hamlet represents the final crisis in the conflict between 

Shakespeare's two natures, and "the triumph of dramatic idea over 
178 

dramatic action, and of character over plot. " Shakespeare does 

marvels in reconciling his own Hamlet to the old revenge play: 

But he cannot, for all his skill, so assimilate 
character and story that no incongruities appear. 
For the two are of a different dramatic nature. 
To do this he would have had to recast the play's 
whole scheme. He will not let his Hamlet suffer; 
but the other characters and their share in the 
action inevitably must. 179 

Measure for Measure represents a, regression, in which "the characters, 

11l$0 one and,, all, are constricted to the borrowed story. 

But since the Moor of Cinthio's excellent tale 
(a far likelier tale than Shakespeare's version 
of it) has none of the nobility with which he 
means to dower Othello, since in Leir and the 
old chronicle behind him there is none of the 
catastrophic grandeur which is to be the making 
of, Lear, in'each case the story is first re- 
molded. to the man, and the other characters are 
fitted to his support or opposing. This 
effective opposition of character to character 
is`the strength of drama. It composes the 
structure in which Shakespeare's sense of form 
came, in the maturity of his art, chiefly to 
lie; for his theatre's freedom in space and 
time encourages him to maneuver the more action 

177. From Henrv V to Hamlet, p. 6. 

178. Ibid.; -P. -159 

1790 '"'H et" in`P'efaces to Shakespeare, I, 31. 

180. Ibid., Is 31. 
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as he will; :: to'- be'. an opportunist in that. 181 

Shakespeare, lesrnsAo avoid' a rigid structure, and to construct his 

plays loosely*in'terms'of opposition of character, and if there is a 

suggestion in, the use, of the term "maneuver" that the action even at 

that is not: always entirely, convincing, Barker implies that Shake- 

speare has taken-the'better part in preferring the fully-developed 

character to the perfectly-constructed plot. If his plays lack '? per- 

fection, " they, have thersupreme quality of vitality: 

..; :V They have ' not" the beauty of form and clarity 
of expression which distinguish Racine and 

:.. '' his great Greek exemplars. But, in virtue 
of a strange dynamic force that resides in 

'. 
R -them,, -they seem to surpass such perfection 

and to take on something of the quality of 
life itself. And they do this the more fitly, 
surely, in that they demand to be interpreted 
in terms of life itself, t rough the medium 
of living men and women. 18 

Barker seems to suggest that there can be no final reconciliation be- 

tween the demands of character and those of action; we are not sur- 

prised that he is strongly tempted by a drama of pure "being" in which 

no action would threaten the perfect development of character: 

One is tempted to imagine a play-to be 
written in desperate defiance of Aristotle- 
from which doing would be eliminated alto- 
gether, in which nothing but being would be 
left. The task set the actors of it would 
be to interest their audience in what the 
characters were, quite apart from anything 
they might do; to set up, that is to say, the 
relation. by which all important human intim- 
acies exist. If the art of the theatre could 
achieve this it would stand alone in a great 
achievement. 183 

32.181. Ibid., I, 31- 

182. From Henry V to Hamlet, pp. 27-28. 

183. "The Heritage of the Actor, " The Quarterly Review, 240 (1923), 
70. 
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Barker's own, plays, 'as-Wet. shall see, are clearly to some extent at- 

tempts in the direction of this "great achievement, " and they, like 

this statement, ` give rise to questions about the soundness of Barker's 

premises. Barker seems to defy, not only Aristotle, but ordinary 

dramatic co®monsense; 'in making actionless drama his ideal. 

The dramatist must also be careful not to subdue his charac- 

ters to his own moral beliefs. He must let them come alive, even if 

they do not act in accord with his doctrine. He may reflect the moral 

questions of society, but he must let his characters find their own 
k+' ` 

answers: "For the dramatist's business is not to moralize, but 

simply to see that-as to a question asked-his play tells the truth 

in reply, and that it is a significant truth, worth the telling. ""184 

The "Man of the Theatre, " referring to the "advanced" movement in the 

theatre, says: " "It is, you may argue, just as bad to be thinking while 

you write or produce a play either of all the social evils you mean to 

expose, or the rest of the social service your theatre is doing, as 

it is to be calculating the money it will earn. ""185 In a discussion 

of Tolstoy's plays, Barker distinguishes between those which come 

alive and those which do not, on the basis of whether or not Tolstoy 

sacrifices their' characters to his moral purpose; of the characters 

in The - Power of Darlene ss he says: 

He knows them, has no illusions about them; 
but-here is the point-he cares for them, 
we are sure, for their own sake, and not for 
any purpose they are to serve; therefore as 
ingratitude, they grow under his hand. 166 

184.., The Use of the Drama, p. 51. 

185. The Exe p1ar9 Theatre, p. 23. 

186. "Introduction" in Leo Tolstoy, Plays, trans. Louise and Aylmer 
Maude (London, 1928), pp. xiv-xv. 
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But the characters in The Fruits of Enlightenment are subordinated to 

morality: 

But these creatures of the artist will not 
i;.. lend themselves to the moralist's fraud. The 

life dies in them; they turn to puppets. 
Compare the fourth act with the first; it is 
mere mechanical chatter. And we, for our 
part, have by now lost interest, and we refuse 
credence. The moralist has betrayed the artist 
to no purpose in the end, and even the joke 
falls flat. For this sort of thing is a be- 
trayal. 187 

Nor is it enough for the dramatist to maintain a detached objectivity; 

he must have deep sympathy for all his characters. Of The Light Shines 
M. 

in Darlrness he says: 

this play's theme touches his own life so closely 
that he will have none of the characters, least 
of all his own counterpart, prejudice its fair 

,zh- statement. - Not one of them must get hold of 
him, their creator, to the disadvantage of the 
others; in the event none of them get hold of 
him, and none consequently get hold of us. We 

;,. ", .:, approve them, or disapprove; but do we even 
momentarily care whether any of them live or 

- ". ýdie? Intellectual honesty is admirable and 
effort after i commendable, but not in itself 

4*« °= .. 
life-giving. 188 

For-Barker drama does ultimately achieve a moral purpose. What is its 

end, the breaking down of individual egotism, but a version of the 

brotherly love-that Tolstoy himself preached? But drama has a means 

of achieving this end other than that of the preacher: 

Let love of God and our fellows be the common 
and admitted end of artist and preacher both, 
art has still its peculiar means to it. The 
teacher must have his doctrine pat, but the 
artist sets out to discover truth afresh with 
each new book or play or picture he begins. 

. ar. ... --r M In a-single devotion to that search lies art's 

.ýý. 

187. I_", P. xviii. 

188. P. xýºii. 
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~, integrity;: let him respect this, and though 
the result may make the simplest show, some 

3..:;. 
,. u flash, of a deeper truth may be made manifest 

through it. 189 

It does not, perhaps, even matter what the dramatist's moral inten- 

tions are, if he is truly an artist: 

But, pledged to forthright creation, the 
honest man and the scoundrel alike become 
instruments of life, and it is too late to 
drive moral-bargains then. There is this to 
remember besides. Vicious art produced for 
the loveýof=it will always have the better of 
an art that is morality's slave- for it faces 
the world in candid strength. 196 

It is-life, ýthen, -working°throughthe dramatist, and not the dramatist 

himself,, that gives§his play°its value; and the dramatist must learn 

to allow-life, to work, and not to seek to interfere even with the best 

of moral or aesthetic intentions, if his drama is to play its part in 

mans spiritual progress. " t" 

Barker's own plays'provide both an exemplification and per- 

haps a criticism of his theory. They are certainly distinguished by 

a lack of emphasis upon the action, and an impartially sympathetic 

treatment of the characters. Gerald Weales says of Barker: 

His protagonists are not heroes; they are hardly 
even-leading characters. The decisions that 
Edward Voysey, Henry Trebell, and Philip Madras 
are forced to make are-the conclusions of their 
plays, not the culminations; the processes by 

;<r which they reach their decisions are simply the 
strings on which the plays are hung. Barker is 
indifferent to plots and to heroes; his plays are 

" "" organized on quite another principle. 191 

That they have found only a very limited place in the repertoires of 

189.... _Ibidh, p. -. 'x i 

1 90. Ibid., -. P. xix. 

191. Gerald Weales, "The Edwardian Theatre and the Shadow of Shawu in 
Edw di Late Victorians, ed. Richard E1lmsnn (New York, 
196o), p. 174. 
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modern theatres must indicate, that they have their limitations. J. B. 

Priestley has said -that they seem more like the plays of a novelist un- 

familiar - with the' stage' than the work of one of the greatest men of 

the-. theatre -of his time. 192 But before we condemn them as unstage- 

worthy, we =must recall that Barker was a virtuoso producer; and just 

as.. the show-pieces of Lizst and Paganini can approach daringly near 

the%limits"of°the unplayable because their composers know exactly 

what: =they can"-play, so Barker's plays may be said to present the 

greatest- difficulties in-production because Barker knew what he could 

produce. We should also remember that they were written for a par- 

ticular_kind-of-theatre"and a particular audience that did not, and 

still. does°not, 'exist; 'when Archer wrote to him of The Secret Life 

that "! in this play you ` seem to be drifting away from, not towards the 

theatre: that. is understanded by the people-even the fairly intelli- 

gent people; " Barker replied: 

<4 ,_II protest I never have--I cannot write an 
unactable play, it would be against nature, 

_yf{ against second nature, anyhow; I act it as I 
write it. But there is no English company of 

,.., actors so trained to interpret thought and 
the less crude emotions, nor, as a consequence, 

.. -;, any selected audience interested in watching 
and listening to such things. But that, be- 
lieve me, human fallibility apart-mine to 
begin with--is the extent of the difficulty. l93 

This shows a certain lack of awareness of the deficiencies of The 

Secret Life, which seems scarcely producible even under ideal condi- 

tions; but Barker could claim that his plays have never been properly 

tried., for his ideal repertory theatre with its communal spirit, has 
bey 

192. See J. B. Priestley, "Foreword" in Collected Plays of Harley 
Granville=Barker (London, 1967), Is 9. 

193. Puraom, Harley Granville Barker, p. 203. 
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not yet 1been 'completely : realized, as we shall see later. 

Archer, admired Barker's plays tremendously, but he found them 

unduly. indifferent to the principles of construction he had described 

in his-Play-Making; Barker is "more concerned about the living tissues 

194 But of a'play-than about its articulations, its skeleton ." 

Archer, as -we have seen, was willing to sacrifice a certain amount-of 

truth. in-order to maintain the audience's interest. Barker was un- - 

willing to make this sacrifice. His-plays display an almost fanatical 

regard for the particular, subjective truth he regards as the essential 

value- of, drama. : Because he insists that each character be a fully- 

developed, inwardly-alive human being, he is unable to make them con- 

form . to a conventionally effective plot. His problem is greatly comp- 

licated-by his desire to present as many viewpoints as possible-on 

any. social or philosophical question; each view-point must be embodied 

in ,a character developed at some length, and so Barker's plays (es- 

pecially The, Madras House and His Malesty) sometimes resemble parades, 

each act bringing°a succession of new characters who dominate the stage 

for awhile and'then-disappear. And his refusal to openly espouse one, 

particular viewpoint, leads him to choose the negative hero who takes- 

no decisive-action; for, no character must seem to have more of the 

author's: sympathy than another, and no action must seem to have-the 

author's approval--as the "right" one. Each character must be allowed 

to state his viewpoint as well as'it can be expressed, without any-, - 

thing, that would prejudice-the audience against him. Thus most of 

Barkers characters speak the-same articulate, civilized language, and, 

even scenes-of the utmost tension, like the third-act of Waste or the 

194" William Archer, The Old Drama and the New: An Essay in Re- 
valuation (London, 1923), p. 363. 
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interview between King-Henry and Bruckner in the last act' of His 

Majesty., are conducted on the level of intelligent conversation. It 

is perhaps not very clear that Bruckner is a murderous, unscrupulous 

dictator,,, or that Blackborough is a time-serving politician, so sensi- 

tively, -and intelligently do they express - themselves. And humour can 

have,, only a very limited role; for to. present a character in a sharply 

satirical-or farcical light is to reduce his status -as-a human being. 

There-is an undertone of satire, in Barker's treatment of many of his 

characters, -but even in his most comic plays The Madras House and, 

His Majesty-- the comedy is so -subtle as at times almost to pass un- 

noticed. Even the obscurity and complexity of Barkerls language is 

clearly attributable. (as it is in, the case of his other prose) to a 

desire to say precisely what be means-at all cost. He finds it dif- 

ficult, to convey to us all the necessary, information regarding the o 

background to the situation; it. is impossible to imagine an audience 

understanding the political situation in the first version of Waste 

fromnthe, conversation in the. opening scene; and the-political back-- 

grounds-inýThe Marrying of Ann Leete, The Secret Life, and His Majesty. 

the, business background-of The Madras House, and even-the legal-back- 

ground. of TheVovsev Inheritance, are all of such a realistic complex- 

ity and so obliquely revealed that they would be likely to confuse 

may, audiences. - Barkerls characters, seem always tobe- talking only, to 

each'other, completely indifferent to, whether or not what they say is 

comprehensible-to their eavesdroppers; again, Barker's -insistence on-. 

truth leads him to evade the ordinary demands of dramatic effectiveness, 

: _. 
This is not to say that Barker's plays are completely lacking 

in 4rama, On the contrary, as Archer points out, the essence of drama 

is-still there: 
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"'He'sees the necessity'of keeping the interest 
of story alive, and does so, as a rule, with 
extraordinary skill. Many of his scenes, I 
will even say most are positively tense with 

"essential, drama. 19ý 

Barker's extraordinary dramatic'sense is manifest in the way that in 

spite of 'the extreme nature of the conditions he sets himself, he is 

still able to keep'his plays dramatically alive. The trouble is, per- 

haps that"to the extent that they are alive they do not entirely ful- 

fil his'conditions. For it is the moments when the characters take 

on some'of the ' qualities= of-heroes and villains, when the action be- 

gins to, reflect'the'simple laws of drama rather than the muddle of 

every-day life, ' that; the, plays are most successful in holding our at- 

tention. There is no'doubt-that Edward is the hero of The Voysey In- 

ieritances' Barker's most theatrically-successful play; and if Barker 

does brilliantly succeed in making Edward's father's viewpoint under- 

standable,, and even sympathetic,: he is less successful -with 14r. ý Booth, 

his father's old friend, for whom we can feel little but contempt. 

The scene between, him-and Edward at the end, of the fourth act'is-one 

of the strongest'Barker ever wrote, but aýlarge"part of its effective- 

ness'comes from our pleasure in seeing Booth's floundering in his own 

moral confusions. ' It would°have been-"fairer" to have allowed him'a 

genuine understanding of the situation, and more sympathy for his 

plight (for he. has after all `just discovered that his old-friend. has 

cheated * him 'out of 'a considerable part of his fortune)., but for once ý, 

Barker choses dramatic effectiveness over fairness. And in most of the 

other plays, we'may"find that the strongest dramatic moments, are-, 

achieved by means that are'not quite legitimate according to'Barker's 

195. William Archer, The Old and the New: An Essay in Re- 
v uation (London, 1923 , pp. 362-63. 
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criteria. ' The third act of The 'Madras House, which went down'so` 

successfully'withits original audience.. 
196 

makes use of the frank 

spectacle of a"fashionshow, and'(for-Barker) rather broad carica- , 

tures of 'an American businessman andaan effeminate fashion' salesman. 

And 'the last act"is'brightened by'the flagrantly contrived revelation, 

that Constantine'is`the`-father of Miss Yates's child. In, His Maiesty 

Barker adopts-the Shavian device of arousing a fair amount of dram-' 

atic''interest as"well'as humour with a'character--the Queen-who is 

self-consciously romantic-and dramatic. The scene in which she tries 

to. bribe'Brucia er with`her*-pearls, like-the first act,, of Arms and the 

M n,. both pokes-fun-at and'exploitsia'conventional dramatic situation. 

In the last-act of Waste Barker makes use of a rather contrived dram- 

atic trick'at a moment of'intense`crisis; after Trebell has read the 

fatal'letterýtelling him that he Swill not be asked to join the Cabinet, 

Barker has, him go onto read 'another inconsequential letter'from his 

cousin,. -thus artificially`prolonging`the. tension""until his sister` 

Frances breaks' down' under the'strain. The effect seems fatally stagy`; 

in-the reading, but'undoubtedly an actor could make it work in the 

theatre. 

Barker's two-versions of Waste illustrate well the conflict 

between the demands of truth, as'Barker sees it, and those of dramatic 

effect. - In"the second`version-Barker seems to have set out to make th 

play more stageworthy. He clarifies the situation in the first scene, 

with some loss of conversational verisimilitude, and makes the char- 

acters of Julia-Ferrant and Any O'Connell sharper if less-subtle. He 

considerably shortens the scene�between Cantalupe and Trebell in the 

196. Morgan., A Drama of Political Min, pp. 175-76. 
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second act in4hich Trebell expounds his education scheme, with the 

result that the force' of Trebell's idealism is less clearly conveyed 

to us. I'Act Three`of-the3=first version is a masterly portrayal of the 

sheer muddle of =politics; although it could not but confuse an audi- 

enco, it shows graphically how a series of small betrayals, accidents, 

and mistakes leads to the. destruction of a brilliant programme of re- 

form. The, second version, tidies it up considerably; O'Connell is al- 

lowed to make his decision at our moment of greatest interest in it, 

instead of-sending it in later after we have become concerned with 

another developrment. °=The politics are simplified (though, it must be 

admitted, they°are'still far from clear); Blackborough is made more 

openly aggressive; °Cantelupe Is extreme vacillations are curtailed; the 

rather curious complication of Edmunds, Horsham's new butler, is el- 

iminated. In'short;; the scene has gained in broad dramatic effect, 

at the expense -ofýthe wonderful sense of human confusion that is really 

the point of the'scene. Throughout the play Barker has stated and 

underlined points that previously were only hinted at; compare the last 

speech in the play in the first version: 

{ WALTER. No, I don't know why he did it .. and 
I don't care. And grief is no use. I'm angry .. just angry at the waste of a good man. Look at 
the work undone .. think of it! Who is to do 
it! Oh .. the waste .. 1197 

with that of, the second version: 

WALTER. I'm not grieving .. Ism angzy, I 
don't want to whisper and hide things. I'd 

°like to go through the streets and shout that 
he's dead ... that they've lost him and 
wasted him, damn them! With his work all un- 
done! Who's to do it? Much they care! What 
did they know of him? We knew. I cared. I 
was nothing to him .. but I cared. That's 

197. Was in Three Plays (1909)9 P. 342. 
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waste `too. -, What" does it 'matter? Oh, the 
waste of him ... oh, the waste ... the 
waste; 198 

Here-theý'implications"are-heavily, even melodramatically, underlined, 

the, actor is given'something to"sink his teeth into, and yet the 

subtle quality of . the . first is lost; the first suggests the inarticu- 

late: and inhibited expression we would expect from Walter, while the 

second-makes a stronger, more , generalized, ' more conventional dramatic 

effect.,., - 

"Does not Barker's apparent inability to be-both dramatically 

effective°and yet true to his principles suggest that there may be 

something wrong with those, principles? Surely there is something 

wrong with a theory of drama that seems to eliminate what. we normally 

call. "the dramatic. " We have seen the problem already in our examin- 

ation of_. the, "informa. tional" side of Shaw's theory; in Shaw's, most ex- 

treme pleas for an informational, theatre, he seems to leave no room 

for story or character, or indeed for actors and theatres, all of 

which are treated as mere sources of distortion in the playwright's 

reforming communication. But this is, as we have seen, only one lim_ 

ited. side of Shaw's, thought, and it is far from being manifested in 

its pure form either in his criticism or his plays. We also noted 

that Archer is not entirely consistent in his fanatical concern for 

every,. form of "truth" on the one hand, and his concern for dramatic 

construction, the devices of which Shaw insists are part of a stage 

logic that fails to_present a true picture of the world, on the other. 

In all three. men, there is thus a certain discrepancy between theory 

and the response to the practical necessities of the theatre; we find a 

198. Waste: A Traaedy. In Four Acts (London, 1927), p. 115. 
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strong - statement, of ,. '! the'-=truth and nothing but the truth" in the theory, 

and clear°countervention ofýthis statement as it is understood by each 

author-in the dramaturgical practices either recommended or carried 

out. Each theorist seems to-some extent to be drawn in one direction 

by dramatic necessity, which rules the audience's attention and in- 

terest in the theatre, and in the other by what he regards as truth, 

which often is at variance with this dramatic necessity. This phen- 

omenon-. raises questions about the feasibility of the whole "inform- 

ational" approach to drama, questions which will be discussed in the 

final chapter of the dissertation. 

3 The Role of the Producer 

Apart perhaps from his Shakespearian criticism, Barker is best 

known for his work''as a producer; indeed, the initial influence both 

of his work at the. Court Theatre and especially(of the Shakespearian 

productions at'the Savoy, combined with his later aloofness from the 

theatre, resulted in his becoming something of a legend in this cap- 

acity in the period between the wars. It is therefore rather surpris- 

ing, to discover the very limited, role that Barker allots to the pro-. 

ducer 
, 
in, his 

, 
ideal theatre. But it follows from the nature of his 

theory. For if, the. prime necessity in the theatre is that the char- 

acters come alive, that they be free of the conscious control of both 

the dramatist andthe actors, then the presence of another controlling 

mind can only be 'a necessary evil. 

Barker constantly deprecates the tyrannous director; he says, 

"let him emulate the diplomat rather than the drill-sergeant. ««199 His 

function is primarily that of the chairman of the committee of actors 

199. The Study' of Drams, p. 57. 
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meeting to discuss and°rthen; embodyý,, the play. 
200 "To suggest, to criti- 

cize, to co-ordinate-that should be the limit of his function, "201 

he says, and 

A producer's business is to help an actor in 
the study of his part, especially to help him 
find the relation of his part to the whole 
play; at later rehearsals to constitute himself 
as far as possible an ideal audience, register- 
ing each effect or each failure, and a critic 
analysing the causes. 202 

It is true that Barker does recognize the need for certain aspects of 

the production to be fixed, and for a certain unity to be achieved; 

but this must never be achieved at the expense of the independence of 

the actors: °- = 

. -'-Some fixity,, however, there must be, for the 
practical reason, if for no other, that co- 
operationwould be impossible without it. 
But there is the aesthetic reason too, and 
the theatre's problem is concisely this: 
how to attain enough definition of form and 
unity of intent for the staged play to rank 
as a homogenous work of art and yet preserve 
that freedom of action which the virtue of 
the human medium demands. 203 

This problem closely resembles that of the dramatist. The producer's 

work should be like that of a gardener; he should not force the pro- 

duction to conform to his own conception, but encourage it to grow by 

itself. He must not interfere with the natural process. Taking up 

the image of the "sensitive plate, " Barker says: 

--Let-the-producer,, in fact, do all he can 
before-hand-in grouping this sun=picture, 

200, "Notes on Rehearsing a Play, " Drama, 1 (1919), 3. 

201. The Exemplary Theatre,. p. 226. 

202. "Repertory Theatres, " The New Quarterly, 2 (1909), p. 501. 

203. The-Exemplary--Theatre.. pp. 233-34. 
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the performance of a play; but let him not 
touch the plates, not anticipate the final 
process. That is Nature's contribution to 
Art and-his manipulation must mar it. 204 

Like the dramatist, the producer must sacrifice a desire for perfection 

to the demands of-vitality: 

,, -,; --To say that one strives for perfection in art 
and wishes never to attain it is no paradox, 
it is only to assert the intimate relation of 
art to life. To sit while the action of a 
play grows, goes its own way, not insisting 
on this or that-for in art as in life how 
many good roads to a given point there are- 
caring only that the roads are good, testing 
sympathetically step by step that the way is 205 its own; that is in a real sense to "produce. " 

"Barker'also"puts very little emphasis on the visual side of- 

the production, 
206 that aspect in which, as we have seen, Craig wished 

the producers interpretation to be manifest. "Not that scenery is 

much-dramatic use; 'it-must'be kept in subjection or it will throw the 

actors and their-acting'into, the shade" 
207; "But the game of dressing 

up your-stage in odd shapes is such an easy one to play, and it con- 

tributes. as much to the art-of1he theatre as the costume of the actor 

does to. the playing of Hamlet-or Tartuffe-just as much and no more. 11208 

These comments are typical. The presence of a strong visual appeal, 

will, only add another conflicting and alien artistic presence: ... 
For to surround a. play with foreign bodies 
of scenery and costume which, alien in origin 

204. -I'Repärtöry Theatres, " The'New Quarterly, 2 (1909), 501. 

205. "Notes on Rehearsing a Play, " Drama, 1 (1919), 4. 

206. "I got"the'impression that he had little visual sense, as we 
understand it today ... . 11 says Michael MacOwan, who worked 
with him on, the 1936_ production of the revised Waste. See MacOn, 
"Working with a Genius, " Plays and Planers, July 1954, P. 7" 

207. On Dramatic Method, pp. 34-35, 

2O . "A Letter to Jacques Copeau, " Theatre Arts Monthly, 13 (1929), 
754. 
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and in intention, only obscure its meaning 
while they pretend to illustrate it, is an 
artistic crime., And a greater one still is 
the attempt to bolster up poverty of acting 
(the heart's blood of all true interpretation) 
by even the most genuine accessory riches, 
however brilliants however attractive they 
may ve r 

The rule should be: 

Allow for all the energy that can profitably 
be expended upon the simple interpretation of 
a play, then the surplus and the extra energy 
and enthusiasm engendered by the work of inter- 
pretation will allow for just so much external 210 
beautifying as-will properly complete the whole. 

Thus plays which' demand-deep and elaborate interpretations must be 

simply set, while it may be permissible to allow "a latitude of fancy 

in embroidering the slighter fabrics. "211 In the case of Shakespeare 

Barker arrives at`a position much like that of Yeats. "Realistic 

scenery won't do, if only because it swears against everything in the 

plays; `if only because it's never realistic .... " Mere curtains 

would be "excellent as 'a background, if a simple background were all 

that is wanted. - But what-about a play's demand for houses, with 

their doors and balconies, gardens with hedges, a forest with trees? " 

We need, then, ' "something that will reflect light and suggest space, 

if it's to be a. background-permanent for a play (this, for many reasons, 

it should be), something that will not tie us too rigidly indoors or 

out . '. ,. IPool's Elizabethan solution would demand a consistently 

Elizabethan production method which, as we have seen, Barker rejects- 

because it would discourage spontaneous reaction in a modern audience. 

209. The Exempt Theatre, p. 202. 

210. Iý", pp. 202-3. 

211. Ibid., p. 203. 
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"To inventra new hieroglyphic language of scenery, that, in a phrase 
2 is the, -problem. ". As'we have already seen, Barker believes that 

in a , stable repertory theatre conventions of scenery would be estab- 

fished that would help to-solve the problem. 

There could be no greater contrast between Barker's view of 

the producer and Craig's. Craig insists that the actors come to the 

first rehearsal knowing their lines, and suggests that they not be 

allowed to speak anything else at rehearsals. Barker would like no 

solitary study at all, and sees the producer as merely a chairman of 

a discussion by the actors. This contrast is a direct result of their 

different views of the nature of art. For Craig, the art object is a 

symbol of another reality. Every detail must reflect the unity of 

the artist's spiritual perception. It must contain nothing that 

could evoke a`direct, everyday response. As a symbol of nature's per- 

fection it must be perfect. But for Barker, art is merely a re- 

flection of life, a reflection moreover which shows us a subjective 

human response rather than an objective reality. The less the artist 

interferes with this response, the less he tries to impose on it an 

arbitrary perfection, the truer and more valuable will be the work of 

art. For Craig, if a production is to have even the semblance of a 

work of art it must reflect the unified perceptions of one man; for 

Barker, "The theatre is not the place for the unchecked expression of 

a dominant individuality, and any attempt to make it so is a step to- 

wards its destruction. " 213 The theatre's great social value for 

Barker lies in its exemplification of co-operation; it embodies the 

212, All the above quotations are from "The Golden Thoughts of 
Granville Barker, "" The Play Pictorial, 21, No. 126 (1912), iv. 

213; The Exemplary Theatre, p. 121. 
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opposing forces'ofsociety, with equal conviction, and its whole vital- 

ity, stems-frm*a refusal-to accept a single viewpoint. For Craig, 

the actor's humanity~is a nuisance, which limits the theatre's possi- 

bility. - For Barker, it is the theatre's great glory: 

Just , because. it employs this inevitably 
imperfect medium of humanity it must always 
be an imperfect art. And its strength must 
lie, not in logical conduct and regularity 
of form, but in employing to the full this 
rebellious human medium. In this collabor- 

"^ ation and its fruitfulness is drama's es- 
sential life. 214 

Craig demands nothing less than perfection; for Barker, the very im- 

perfection of the theatre reflects the imperfection of the life it 

presents: 

This book both tacitly and expressly rejects 
z ý. '-,, fthe ideal of the theatre which sees everything 

centred in the imagination and proceeding from 
-. -°the brain of one man. ... the theatre in its 

very nature is a co-operative art, and 
its chief glory is to be so. For if this sub- 
limated single being must be duplicated into 
designer and producer, why should he not be 
triplicated into author as well? Further, un- 
less the actors are to be merely puppets, he 
should logically assume the burden of the acting 
besides. It . is, indeed, noticeable that Gordon 
Craig-true genius and chief prophet in this 
kind, though, to our great misfortune, retired 
in these days to absolute supremacy in a theatre 
of, the clouds--has himself been sometimes driven 
to this conclusion and has sought refuge in an 
exalting of the puppet play. May one not write 
at the end of such a proposition: Which is 
absurd? We all strive for an absolute beauty, 
an absolute perfection in our work, to the degree 
of our gift. And if, in solitude, we never teach 
it we may blame those conflicting elements in 
ourselves, the penalty and the promise of our 
very humanity. The more, then, should we approve 
the friendly art of the theatre, which in its in- 

. _completeness 
is a truer reflection of the life it 

portrays than in any unimpeachable perfection of 

ý. On Dramatic Met od, p. 29. 
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achievement it could be. 215 

Barker presents the argument that Craig's theory culminates in a e- 

durtio-gd absurdum, and I have already indicated some support for this 

criticism; but it is of course-false logic to argue from this that 

therefore Barker's-own view is correct, especially as the ideal of 

the actionless play may be a similar absurdity. From Craig's point of 

view., Barker is simply admitting the theatre's insufficiency as an art 

form. If art's value lies in its reflection of the perfection of 

nature, not our imperfect humanity, then it must be judged by the de- 

gree to which it succeeds in reproducing this perfection. But Barker 

admits of no mystical perfection in nature; he sees only the imper- 

fection of humanity, and insists. that art must show us this. The con- 

trast is thus the essential one delineated in this dissertation be- 

tween the religious and the humanist approaches to art. 

There is, perhaps, a certain discrepancy between Barker's ideal 

of a producer and his own practice. Indeed, in his last book, deplor- 

ing the "tyranny" of the modern director, he says, "I speak as one who 

has sinned. 11216 He writes in The Exemplary Theatre: 

Nothing isýeasier than to plan out a production 
in elaborate mechanical perfection, to chalk-the 
stage with patterns for the actors to run upon, 
to have the dialogue sung though with a certain 
precision of pitch, tone, and pace, to bring the 
whole business to the likeness of a ballet. 217 

Perhaps, he: is thinkingtof his-own failings, for Lennox Robinson re- 

members: 

For rehearsal he-had devised a stage-cloth 
4 , 'kam < 

215. The Exemplary Theatre, pp. 209-10. 

216. The Use of the Dra ma, p. 34- 

217. ' The Exempl ary Thea tre, p. 234. 
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*=. a , marked , into squares a foot in size making the 
stage look like a gigantic chessboard. ... 

---- -- -But woe betide you if you ended up on a wrong 
square. Every move was part of a pattern, so 
was every gesture, every speech. ... It was 
fascinating to watch, the work of a genius, 
but each player was expected to imitate every 
intonation of the producer's, and in the end 
The Madras House came on the stage a beautiful 
but a dead thing. 218 

There may be some exaggeration in this, but most of those who worked 

with Barker imply that he kept the production under strict control; 

Geoffrey Whitworth says of his producing: 

This approach involved a strict rule over the 
players. He was down like a knife on any 
"stunt effect, " nor did he scruple to expound 

- -"-and if-, need be"to demonstrate, just how this 
particular line was to be spoken, or that 
particular. gesture made. And his actors gladly 
submitted, because he spoke to them in their 
own language, and if he gave orders, he could 
also give the convincing reason why. 219 

His Shakespearean productions, with their very striking d' or by Normaa 

Wilkinson and Albert Rutherston, in which W. Bridges Adams found echoes 

of Craig, Reinhardt and the Russian Ballet.. 220 
can scarcely have 

achieved his ideal; Barker says, 

Which of us has not heard entranced playgoers, 
as they passed out from some tremendously 
decorated, softly boohooing seance to the clat- 

;, tering reality of the streets, exclaiming: 
"How beautiful! How artistic; " Though what 

., it was all about they no more knew than did 221 
old Caspar the cause of the battle of Blenheiml 

And yet, as Bridges-Adams says, "People who would have blushed to 

speak of going to His Majesty's to see the scenery spoke without shame 

i. 

218. Lennox Robinson, Curtain UD: An Autobiography (London, 1942), 1 
pp. 26-7.219. 

Geoffrey Whitworth, Harley Granville-Barker (London, 1948), p. 3.0. 

220. W. Bridges-Adams, The Lost Leader (London, 1954), pp. 8-9. 
221.,. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 204. 
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of going to the'Savoy to-see the decor. "222 It is true that in avoid- 

ing realistic scenery, -in, achieving a fast and yet (according to some) 

well-spoken reading-of the'uncut texts, and in casting off many of the 

nineteenth-centuryýShakespearean traditions, Barker did achieve some 

of his aim$;, and if he did not achieve them all, the reason was that 

he was still restricted by the conditions of commercial management, as 

Bridges Adams points out: 

For in a single season he could not school a 
whole company into perfect harmony with his 
design; and: it was on his designers, in the 
literal sense, that he had to rely at least 
for the visual, harmonising of the show. 223 

Throughout his career Barker was thwarted by the co¢ýercial 

system. His, ccanpanies were essentially the same "scratch" companies 

of the commercial theatre, his rehearsals were limited, there was no 

stable audience and no established conventions. The unity he imposed 

as a 
. 
producer should. have been achieved by years of association, the 

style he. invented determined by a theatrical tradition, the d6cor 

accepted as conventional. Barker was like Craig at least in this,. that 

he saw. that no good work could be done in the theatre until it escaped, 

from the tyranny of commerce and achieved a complete reorganisation. 

For him, too, the accusation that he failed to accomplish all that he 

could have in the world of the professional theatre must have been 

particularly galling. For, like Craig, he saw that more work, more 

effort, was useless if the theatre was simply not moving in the di- 

rection of artistic achievement. "Belief persists in them that if 

only the thistle seed is good enough some sort of grapes will result,! 

222. Bridges Adams, The Lost Leader, p. 10. 

223. Ibid., p. 10. 
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he says, referring to "the gallant struggles of the victims of the 

present commercial circumstances to reconcile contradictory causes 

and effects. " ': -That-Bärker-finally refused to be such a victim is 

surely no more discreditable in his case than it was in Craig's. ' 

4. Conclusion ýý b 

Barker may be said to'have'established one of the major ortho- 

doxies of th© twentieth-century'-theatre. After the critical con- 

fusions that acc=panied the' birth of the modern theatre in England, 

his carefully balanced viewpoint was eagerly accepted, especially by 

.. x the profession i theatre and the academic critic. He presents, as we 

have seen, a softened version of the informational position. For him 

the theatres role is still essentially educational, but he avoids 

the excessive concern with verisimilitude associated with Archer and 

the extreme emphasis on ideas of some of Shaw's polemical statements; 

the truth'"the theatre conveys is not that of a photograph or of a 

political manifesto, but the particular subjective truth which these" 

forms miss. On the other hand, there is nothing other worldly about 

his attitude; he likewise avoids the extreme anti-rationalism of Yeats 

and Craig, which as we have seen, went so sharply against the current 

of the times. Barker also avoids the extreme emphasis on the play 

which characterizes the thought of Archer, Shaw the reformer, and 

Yeats, but he stops short of Craig's violent antipathy to the literary 

theatre, and his equally violent emphasis on the producer. While con- 

tinuing to make the play the dominant force in the theatre,. Barker 

brings the actor bäck into prominence as the theatre's most vital ele- 

meat, a position more in line with both professional and popular atti- 

22ý. The Exemplary Theatre, p. 254. 
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tudes. ' 

-An enormous number, of Barker's aims have become realities in 

the-modern theatre. In Shakespearean production, the uncut text, the 

rapid delivery, the--avoidance of tradition, the modified Elizabethan 

staging, with'no attempt at realistic scenery and no long intervals, 

are°all commonplace. If the initial discussions around a table are 

not a feature-of, most modern productions, the producer-as-diplomat 

rather-than the'producer-as-drill-sergeant is certainly the most 

generally accepted ideal. And if the full-scale Stanislavsky system 

is not` universally'accepted among actors, exercises and improvisations 

designed to encourage something like the actor's surrender to his 

role are almost universal in acting schools. And the inclusion of a 

broad dramatic study in their curricula, including dramatic literature 

and theatre history, points to the recognition of the modern actor's 

need to achieve an-'intelligent interpretation of his character and 

the play. The inclusion of theatre arts in many university programmes 

confirms Barker's demmand both for the well-educated actor and the -- 

theatrically informed-spectator. 

If Barker's plays are not often performed, the kind of plays 

he advocated certainly are. The prime standard of judgement among most 

critics, continues-to'be truth of characterization, and the sacrifice of 

this to plot, theatrical effect, or didactic aims will usually be 

questioned. ' In spite of innummerable theatrical experiments, the real- 

istic play reflecting a social concern, with circumscribed action and 

primar'y"emphasis-on character, continues to be a mainstay of theatres 

in the European tradition all over the world. David Storey's The 

produced at the Royal Court in 1973, could'with the fewest of essential 

changes have appeared there seventy years earlier under Barker's man- 
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agement. "-: AndAn°. the'area of Shakespearean criticism, Barker's modi- 

fication-of Bradley's principles, with the prime emphasis still on 

character'-but-with-recognition of the problems of production and of 

Elizabethan stagecraft in'particular, has certainly become an ac- 

cepted orthodoxy; the Prefaces are probably among the books of criti- 

cism most commonly recommended to students. 

In-the area'of theatrical organization too, Barker's aims" 

have been"partly achieved. The need-for national and municipal 

support for serious-. drama has been accepted. The long run, the 

scratch company, the-theatre-as-shop have been eliminated in the' 

national'and: provincial repertory theatres. But it should be noted 

that-these. -theatres by no means*achieve Barker's ideal, and indeed 

they. -indicate one'area*'in which Barker's aims have not been fulfilled. 

Barker. insisted on, a full-scale'repertory theatre that would function 

as a "library"'oftdrama. 
225 Archer=and Barker scheduled thirty-four 

plays for the opening season of their national theatre, some of them 
226 

receiving only two or. three performances. In Barker's-later version 

of-: the-scheme, forty-eight. productions were to be given in the the-. 

atrets two houses in ayear,, ten of them new. 
227 Neither the present 

National Theatre nor the. Royal Shakespeare Company present this many 

plays in 'a year, even'though the'number of new productions is roughly 

similar,, for the life of their' productions is mach shorter-than-Barker 

imagined. ý'+ He4expected-them to last an-average of four-years, 228 
where- 

as-few productions at either the national companies are revived after 

225. 
xTe 

ExemplaryTheatre, p. 255. 

226. Archer and Barker, A National Theatre (1907), p. °46. ý 

227. A Nations. Theatre (1930), p. 29. 

228. Ibid., 'p. 29. 
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their `first' season. 
229, 

' The reason for-the short life of modern productions is that 

they are Ar-more-heavily "produced" than Barker, intended. We have seen 

the limited role Barker allots to the producer, and his rejection of 

Craig's concept"of a'production'unified in the aesthetic perceptions 

of one man. The productions in-his repertory theatre-were clearly in- 

tended to be straight-forward'andlargely conventional, the accepted 

vehicles for`the'interpretations°of different actors over a number of 

years and, flexible, enough'to°vary with those 'interpretations. They 

would be unified-primarily-by the common style and approach of-the -, 

actors ýof the-theatres-permanent company. The average modern pro--- 

ductiontreflects-very-strongly the viewpoint of , the- producer, and-W 

depends on a distinctively original setting and ,a particular group of 

actors. It is-generally far too complex to be kept"alive for. very 

long, or to suffer . the. absence of the producer or-the actors who 

created-it. The enormous difficulties faced by opera-houses in keep- 

ing alive ' the' elaborate' productions staged for them by visiting the- 

atrical-producers exemplify-this'problem; 'normally after a few years 

of many changesfof cast and rehearsals-by different sub-producers - 

these productions are only shadows of what'they-once were. II 

The-reasons for the modern emphasis on production are many, 

but one-of, the most important lies in another unfulfilled aim of Bark- 

er's. The-national-theatres have'not achieved the community-audiences 

that Barker'regarded'as'essential. And they have not primarily because 

they do not'present. enough productions in-a year to make really habit-- 

229, Of the nine productions presented by the National. Theatre CompatV 
in its first-years only four were presented a second year, and only one, Othe o, survived to the fourth year. See "Total Numb- 
ers of Performances of Plays Presented at the National Theatre 1963/67° in The National Theatre: Some Facts and Figures 1963/67 (London, n. d. ), n. pag. 
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229° 
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Craig's concept-of a'production unified in the aesthetic perceptions 

of one man. The productions in his repertory theatre were clearly in- 

tended to be straight-forward and largely conventional, the accepted 

vehicles for'the interpretations of different actors over a number of 

years and flexible-enough to vary with those interpretations. They 

would be unifiedý'primarily by the common style and approach of the 

actors of the, theatre's permanent company. The average modern pro- 
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depends on a distinctively original setting and a particular group of 

actors. ': It is generally far too complex to be kept alive for very 

long, `or-to suffer, the absence of the producer or the actors who 

createdýit. 'The=enormous difficulties faced by opera houses in keep- 

ing alive the'elaborate productions staged for them by visiting the- 

atrical`producers exemplify this problem; normally after a few years 

of many changes of cast and rehearsals by different sub-producers 

these productions are only shadows of what they once were. 

The reasons for the modern emphasis on production are many, 

but one of, the most important lies in another unfulfilled aim of Bark- 

er's. The national theatres have not achieved the community audiences 

that Barker regarded as essential. And they have not primarily because 

they do not'present enough productions in a year to make really habit- 

229. Of the nine productions presented by the National Theatre Compair 
in its first year, only four were presented a second year, and 
only one, Othello, survived to the fourth year. See "Total Numb- 
ers of Performances of Plays Presented at the National Theatre 
1963/6711 in The National Theatre: Some Facts and Figures 1963/67 
(London, n. d. ), n. pag. 
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ual attendance possible. 'Nor do they have the strong subscription 

facilities that would prevent their inundation by tourists and oc- 

casional theatre-goers. Although the Royal Shakespeare Company and 

the Royal Court"do'have rather distinctive audiences, this distinct- 

iveness is accountable rather to the similarity of the tastes and 

backgrounds of their members than to their frequent attendance. Cer- 

tainly there is'no theatre with the balanced, stable representation 

from all parts of=the community that Barker demanded. 

°Because there is little continuity of audience, these the- 

atres cannot develop the conventions and the stylistic language that 

would simplify production and make possible the larger repertory. "To 

have designers and producers setting out upon one revival after an- 

other with'no equipment but blank minds and a bare stage is the depth 

of folly, "230, says"Barker, and yet this for the most part is what mod- 

ern producers and'designers must do, since they are faced with an 

audience-of blank minds. Such an audience cannot develop the taste 

for the art of-acting which the frequent seeing of the same actors in 

different plays-and-different actors in the same plays encourages. Nor 

can it achieve the-depersonalized friendship with the actors upon which, 

according to Barker, a truly spontaneous response is built. Thus it 

is that most modern productions of Shakespeare more closely resemble 

Barker's Savoy productions than he himself would have desired; the 

style of each new production still must be invented and imposed by the 

producer and'designer, and in all probability it will so strike the 

audience that it will tend to be the production itself, rather than the 

acting or the play, that will stay longest in its memory. 

230. See above, pp. 425-26. 
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This failure'of the. subsidized repertory theatre to take quite 

the - form' Barker- imagined-for it suggests, I think, a certain fallacy 

in-his conception-of the "Exemplary Theatre. " In essence, this the- 

atre is-, alcombination of°two forms; it has the club-like atmosphere, 

the'-intimacy-, between actor-and audience, and some of the conventional 

language,: of what. I have-called the "traditional theatre, " exempli- 

fied by the eighteenth-century English theatre. On the other hand, 

it:, has the emphasis onýinformational values, on the transfer of new 

truth about life-and: human character from stage to audience, char- 

acteristic of: the modern post-Bancroftian theatre. Of course, the 

difference is°one of emphasis; there were informational values in the 

old theatre, and traditional ones in the new, but they were not, I 

suggest, the`ones that primarily determined the audience's experience 

in-each theatre. Barker's'dramatic conception is thus an attempt to 

put the new wine of informational values into the old bottle of the 

traditional theatre's organization. He wants a habitual audience and 

the repertory system, but not the concentration on traditional acting 

form which is encouraged by these conditions and which is characteris- 

tic of the traditional theatre. He wants to establish conventions of 

design and production, and sees the necessity of a stable audience in 

achieving them, but he will not accept the corollaries of conventional 

acting and conventional plays such as are found in theatres with this 

sort of audience. There is nothing, we may say, in Barker's theatre 

to exclude the kind of mass audience he wishes to avoid, for the prim- 

ary values of his theatre are such as can be appreciated by any edu- 

cated person, whether he has attended the theatre before or not. In 

London today opera and ballet may be said to exclude a substantial 

part of the potential audience by the fact that these forms partially 
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depend upon a special language or tradition which needs to be learned 

by experience; thus there is no doubt that the audience for these 

forms contains a relatively high percentage of people already familiar 

with the theatre or the form. But the audience of the spoken theatres 

excludes only those without a knowledge of English and a moderate de- 

gree of education. These theatres do not really need the repertory 

system, as the increasing practice of transferring successful pro- 

ductions from the subsidized theatres to the West End indicates. The 

subsidized theatres are theatres whose natural tendency towards the 

long run is only artificially curtailed, while a true long run of a 

traditional opera or ballet is exceptional under any circumstances. 

If the Royal Shakespeare Company or the National Theatre do not con- 

form to the ideal of the Exemplary Theatre, the reason may be that 

the latter contains contradictory elements that prevent its realizaticv. 

This theme will be developed further in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

I. SummarY,,,, 

{_The primary purpose of the dissertation has been to clarify 

and compare, the, basic theoretical positions with respect to the art 

of the, theatre of five thinkers influential in the early years of the 

modern theatre. Its_aim has also been to show how their specific 

proposals for reform, their criticism of other artists, and their 

creative work in the theatre, can be partially related to these the- 

oretical conceptions. In this final chapter I hope to demonstrate 

some of the difficulties which would appear to limit the possibility 

of the realization in actual theatrical practice of these conceptions. 

J. S. Mill saw two strains of thought developing in the nine- 

teenth. century, the Coleridgian and the Benthamite. This distinction 

has beezfound a valid one by many later students of nineteenth-century 

thought,, notably Basil Willey and F. R. Leavis. The Coleridgian strain 

is_religious, conservative, intuitive, anti-democratic, and suspicious 

of what Coleridge called the "understanding" and what most of his suc- 

cessors called "reason, " and particularly its manifestation in science; 

the Benthamite strain is orientated towards reform and progress, is 

concerned only with man, and would use reason to expand scientific 

. modes of thought into many areas of life. I have called the first 

tendency "religious" since it seems based on belief in or experience 

of a power. above man which must be served, though this power is not 

necessarily called "God. " I have called the second tendency "humanist" 
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because it. denies any value apart from man himself; the term has per- 

hapsýironically developed today an anti-scientific connotation, though 

the rise of science-and the rise of humanism are clearly associated 

phenomena. -. "The spectacle. today of humanists fighting the products of 

their own humanism is one=that some religious thinkers find (in a 

horrible 'way) . gratifying. 

-. I have tried to show that the thinkers discussed here manifest 

the same fundamental division in a form that is aggravated by the in- 

creasing scientism of the. late nineteenth century. This division is 

seen in their dramatic theories in their advocacy of two opposing 

kinds of communication, the "symbolic" and the "informational. " The 

religious thinkers see art as a means of attaining direct intuitive 

experience of-the power to which man must align himself; it achieves 

this not-by the direct communication of fact-or emotion, but in- 

directly by the useýof, certain symbols that have the power, when the 

mind of the recipient is quiet, of evoking this experience. The-- 

ability of-a symbol"to. do this, or possibly the experience itself, 'is 

sometimes called by them "beauty. " The humanist thinkers are either-, 

unaware of, -or place a lesser value on, this experience. Their con- 

cern is with the direct communication of fact and emotion which has, 

in the broadest sense, an educative effect on its audience leading to 

moral and social progress. I have called this communication "inform- 

ational". because it consists clearly in the transfer of some kind of 

knowledge,. albeit sometimes of a very special kind, from stage to 

audience; on the other hand, the object of symbolic communication is 

not knowledge in the ordinary sense; rather, it is an experience that 

cannot be defined or described in ordinary rational terms. 

To, some extent these two kinds of communication were to be seen 
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in the Engiish'theatre öf the nineteenth century. The theatre of the 

early part of the century was still struggling to preserve the ideals 

of the eighteenth-century repertory theatre; here interest was centred 

on the per'förmer; and there was a strong performing tradition and 

probably a symbolic performing language recognized by both performers 

and the predomiriätely bituä audience. Descriptions of the great 

performers oflthe'period, like Siddons or Kean, often suggest a kind 

of transcendental quality we may associate with religious experience. 

This kind öf-theatre"gradually proved impossible in the new social 

conditions'of the nineteenth century, though it survived at the 

opera, with a'special upper-class following, until the end of the 

century. It was replaced by a new kind of theatre that avoided 

theatrical träditiän`and founded its communication instead on the 

shared assumptions '6f the increasingly homogeneous middle-class; the 

working-class-orientated music hall emerged at the same time. This 

new middle-cläss theatre relied much more than did its predecessor 

011 informational values--the new play, the realistic production, the 

interesting' interpretation; since familiarity with a tradition was no 

longer required, the new mass audience could be tapped almost in- 

definitely, ' and the long run brought economic life back to the theatre. 

This theatre'was limited by its commercial orientation essentially to 

nle information; the audience was shown what it already knew or 

wanted to know, not what it needed for its own moral or intellectual 

good to`know. But by the end of the century humanist artists dis- 

covered the educational potential of the new theatre and the first 

Ibsen productions challenged the values of the commercial theatre. 

These`productiöns created the intellectual interest in the theatre 

that gave rise to the theoretical debate analysed in this dissertation. 
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, 
William Archer may be taken as a clear example of the "in- 

formational" theorist. An extreme rationalist and meliorist, he is 

concerned,, thatthe theatre further humanprogress by conveying insight 

into,. human psychology and morality. He also shows a tendency to be 

concerned about. any apparent deviation from what he regards as "truth" 

and-his criticism shows a perhaps exaggerated interest in logic, veri- 

similitude and details of morality. Because the play is the main 

source of psychological and moral information, and because contempor- 

ary. literature as a whole showed an interest in this information.. 

Archer's main concern may be described as the creation of a "literary 

theatre, " a theatre dominated by the play and acknowledging contempor- 

ary-literary standards. However, Archer believed that, in order to 

interest an. audience, these informational elements must be subjected 

to the-laws of theatrical construction and narrative technique which 

he derived mainly from the tradition of the "well-made play. " His 

views of. production, acting and d6cor all illustrate his concern for 

verisimilitude and, above all, for the primacy of the play, to which 

other features of the performance must be subordinated. Since he be- 

lieves the educative drama will never be widely popular, he advocates 

the founding of an endowed repertory theatre where it may be presented 

to, an interested minority. In his last book, The Old Drama and the New,, 

he traces the history of English drama as a gradual progress in the 

direction of increased emphasis on informational values, in the hope 

of reviving the waning reputations of the dramatists he admired. 

._I 
have argued that Shaw's philosophy contains both the relig- 

ious and the humanist tendencies in unresolved contradiction; onto 

the essentially religious "Vitalist" position of Butler and Bergson, 

which glorifies "instinct, " he has grafted his own belief in the ef- 
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ficacy of conscious intellectual and moral purpose. He posits two 

selves, the conscious and°the, unconscious; the former uses its in- 

tellect to foresee man's progress, and latter feels directly-the 

promptings of the Life Force. In many of his plays, most notably 

Man and Superman, these two progressive tendencies are shown in unre- 

solved opposition; ' Shaw's contradictory views on free will, eugenics 

and reformism, -and perhaps also the general "paradoxical" quality of 

much of his writing, -derives, I have suggested, from his vacillations 

between the choice off. the conscious or the unconscious self as the 

source-of action*- 

- paradoxical-position is evident in his dramatic ideas as 

well. Most-of his direct theoretical statements are of a very strong 

"informational" cast: plays can have value only in their ideas, and 

it is by this value=alone that they must hold the audience's interest. 

He rejects Archer's "construction" and his concern for truths of minor 

importance;. he-regards all other elements of the performance apart 

from the playas no more than necessary evils. But this extremetin- 

forma. tional,. position is modified elsewhere by his concern that the 

artist-communicate to-the unconscious self, "by unspecified means which 

we may take'to be symbolic.. The clearest evidence for this concern is, 

found in his criticism, which is far from judging solely on inform- 

ational grounds. His concern'for "beauty" in the work of the performer 

is, here found to be, in continual conflict with his informational views, 

especially'in his criticisms of the Covent Garden and the Wagner sing- 

ers, and of the actors of the old and new schools. In his work as a 

playwright and as a producer Shaw demands both informational and syM-- 

bolic qualities from his performers, demands that he again has great 

difficulty in. seeing fulfilled. 
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W. B. Yeats is a-clear representative of the "religious" at- 

titude. r He'conde s progress, betrays frequent suspicion of science, 

praises''the°traditions and aristocratic forms'of the past, and ex- 

presses-belief'in a spiritual reality accessible only by indirect 

means. The-träditional, symbols`of art are one such means. In theory, 

Yeats would have the theatrical performance dominated by the verbal 

symbols'of-poetry; it-is necessary therefore that the audience ac- 

cept the dominant importance of the play in the theatre. The audience 

must also'be'able to appreciate the "traditional language of passion'' 

in which the play is"written, either because the lives of its members 

are such asýto leave them open'to symbolic conmmunication, or because 

it has a direct familiarity with poetic tradition. All the other 

elements of, theýperformance, apart from the play, including the decor, 

the seen-scene, and the acting, , must' be subdued, and the inform- 

ationalcontent of the'play itself limited, so that the audience may 

attain the state of "twilight between sleep and waking" in which'thery, * 

religious experience-takes place. Yeats' s' drawing-room performances 

of At the"Häwkts Well, where the invited audience was familiar'with 

Yeats's work, the`production'was as simple as possible, and no special 

theatrical "world" created by the director destroyed intimacy, probably 

came"closest to achieving` the' experience' at` which Yeats was aiming. 

{ `Gordon Craig isýalso a religious thinker; he shares Yeats's 

conservatism, his suspicion of reason and science, and his antidemo- 

cratic tendencies. -I have described his religious orientation as 

"Taoist"; he sees the'essential fact of life to be change or movement, 

and man's tragedy to'lieýin-his refusal (through clinging to a perman= 

ent ego) to' recognize'the-divine nature of , this- change. The artist' ; 

through his imagination, ' glimpses this divine nature, `and creates sym- 
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bols which reflect-it. I, have called them "natural symbols" because 

they reflect the basic laws of nature and are supposed to be universal 

in their effect. - The-existence of such symbols seems to be postulated 

by theorists of, a number of modern art forms. 

Craig foresees several stages through which the theatre will 

pass'beforeit reaches a form of communication based solely on natural 

symbols; 'in-each stage the direct informational content of the perform- 

ance"will'be"reduced. The poetic theatre will present plays brought 

to life°by. the producers'. interpretations, which will embody them as 

songs=embody poems; the kinds of acting, mise-en-scene and decor 

suited to such productions will be those which do not in themselves 

convey information to distract the audience's attention from the words, 

but which yet subtly symbolize the producer's response to those words. 

In the'next; stage of theatrical development, the words of the play will 

be eliminated; according to Craig, they are not universal in their ef- 

fect, ý inevitably conflict with the artistic vision of the producer, and 

are the main--source of informational content in the theatre. - In the-, -, 

next'stage the actor will be eliminated, for he too in his body and, 

in his , personality is full-of human "information" and his egotism pre- 

vents him from functioning, as a perfect artistic medium. In the final 

theatre-of-the future, informational content will be reduced to certain 

basic abstract shapes whose movement in a void will re-enact the basic 

processes of life. 

� Harley Granville Harker presents a position which, while clear- 

ly-allied to the humanist, informational school, nevertheless softens 

some of its extreme views and makes use of a more subtle definition of 

theatrical information.. Barker's world-view resembles Craig's in its 

sense of man's alienation from nature through the development of ego- 
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tism, but-Barker sees hope not in the negation of the ego but in the 

breaking down of'barriers between individuals in the creation of a 

larger community which will have some of the properties of the 

single. ego., or, soul. Art encourages this development by fostering the 

power of sympathy, the ability to see into the "world of other people, " 

and by, uniting audiences and actors in an artistic community that 

transcends normal social barriers. But the artist can arouse sym- 

pathy by false or one-sided means, and so our identification with his 

creations must be supplemented by a critical understanding of their 

nature. e 
Barker demands these two qualities of sympathy and critical 

awareness from the three major elements in the theatrical collabor- 

ation; the audience, the. actor, and the playwright. The audience 

must give itself. up spontaneously and whole-heartedly to the the- 

atrical illusion, and yet it must at the same time have a critical 

knowledge of, the art of. the theatre, and especially of the actor's 

interpretation of, his role. The actor must create this interpretation 

through. careful and critical study of the play, but he then must learn 

to abandon a part of himself to his creation so that it may become 

genuinely alive. The playwright embodies the moral and intellectual 

concerns of his time in his characters, but. they again must be given 

a life of�their own and not be subdued to preconceived moral or drama- 

turgical. ends. Each participant, in other words, allows himself to be 

taken outside himself, and yet keeps a watchful eye upon where he is 

going. The producer assists the process by helping the company to a 

consensus of-interpretation, but must not destroy the life of the pro- 

duction by seeking to control it. For the participants in the collab- 

oration to. achieve their ends, they must establish a common language 

and set of conventions, they must understand each other through mutual 
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association over än-extended period, and they must be free of com- 

mercial restraints; yý-these conditions can only, in Barkers opinion, 

be achieved in ä permanent, publicly-endowed repertory theatre. 

II. Criticism on the Grounds of Theoretical Practicability. 

In the introductory chapter I outlined briefly a critical 

approach to the theories just summarized. I argued the futility of 

attempting to choose between the humanist and religious premises, and 

suggested that both should be regarded as having potential validity. 

Since in art the co-existence of many forms is possible, we may wel- 

come the realization of all the conceptual theatres created by these 

men, if such a realization is possible. The most important area of 

criticism lies in this question of practicability: is there anything 

in the theories that would prevent the realization of these theatres 

under ideal conditions? We are not concerned with their practicabil- 

ity under any particular set of real circumstances, since failure here 

would not disprove the theories; but if each of these theorists could 

be given unlimited control over circumstances, could he create the 

theatre of his imagination? Or is there something in the theory it- 

self or in the basic nature of the theatrical medium that would pre- 

vent him? 

One of the difficulties in the theories themselves that has 

already frequently been suggested lies in their one-sidedness. In the 

attempts of the symbolic and informational theorists to exclude each 

other, both are drastically limited, and even Barker's compromise does 

not succeed in getting the best of both worlds. As we have seen, this 

theatrical dichotomy is only one facet of the extreme polarization of 

humanist and religious thought that developed by the end of the nine- 

teenth century. Roughly speaking, what we see in the artistic sphere 
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is a change from, a_sensibility in which truth is beauty and beauty 

truth, to one in which beauty and truth are two opposite qualities 

that cannot co-exist in the same work. The Romantics could still 

look at nature, and see both a physical object to be objectively de- 

scribed,. and a symbol of a divine presence to be passionately ex- 

perienced. But by the end of the century for most people nature had 

become solely an object, whose true description was a scientific one; 

many, especially artists, protested against this development, but not 

even; a Yeats could remain unaffected by the arguments of a Huxley or 

Tyndall., Those who clung to the religious experience (or the "beau- 

tiful" in art) were increasingly forced to make their experience de- 

rive from something entirely other than the world of phenomena; the 

scientific view, they said, may be valid for this world, but it is 

not valid in, another world of which we can become aware only by same- 

how obliterating the world in which logic, cause and effect, and normal 

intellectual. thought take place. In different ways the "art-for-art's- 

sake" aesthetes, the Symbolists in poetry and painting, and the mysti- 

cal and_occult circles in which Yeats moved, all indicate this develop- 

ment at the end of the century. 

, 
The development of humanist art was generally in the direction 

of a more scientific description of the world; Archer, as we have seen, 

supports this development in a direct and naive way, while Barker pre- 

sents a more subtle qualification of it. For both, art must give know- 

ledge of life, and especially of human nature as it really is; in 

achieving this{end it must break down the illusions that surround us, 

the old false idealizations, the socially-accepted self-deceptions, the 

encrustment of traditional patterns of thought. The development of 

"religious" art is in the direction of images which convey no know- 
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ledge, because of; their extreme reliance either on traditional or 

highly-conventicnalized symbols, or on "pure" abstract form. No 

informational elements must be allowed to destroy the silence of the 

mind in which--the artistic or religious experience takes place. 

But there'-is an obvious problem with both these tendencies, 

which is seen'when`we take them to their logical conclusions. If 

everythingris-eliminated from art that does not show us life as it is, 

are-we not left with all content and no form? Can we call something 

art that is-free of all the "distortions" which any tampering with 

the-raw data of experience must create? On the other hand, does not 

the extreme religious position-leave us with all form and no content 

--or, in. other words, with nothing, since contentless form is incon- 

ceivable? -Is: notýthe-logical conclusion of Craig's-quest a blank, 

as he seems himself to intimate in his comments on his own engraving 

of'a man in a'snowstorm? 
1 For any image, -however abstract, conveys 

scze information. -Formless-content and contentless form are thus the 

two abysses that seem to. lie in wait for those of both parties who 

take their basic premises-seriously. 

Archer, as'we have seen, is not afraid to call his art "scien- 

tific, " and he considers beauty. "to be mere decoration; in rejecting 

beauty he sacrifices the Shakespearian acting he loved in his youth, 

and. dramatic poetry, to which he was not necessarily insensible. He 

accepts this sacrifice because these elements are, to him, humanisticly 

useless; they doýnot play their partrin human progress. But he insists 

on the value-of-dramatic form, if only on pragmatic groundst the valu- 

able information drama conveys can only be made. to hold the interest 

} 

1. See above, pp. -320-21. 
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of the"audience"by-meeansýof the devices of the story-teller. Dram- 

atic construction in-itself conveys nothing of value, but it renders 

the content palatable* In various guises, some more subtle than this, 

the same: argumenthas often been used by humanist thinkers. 

Shaw the, humanist4emphatically denies this solution. Dram- 

atic form means nothing other than the falsification of the truth, 

the imposition-upon it of, patterns that are not true to life, but 

which-in'fact pander to the very illusions from which art should set 

us free. -Truth and'nothing'but the truth can be the artist's sole 

means of capturing=the attention of the audience; we are not bored, 

nor, are wercoricerned with-niceties of expression or form, when we 

listen-to the message of the Angel of the Annunciation. 2 Plays, 

actors, theatres ` are` only the cumbersome means the prophet must use 

to convey"his vision, to'a congregathnthat has abandoned its pew for 

the theatrical stall. We-must remember, however, that this view re- 

presents only'one"side of Shaw's thought. 

Barkerls-perhaps aware of the artistic abyss that seems to 

lie at the end of this train of thought, but we may wonder if his 

attempts*to avoid"it succeed. By-delineating a special kind of- 

sub-jective truth; as, the province-of'ärt, and by making the actor's inter- 

pretation'"its`prime vehicle; he gives to the theatre a unique and 

valuable educative function in society. But-this special kind of 

truth still, 'seems at odds with artistic form: It is spontaneous; it 

must be allowed to grow; -it cannot be forced into any preconceived 

mould. The-play must ultimately'be directed by the actor's uncon- 

scious; "the director's, -or even the actor's, conscious interference 

means death... Similarly, the dramatist's characters must be brought 

2. See above, p. 140. 
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to-lifeaand allowed to do as they please; only by accident, it seems, 

will their actions meld into a coherent dramatic structure. Faced with 

the impossibility, of controlling his characters, Barker is drawn to a 

theatre of ! 'being" rather than "doing"; with the element of action 

limited, his characters will be free to be themselves. Barker's own 

plays, 'with the life-like muddle of their action, their careful avoid- 

ance not only of heroes and villains but often even of main characters 

and-subordinate characters, their refusal to deny full life and ex- 

pression even, to-a confident or a butler, definitely approach form- 

lessness; and, we often feel that they avoid it only because Barker's 

dramatic instinct prevents him from being totally faithful to his 

theories. 

None of the "informational" theorists thus entirely succeeds 

in, dispelling the spectre-of formless content, or in preventing us 

from wondering if,, the, kind of information they value is not incom- 

patible with the-basic-necessities of drama. This is not to say, of 

coursep,, that other proponents of the informational theory could not 

present it more". convincingly., My own experience, however, is that 

the conflict between-drama and what the twentieth-century mind regards 

as, truth is essentially irreconcilable. Those plays that work in the 

theatre, ýwhether they are ostensibly "well-made" or not, seem to do so 

by virtue-of a certain! "mathematics" as Yeats calls it, 3 
a certain 

obedience, to the basic laws of expectation and surprise, conflict and 

crisis, suspense and resolution, which seem to have nothing to do with 

life; they are amoral, -inhuman, and untrue, in the sense that they do 

not appear to-govern reality as we know it outside the theatre. My on 

3, See above, p. 214. 
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experience in`watching plays-governed by the informational assumption 

(and these constitute a , considerable proportion of modern drama) has 

been marked by, the-frequent awareness of a tension between what must 

be for dramatic'reasons. and what must be for reasons of truth to life 

or-the authorlsäideas;: Barker, I believe, senses this tension in 

Ibsen. 4 
'At one moment, we recognize the rhythms of the life with 

which we. are familiar; °at another, we see the characters caught up-in 

powerful theatrical forces of which there is no real-life counterpart, 

but upon which (cunningly disguised, for much of the modern art of 

dramaturgy consists in such disguising) the success of the play de- 

pends. One can, of: course, enjoy or find interesting this tension, 

but the experience remains for me an unsatisfying one. 

:,. As has been said, there may be more convincing versions of 

the theory-than those presented here, but of these we may make the 

following` observations the more the drama seeks to convey true in- - 

formation as it is`understood by these men, the less justification 

there seems to be for the use 'of the dramatic form, which cannot but' 

to some-degree falsify this information. This fact would seem to 

limit the possibility of'the. completefulfilment in reality of their 

dramatic conceptions. 

An analogous problem is to be found in the symbolic position, 

as expressed-by Yeats-and Craig, and by Shaw in his religious guise. 

The theatres envisaged here seem also to be deficient in the qualities 

we call "dramatic, " though in this case what is missing is not drama- 

tic form but the'elements of emotional and intellectual interest that 

might be called""dramatic content. " We saw how Yeats sought to avoid 

4. See above, p. 470. 
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too much ofýthiskind'of interest in his plays, how he sought "devices 

to'exclude'or lessen character, "5 both in plays and productions. We 

also"saw-how theatrical realities forced him to caanpromise in these 

areas. z We saw how he tried to subdue every aspect of the production 

exceptthe, words of the poet, so that the symbolic power of these 

words, °impinging on minds in the. -"twilight between sleep and waking, "6 

might'create'a state of communion with a reality not normally acces- 

sible'to'everyday consciousness, a state which the smallest distrac- 

tion may destroy. Anything that evokes that "everyday mind" must in 

theory.. be eliminated. But can drama survive in such attenuated cir- 

cumstances? Does not the theatre demand the strong involvement by an 

audience in-the affairs of its characters? Is not Barker right that 

the "drama's first aim is to subdue us by submitting us emotionally 

to the give and take, the rough and tumble, of some illusion of 

life'!? 7 
_-We may feel that Yeats's own plays give the lie to his theory; 

in spite`of the evidence I have presented to suggest the extensive in- 

fluence upon them of his theory, their characters still seem too real, 

their action too interesting, their tone too "dramatic, " to achieve 

the me ntal_tranquillity in their audience that Yeats theoretically 

demands. 

- Shaw. -faces a similar problem in his admiration for artistic 

"beauty. "''-"When singers sing so well that it no longer matters what 

they sing, they keep the theatre stagnant with all their might. "g 

5. See, above, p. 251. 

6., See, above, p. 241- 

7. 
. -. 

See, above, p. 422. 

8. See above, p. 165. 
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Those singers 'and actresses who have to the highest degree that qual- 

ity Shaw admiresfpay no attention, and do not need to pay attention, 

toi"dramatic", values; 'they ignore logic and probability, their char- 

acterizations are conventional and their stage behaviour negligent; 

theylare willing, to sacrifice all dramatic illusion in order to 

acknowledge-applause-or to accept a basket of flowers. Patti cares 

only for "the beauty-of her own voice, "9 and yet Shaw at times pre- 

fers`this beauty to the, most dramatic, conscientious performance 

that lacks it. ' If we accept that, for this side of Shaw's nature, 

"beauty" is*the essential criterion of art, how limited again seems 

the role. of drama in the theatrical experience. If Yeats's theory 

seems, to lead logically to the lyric poem read aloud, this tendency 

of - Shaw's` would seem, to'find its fulfilment in the vocal concert. 

-Craig; <as we-have seen, shares with Yeats the sense that 

emotional and intellectual interest destroy the possibility of sym- 

bolic-, communication.,. Gradually he eliminates every source of such 

interest; words, actors, and finally all representation of human life 

of any sort'are pruned away from his ideal theatre. We are left with 

the basic processes of birth, reproduction and death hinted at in the 

appearance,, ramification and dissolution of shapes in a void. And, 

as has been noted, at times Craig suggests that even this is too much, 

that the summation of his art would be nothing at all; indeed, blank 

pictures and silent musical compositions have been created by artists 

following similar trains of thought. Surely such a conclusion must 

betaken as evidence of some absurdity in the original theoretical 

premises. 

9. See above, p. 164. 
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" Thus-the-symbolic theories, like the informational ones, seem 

to lead, as we apply them with more and more rigour, to a limit where 

what is-demanded in the name of the art of the theatre contradicts 

the essential featuresýof the theatre as we know it. The solutions 

it might seem, -would be to combine the two theories, to have a theatre 

in which truth, of., content would be married to a satisfying artistic 

form. But in ,a sense-all the theorists in their way are seeking such 

asolution. - The trouble is, as already suggested, the two ways of 

seeing-the world, 7the-humanist and the religious, have now by the end 

of the nineteenth century become entirely incompatible. The truth of 

the humanist has become. one which excludes beauty, as a pleasant il- 

lusion-casting a fictitious glamour on the real world, as an empty 

idealization fundamentally opposed to the facts of life. And the 

religious thinker has been forced in reaction to see all the facts of 

life*-as-in . themselves: dead and illusory, mere veils that must be - 

brushed aside-in order to reveal the true spiritual reality. 

-- This dissociation is seen most vividly in Shaw, who makes 

strenuous attempts toaunite the two positions. But, as I hope I have 

shown,, Shaw's truth and Shaw's beauty are incompatible in a way that 

these qualities were not for the Romantics. His truth is one which 

expressly excludes ideals, which debunks romantic illusions, which 

continually, looks to the prosaic reality behind the glamorous image. 

And his beauty is the perfect conformity to traditional ideals, to 

patterns that have no counterpart in everyday reality. The constitu- 

ent elements of perfect bel canto singing, as exemplified by Patti 

and Jean De, Reszke, and the constituent elements of perfect heroic 

acting, as exemplified by Sullivan or Ada Rehan, are, from the point 

of, )view 
of, Shaw's truth, gross distortions of reality. But to make 
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these elements'conform to-this reality, to make them expressive of 

hu an'psychology, and society as seen by Shaw the reformer, would be 

to render'°them, "in'°'the eyes of Shaw the aesthete, simply ugly. It is 

not surprising therefore that we find such vacillation and confusion 

in his treatment of'the"Covent Garden and Wagnerian singers, as he 

tries to yoke-together two essentially incompatible qualities. 

Neither side can therefore be "blamed" for the one-sidedness 

of its position; the problem lies not in the reasonings or sensibil- 

ities of these; men, -but'in the dissociated intellectual climate of- 

the timeilwhich hadiits-effects in most areas of life and which the 

twentieth century has°. inherited. Although individual artists have 

resolved'the problem'in ways personal to them, there has been no 

general healing of the'dichotomy. The theme of alienation, which may 

be said-to dominate the-arts of the twentieth century, perhaps 

speaks'to our-sense that what we believe to be "truth, " and the mental 

universe we have created-with this belief, conflicts with aspects of 

human' experience' that in previous centuries were understood in'the- 

context of. -religion; -the alienation motif expresses also the personal 

rage'ofýthe'artist at his culture, which has denied him the integral 

outlook necessary for the highest artistic creation. 

3; Criticism on the'Grounds of Social Practicability 

What may be called the social practicability of these schemes 

may also be questioned. Atheatrical performance has an irredeemable 

social aspect; no matter how well it succeeds in achieving its own 

standard s, if it does not find an audience to share those standards it 

might as well not exist. ' And if the theatre is not to be a single 

event but an institution, it must be able to find such an audience on 

a regular basis. Is there anything in the theories discussed here that 
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would-prevent-the-theatres they describe from gaining this kind of 

audience?, Again, we are not concerned with the particular social 

conditions under which these men worked, but with hypothetically ideal 

conditions. 

4 'In. the second chapter of this dissertation we saw two theatres 

which were, in their time, highly successful in their relationships 

with their audiences, although in different ways. The eighteenth- 

century theatre catered to a compact audience of all classes whose 

repeated'-association with a company of actors and a repertory of plays 

made possible a vital communication. The post-Bancroftian theatre 

satisfied the whole mass of occasional middle-class theatre-goers with 

representations of life as that class wished to see it. In the case 

of the-eighteenth-century theatre the actors made use of a special 

theatrical language of tone and gesture whose significance was de- 

veloped, in-conjunction with the audience; communication only became 

difficult when the audience became so diluted with newcomers that 

this significance was no longer understood. The popular modern the- 

atre-coimmmicated (and still communicates) less perfectly but still 

successfully with an audience sharing the knowledge, values, pre- 

judices: of a , particular class. Both of these theatres were essential- 

ly moulded-by their audiences, and as a result formed stable social 

institutions for as long as those audiences existed. As we have seen, 

the theoretical theatres we are discussing make use of the same two 

basic kinds of communication we find in these real theatres; but do 

they have the same potential for social stability? 

The theatres proposed by the informational theorists, Archer, 

Barker, and Shaw the reformer, are notable for the fact that they are 

to be created, to a greater or lesser degree, in opposition to their 
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audiences. 'In-the case=of'Shaw the reformer, this opposition is ex- 

plicit and extreme; the theatre must challenge, provoke, disturb the 

most cherished-illusions of its audience. Archer and Barker take 

less revolutionary stances, but even in the theatres they conceive 

the-audience does not come to have its illusions reinforced. It is 

to be made, whether gently or forcibly, to see things it normally 

shuts=its eyes"to, 'to question things it normally leaves unquestioned, 

to open itself°to the possibility of change. Only by achieving such 

painful=breakthroughs can the theatre contribute to human progress. 

--, It-may be argued, and-indeed Barker and Archer assume it to 

be the case, that-there is a minority of theatre-goers who want such 

an»experience, even though this experience cannot normally be de- 

scribed as pleasant, and-that this minority will provide the stable 

support necessary for successful functioning of the theatre. Looking, 

however, "at theatres which profess to function along these lines (the 

Royal ' Court- of 1905, or of 1975, for example)., we may argue in return, 

I think, that this minority audience is not in fact being significantly 

challenged by what it sees;, most of its members are part of the van- 

guard of-society, that has already assimilated the new tendencies which 

the theatre is-prcmiulgating, »and to some extent at least this audience 

comes'to have its special values confirmed, much as the middle-class 

play-goer goes to the popular theatre to have is values confirmed. 

Of course, not all of the-audience necessarily espouses the valueWof 

the minority 'theatre; but it has at least become inured to them, it 

has included them in its intellectual frame of reference, and so the 

"challenge"is effectively defused. Those who really could be chal- 

lenged rarely attend this kind of theatre, because they do not find it 

pleasant»to'do so. 
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Of-course; ""iVwould be absurd to suggest that no true edu- 

cation'can go on in a theatre, that a serious informational theatre 

that-actually'-would change its audience is an impossibility. But 

there is clearly a tendency for the amount of this change to be in 

inverse proportion to the social success of the theatre. This tend- 

ency has some disturbing consequences in the modern theatre. The 

artistic director'is continually forced to accept a compromise between 

what"he wants'to say and what his audience will accept; neither side 

is entirely satisfied. The performers feel contradictory impulses; 

their age-old'instinct is to satisfy their audiences, and yet their 

consciences' tell, them-that what satisfied is not the disturbing truth 

but the comfortable illusion. For the writer, a success may be as 

ominous' as a -failure,, for "if the audience seems really to be enjoying 

itself, at'"a -IP_vmnalion or a Three-Penny Opera, is this not a sign 

that it is missing the point, that it'has failed to recognize the 

challenge to its assumptions? -Most of the workers in the serious 

modern theatre betray the - frustration that comes of divided""aims; -one 

of its-symptoms is the chronic cynicism about audiences that is so 

common among them. There is a similar frustration on the other side 

of, the curtain. ` Theraudience's instinct is to applaud what pleases 

it and to avoid what does not-please it; but it may sometimes be 

ashamed to admit what'it finds pleasing, and it may force itself to 

react unspontaneously to"What it believes to be "good. " The result 

is what Peter Brook calls the "deadly theatre, " in which, in spite of 

all appearance, of success,, no true communication takes place. 
10 Of 

course, such problems as these are not peculiar to the modern theatre; 

10. Peter Brook., The Emptv Space (London, 1968), p. 11. 
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audience-stage relationships in every theatre are subject to continu- 

ing adjustments. -", -But when those on the stage do not seek common 

ground with their audience, but rather proclaim their position to be 

one of incessant challenge and opposition to it, these problems are 

obviously multiplied. 

As we have seen, the informational theorists sought to compen- 

sate for the relative unpopularity of their theatre by the creation of 

publicly subsidized. or endowed repertory theatres. The idea of gov- 

ernmental support for this kind of theatre is on the face of it an 

odd. one., =Is it not ironic that the great opponents of governmental 

censorship in the theatre should wish to put the theatre into a posi- 

tion in which some governmental control seems inevitable? Of course, 

Archer and 'Barker were-careful to avoid an avant-garde image for their 

national theatre; although its intention was essentially educative, a 

look at the plays suggested for the first season makes clear that no 

major,. challenges-to comfortable middle-class illusions were intended. 

But does notýthis very-conservatism suggest the kind of unofficial- 

self-censorship that must go on in subsidized theatres? For every 

major row, such as that'over Hochhuth's The Soldiers, there must be 

innumerable instances of'plans changed or not even considered because 

of the need to avoid'such incidents. Proponents of subsidized the- 

atres may argue that the financial limitations upon serious inform- 

ational theatre must-in the long run prove more crippling than the 

political-ones; -they can certainly point to the fact that much of the 

most powerful anti-establishment theatre has in fact been produced by 

subsidized theatres. But perhaps this fact merely illustrates our 

previous objection, that such theatre is harmless (and therefore tol- 

erated by the establishment) because it is played to a special audi- 
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ence that will not really be challenged by it. Certainly the sense 

of frustration among the youngest theatrical revolutionaries, the 

advocates of street theatre and "guerrilla" theatre, stems in part 

from the belief-that no public institution can really challenge the 

status auo of which it is a part. 

The repertory system is advocated by Archer and Barker as a 

solution to-the problems of the long run and of the need to cater to 

a"minority audience. They believe that the alternation of plays will 

keep actors and productions alive, while the relatively small audi- 

ence interested in serious theatre will have a variety of plays to 

see, and-even-those plays of interest only to a very few can still 

receive a'few performances a year. As we have seen, a full-scale 

modern repertory theatre has not yet been created in England, and 

perhaps can never be. The idea is based on the model of the nine- 

teenth-century Com6die Francaise and the opera, which were not pri- 

marily informational theatres. Tradition governed the productions 

and acting, and the performers were the centre of interest; audiences 

were willing to see them in the same plays many times and were rela- 

tively--indifferent to other production values. The complexity, the 

uniqueness, the freedom from stereotyped methods, that must char- 

acterize the production aiming at informational appeal, demand many 

rehearsals and sharply limit the extent to which the production can 

be-"stored, " as attempts to treat modern opera and ballet productions 

in repertory amply demonstrate. Swan Lake can be put on by an ex- 

perienced company at a few minutes notice with many last-minute sub- 

stitutions and the performance, though it may be a little ragged, can 

Still-. be magnificent. But if one sees a modern ballet outside the 

classical tradition, like Macmillan's Rite of Spring, once immediately 
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after it has been' intensively rehearsed, and then again a few months 

or even weeks later, the disparity between the two performances forces 

one to the conclusion that such a production, in which most of the 

movements are unique and-not part of the classic vocabulary, has no 

place in a : 'repertory system. The memories and bodies of the perform- 

ers'cannot retain with the'necessary precision the complexities of 

the choreography without daily practice uninterrupted by other styles. 

It is equally difficult for a company of actors to retain the full 

freshness'of a director's individual approach to the theatre when it 

is'required to d : )so over long periods with changes of cast and in- 

volvement'in other approaches. And so the national theatres have 

adopted"only'a very limited form of the repertory system, in which a 

few plays are alternated but no "library" of productions is accumu- 

lated. Such a theatre only partially solves the problems that con- 

cerned Archer and Barker.. and moat still cater essentially to the 

mass public. '' 

Even if'a'full-scale repertory theatre based on modern in- 

formational premises were artistically feasible, it would face many 

problems in its relationship with its audience. There is, I believe, 

ä natural tendency for'theatres with habitue audiences to develop the 

concentration of the performer, the traditional language, the indif- 

ference to educative values, that characterized the eighteenth-century 

theatre, *or'the opera. The intense conservatism of subscription audi- 

ences) which were the backbone of the Archer Barker plan, is well- '' 

known. Theatres-like the Moscow Art Theatre, the Berliner Ensemble, - 

or Wagner's`Bayreuth theatre, which were initially revolutionary and "`'' 

challenging; ' soon became custodians of highly specialized traditions 

from_whichýno deviation could be tolerated. The amount of new in- 
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formation. passing from stage to audience decreased from its initial 

profusion almost to nil, and if the experience did not become an empty 

ritual. it was enlivened by the evergreen interest of great performers 

able to measure up to traditional demands. In other words, as these 

theatres developed the faithful community audience Barker demands, 

they lost the educative challenge to this audience that is an equally 

important part of Barker's ideal. 

We may conclude that the informational theatre, as envisaged 

by Archer.. Barker, and Shaw the reformer, contains an intrinsic prob- 

lem in its relationship with its audience. The "natural" form of-this 

theatre is one in which the audience receives the kind of information 

it wants to hear. But this is not the most valuable information from 

the point of view of these theorists; far from educating its audience, 

according to them, the popular theatre confirms the audience in its 

cherished prejudices and illusions. But the devices suggested to over- 

come the inherent unpopularity of "good" informational theatre-the 

governmental subsidy, and the repertory system-seem equally inimical 

to the principles upon which this theatre is based. 

Yeats's theatre, as we have seen, presents a complex problem 

in its relationship with its audience, and Yeats devoted considerable 

attention to it. Fie came to-believe . that the mass audience of the cozn- 

mercial.., theatre was an inappropriate one for the poetic theatre; his 

audience, needed a special: familiarity with poetic tradition, and even 

with his own poetry,, in order for the effect of poetic symbol to take 

place. - At the Abbey he had a limited faithful audience which did per- 

haps to a surprising degree learn to accept the language of Yeats, Sytg es 

and Lady Gregory, if we may judge from the reactions of the "typical" 

Abbey patron, Joseph Holloway. But the development of this theatre 
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again provesthät the' hibitual'public gradually comes'to fasten its 

aesthetic attention on the acting, the only element evolving with 

every"peifoim nce. Yeats, as we have seen, could not tolerate such 

a development; his theory presupposed the primacy of the poet's words. 

If we look at theatres of the past that have begun with a strong lit- 

erary orientation-=like Florentine opera of the early seventeenth- 

century- we find that these have usually evolved, sometimes with as- 

tcnishing 'speed, into` performer-dominated theatres. Only theatres 

whose audience is'largely renewed each night would seem to be able" 

to support'a literary theatre, ' but Yeats has rejected this kind of 

mass audience for his poetic theatre. Like the informational theor- 

ists, then, Yeats would seem to be demanding an audience with two 

kinds of characteristics that can only with difficulty be made to 

co-exist; 

Craig säyys'relätively little about the audience, and his 

intimations about future"theatres do not make very clear the kind of 

institution that woüld'contain them or the audience to which they 

would appeal. One of the important features of his theoretical the- 

atres, however, is the universality of their comtminication; by'avoiding 

all culturally-based languages, by making use of the primal symbolic 

patterns of nature.. Craig hopes to reach anyone"with an open mind, no 
V 11 

matter what their experience or background. We may well question 

either the existence of these'natural symbols or their communicative 

power. In the twentieth century a number of'theatres have been cre- 

ated"on premises not unlike Craig's; Peter Brook describes some of than 

in his chapter on the "Holy' Theatre"' in The Empty Space, while his own 

experiments with non-mimetic sounds and gestures designed to communi- 

cateequally to African villagers and sophisticated Parisians are clearly 
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in, the, same line. Brook admits the relatively limited nature of the 

audiences the experiments of men like Grotowski, Beckett and I rce 

Cunningham attracts 
11 

and his chapter on the popular "Rough Theatre" 

bears witness to his dissatisfaction with the esoteric nature of their 

appeal. The., problem of finding an audience for the theatre of nat- 
b 

Ural symbols is also reflected in the history of the modern dance 

movement in the twentieth century. Modern dance was created in ex- 

press opposition to ballet; the latter clearly depends on a traditional, 

culturally-based language of movement, while modern dance practitioners 

generally assume the existence of a universal kinesthetic language. 

The,, statements of Isadora Duncan and other pioneers clearly reveal an 

assumption that the universality of their expression will sweep aside 

the effete remains of the danse d'ecole, whose technicalities are ap- 

preciated by so few; unlike ballet, their dance can be appreciated by 

everyone,, _-they suggest, and will therefore soon be widely popular. 

Even in their time the, success of Pavlova in particular showed that 

audiences, prefer even dance in a traditional language that they do not 

understand to dance in a supposedly universal idiom. In spite of the 

creativity and dynamism of many practitioners of modern dance, it is 

only rarely that they can claim for their work more than a coterie 

following. Ballet continues to dominate the dance scene in a way 

that surprises even some of its early supporters in western Europe; 

even at the beginning of World War Two, few would have predicted that 

London and New York would be dominated thirty years later by companies 

specializing in the purest classical technique and in productions of 

the supposedly obsolete classics or in new works by Ashton and Macmil- 

lan, Balanchine and Robbins, that often do not diverge far from the 

11. Ibid., pp. 60-61. 
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style and feeling of these classics. If modern dance has not achieved 

the popularity its originators expected of it, one reason may be that 

communication does not take place in the way those originators im- 

agined it did; movements do not have a universal meaning, or at least, 

do not consistently express to the uninitiated audience what their 

creators wish to express. My own experience is that at moments in 

modern dance commuzication does seem to take place;.: no doubt it was 

such moments in Duncan's dancing that awoke in Craig his belief in 

the expressive power of pure movement. But these moments remain 

tantalizingly fragmentary, and they are interspersed even in the best 

work with passages that seem to be in a private language of the chore- 

ographer or which fail to arouse the response they seem to aim at. It 

is the tantalizing glimpses that keep the devotees at their search, 

always hoping that the universal idiom can be distilled from the rest, 

but my own suspicion is that the quest is fruitless. 

As for a theatre manifesting the symbolic side of Shaw's 

dramatic conception, this may be said actually to have existed in the 

Royal Opera House, whose singers Shaw had reluctantly to admit were 

supreme in the field of pure bel canto singing. This theatre did 

function, because its repertory system was suited to the traditional 

nature of the performances, and the very small habitue audience found 

its natural focus of interest in the performers. It was, however, 

something of an anachronism, for it was largely dependent on a particu- 

lar class whose position in society was changing; very soon the theatre 

saw drastic change, and from many points of view decline, partly as a 

result of the influence of the new Wagnerian methods of performance and 

production, and the new audience these began to attract. Melba was not 

being'simply`snobbish when she expressed her outrage at the men in 
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"shabby tweed coats" in the stalls of Covent Garden after World War 

One; 12 her art and her theatre depended essentially on a closely-knit 

habitue audience (whose strong class orientation was, from the the- 

atrical point of view, irrelevant), and the dilution of this audience 

could only mean the end of the school of vocal art of which she was 

one of the last great representatives. 

In general, we may say that the theories of all five men are 

characterized by a certain refusal to accept the realities of audience 

psychology. The same refusal is characteristic of many twentieth- 

century dramatic theorists. Like so many distortions that are found 

in the treatment of theatrical matters, this theoretical weakness is 

probably the product of the dominance in our culture of literary art. 

A writer may, within limits, find his audience; his novels or poems, 

or indeed his plays, survive, and may in the long run achieve an ap- 

preciation which the immediate readership of their first publication 

denies them. But a theatrical performance does not survive, and must 

therefore succeed with the particular audience it has onthe particu- 

lar evening it is presented. Any theorist who constructs an imaginary 

theatre without taking this fact into account will meet with the con- 

tinued frustration in the realization of his idea that has been the 

lot of many modern innovators. Yeats and Barker were aware of the 

problem, but even their concern for audience development contains a 

measure of wishful thinking. Audiences--people--do not behave quite 

as Yeats and Barker would like them to behave in the particular the- 

atrical circumstances they put them into. The figure of Yeats sit- 

ting "glum as_can_be° amid an, audience roaring with laughter at one of 

12. John Hetherington, Melba: A Biography (London, 1967), p. 198. 
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Boyle' s-comediesl3 may be taken as the epitome of the alienated 

theorist confronted-with human realities. And it is not merely the 

theorist, but all who take a more than purely practical interest in 

drama, from the academic critic, the reviewer, the playwright, the 

director, to the serious actor, who should be struck by this exemplar. 

If we are dissatisfied with the theatre as it is and are looking for 

ways to give it the vitality and social importance it had in previous 

ages, let us start by looking very carefully at the basic elements of 

audience psychology; as Barker says, "Granted a good audience, good 

acting of a sort must result"; 
14 "of a sort" is the tell-tale phrase. 

If we start with a fixed idea of what acting should be, and then seek 

to impose it on a given audience, the result will probably be either 

failure or "deadly theatre. " But if we first of all determine what 

we mean by "a good audience, " and the circumstances that bring that 

audience into being, and then allow such an audience to have its own 

way, even if it leads to a kind of performance that is totally unlike 

the one upon which we calculated, we will at least have a good theatre 

"of a sort" and one that will have the essential virtue of being alive. 

It is along these lines, -I believe, that dramatic theory must develop 

in the future. 

.$ 

13. See above; p. 228. 

14. See above, p. 419. 
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